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FOREWORD
T2sT the near future, memories
-*■ of the past will animate and
inspire us to the greater tasks
and nobler deeds of life.
If these fading memories can he
made only a trifle more vivid,
thru the publication of this
Brown and Gold, we, the Staff
of 1925, will feel that our
efforts have not been in vain.
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BROWN and GOLD STAFF
George J. Kremble Editor-in-Chief
Benj. J. Buikema Business Manager
Myrtle Aixinson Ass't Mgr.
Burke Bartlett Literary Editor
Ardell Olds Ass't Editor
Evelyn Van Blarcum Ass't Editor
Donald Randall Picture Editor
Charles Vrany Ass't Editor
Margaret Critchett Ass't Editor
Harry Huller Advertising Manager
C. E. Carr Ass't Mgr.
Zoe Culpepper Ass't Mgr.
Louise Gilleo Art Editor
Doris Bishop Ass't Editor
Cecil Hoyt Ass't Editor
Verna Fenstermacher Ass't Editor
John Strandberg Joke Editor
Florence Burkhard Circulation Manager
Walter Farrer Athletic Editor
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THE most important duty confronting the teachers of America is
that of speeding the time when every child in our land shall have
a fair expectancy of school training under able, competent instructors
of high personal worth. At the present time less than half of our
722,000 public school teachers in the United States have had even such
a minimum of training as is represented by two years of professional
preparation beyond high school graduation. The percentage of such
teachers should be 100 instead of less than 50.
We need higher standards,—these standards enacted into law,
wholesome publicity concerning the necessity of well equipped, ably ad
ministered public schools, compensation sufficient to attract a fair per
centage of the best types of high school graduates to our teachers' col
leges, and finally the opportunity in these colleges such as Western
Normal to give the student body a maximum of professional advan
tages. Every student and alumnus of Western is urged to join in the
splendid task of speeding the day when every American child shall
come under teachers of the finest type of manhood and womanhood, of
sound character and training, of high professional ideals, of capacity
and liking for strenuous endeavor in the great task.
m
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MEMORIES
The lonely plains, the placid lakes no longer feast my eyes;
I've learned to love our Normal Hill that lifts its head,
And breaks the vaulted skies.
I love its grandeur, and its noble mien
That speaks of wisdom in the great unseen,
Where gods receive their daily bread.
O Normal Hill,
Your walks, your paths are never lonely, dark, or chill,
But radiate companionship the hilltop o'er,
Which neither time nor space shall ever still
Till every roof and wall and floor
Upon your crest, resounds no more.
O happy days for us are these,
When life is not so full that we can find
No time to hit the Trail,
To breathe pure air, to sit beneath the trees,
And find more verses there than we can rhyme—
And more to please.
O heights of truth, our mem'ries cling to you;
Tho "it was hard, hard to climb when only truth was true"—
In days to be,
Our fondest dreams of yore will only see
Your steep ascents, that led us to the key
Unlocking all the world, to set it free.
A. B. B.
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John C. Hoekje, Registrar and Director of Extension.
A. B. Hope College. University of Michigan.
Bertha S. Davis, Dean of Women.
Frank E. Ellsworth, Director of Training School.
Michigan State Normal College. A. B. Alma College. Teachers' College, Columbia
University.
William H. Cain, Principal, Normal High School.
Indiana State Normal. University of Indiana. A. B. University of Michigan.
Manley M. Ellis, Education and Psychology. Acting Director of Department of Rural
Education.
Ferris Institute. A. B. Michigan State Normal College. A. M. University of Michigan.
Hugh M. Ackley, Mathematics.
A. B., A. M. Olivet College.
Sara E. Ackley, Manager, Normal Co-operative Store.
Margaret F. Allen, Kindergarten, Training School.
B. S. Columbia University.
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Myrtle E. Allixsox, MaVi Office.
Western State Normal School.
Laverne Argabright, Fourth Grade, Training School.
Western State Normal School. University of Chicago.
Della B. Barxett, History.
A. B. Grinnell College. A. M. University of Chicago.
Helen Barton, Sixth Grade, Training School.
A. B. Michigan State Normal College.
Grover C. Bartoo. Mathematics.
Genesco Normal School, New York. A. B., A. M. University of Michigan.
Juliet Bell, Director of Health Survey.
A. B. Wellesley College.
Howard F. Bigelow, Economics and Sociology.
A. B. Wesleyan University. A. M. Harvard University.
Mrs. Amelia Biscomb, English, Normal High School.
Michigan Agricultural College. University of Michigan. A. B. Kalamazoo College.
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Jane Blackburn, Second Grade, Training School.
B. Ed. Illinois State Normal University. B. S. Teachers' College, Columbia University.
Harold Blair, Mathematics,
B. S. University of Michigan
James W. Boynton, Chemistry.
A. B. Western State Normal School. University of Michigan.
William R. Brown, English.
A. B. University of Texas. A. M,, Ph. D. Harvard University.
Margaret E. Burn ham, History, Normal High School.
State Normal School, Westchester, Penn. A. B. University of Michigan.
Smith Burxham, History.
A. B., A. M. Albion College. University of Chicago. University of Pennsylvania. Har
vard University.
Mrs. Minnie Campbell, First Grade, Training School.
B. S. Columbia University. McMillan Nursery School, London.
Lenore Carpenter, Office of Dean of Women.
Western State Normal School.
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Bernadine Champion, Household Arts.
B. S. Teachers' College, Columbia University.
Isabel Crane, Physical Education.
Kellogg School of Physical Education.
Mrs. Grace W. Davis, Art, Training School.
Western State Normal School.
Arthur R. Delamarter, Agriculture.
B. S. Michigan Agricultural College. M. S. Iowa State College. B. D. Garrett Biblical
Institute. Northwestern University.
Blanche Draper, Editor, Normal Herald.
Robert J. Eldridge, Chemistry.
B. S. Kalamazoo College. M. S. University of Chicago.
Mrs. Frank E. Ellsworth, Latin.
A. B. University of Michigan.
Anna L. Evans, Rural Education.
Michigan State Normal College. A. B., University of Michigan. A. M. University of
Chicago. Columbia University.
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John P. Everett, Mathematics.
Michigan State Normal College. Teachers' College, Columbia University. A. B., A. M.,
University of Michigan.
Louis Foley, English.
A. B. Ohio University. A. M. Ohio State University.
Pearl Ford, Eighth Grade, Training School.
Western State Normal School.
Florence Fowler, Library.
A. B. University of Missouri.
John E. Fox, Physics.
University of Michigan. B. S. University of Chicago. A. M. University of Pennsylvania.
Anna L. French, Librarian.
Michigan State Normal College. Drexel Institute School of Library Science.
Lorena M. Gary, English.
Western State Normal School.
Henry N. Goddard, Biology.
Ph. B., Ph. D. University of Michigan. University of Chicago.
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Harry P. Greenwall, Spanish and Penmanship.
Zanerian School of Penmanship. B. L. Ohio Wesleyan. University of Berlin. A. B.
Western State Normal School.
Lucia Harrison, Geography.
A. B. University of Michigan. M. S. University of Chicago.
Theodore S. Henry, Education and Psychology.
A. B. Hedding College. A. M., Ph. D. University of Illinois.
George H. Hilliard, Education and Psychology.
A. B., A. M'., Ph. D. University of Iowa.
Edna Hirsch, Record Clerk, Main Office.
Western State Normal School.
Amelia Hockenberry, French.
A. B. Wellesly College. University of Bordeaux.
Ada Hoebeke, English and Latin, Normal High School.
A. B. University of Chicago.
Thelma Hootman, Music, Training School.
G. M. Northwestern University.
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Fred Huff, Manual Arts.
University of Michigan. A. B. Western State Normal.
Doris A. Hussey, Physical Education.
Sargeant School of Physical Education, Cambridge.
Judson A. Hyames, Physical Education.
A. B. Western State Normal School.
Lloyd E. Jesson, President's Stenographer.
Western State Normal School.
Ina Kelley, Eighth Grade, Training School.
A. B. Hillsdale College. University of California.
Leslie A. Kenoyer, Biology.
A. B. Campbell College. A. M. University of Kansas. Ph. D. University of Chicago.
Ph. D. Iowa State College.
Chas. M. Knapp, History and Government.
A. B., A. M., Ph. D. Columbia University.
Eunice E. Kraft, Latin, Normal High School.
Western State Normal School. A. B. University of Michigan.
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Carroll P. Lahman, Speech.
A. B. Oberlin College. University of Wisconsin. Illinois State Normal University.
Edna B. Liek, Early Elementary Education.
Ph. B. University of Chicago.
Anna E. Lindblom, Speech.
A. B., A. M. University of Iowa.
Lulu D. Loomis, Library.
Michigan State Normal College.
Minnie D. Loutzenhiser, English.
B. S. University of Washington. A. M. University of Washington.
Phoebe Lumaree, Library.
Lake Forest College. Western State Normal School.
William McCracken, Chemistry.
A. B. University of Michigan. A. M., Ph. D. University of Chicago.
Florence McLouth, Fifth Grade, Training School.
B. S., Teachers' College, Columbia University.
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Earl T. Martineau, Physical Education.
A. B. University of Minnesota.
Katherine A. Mason, Education.
B. S., A. M. Columbia University.
Helen Master, English.
A. B., A. M. University of Michigan.
Harper C. Maybee, Music.
Michigan State Normal College. Columbia University.
Earl Mead, Manual Arts.
Western State Normal School.
Floyd W. Moore, Economics.
A. B. Albion College. A. M., University of Michigan.
Grace E. Moore, Normal Cafeteria.
Mary A. Moore, Household Arts.
Kalamazoo College. Western State Normal. Teachers' College, Columbia University.
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Edith Mullen, Physical Education.
B. S. Teachers' College, Columbia.
Katherine M.ulry, History.
Indianapolis Normal School. B. S. Columbia University.
Charles S. Nichols, Manual Arts.
Western State Normal School. A. B. University of Wisconsin.
Lucille Nobbs, English.
A. B. Kalamazoo College. A. M. University of Michigan.
Eleanor Osborn, Records Clerk, Main Office.
Western State Normal School.
Ray Pellett, Education and Psychology.
A. B., A. M. University of Michigan.
E. D. Pennell, Commerce.
Ferris Institute. University of Minnesota. University of Michigan.
Jesse A. Place, Biology.
A. B., A. M. Ohio University. University of Chicago.
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Orrin Powell, Education and Psychology.
A. B. Kalamazoo College. A. M. Teachers' College, Columbia University.
Mrs. Duka Randall, Music.
Western State Normal School.
Eleanor Rawlinson, English.
University of Michigan.
Herbert W. Read, Physical Education.
Western State Normal School. A. B. University of Michigan.
Jessie M. Roberts, Fine Arts.
B. S., A. M. Columbia University. Ohio University. Chicago University.
Paul Rood, Physics.
A. B. Albion College. A. M. University of Michigan.
Lousene G. Rousseau, Speech.
A. B., A. M. University of Wisconsin.
Ethel Hale Russel, Third Grade, Training School.
B. S. University of Iowa. A. M. University of Iowa.
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Robert R. Russel, History.
A. B. McPherson. A. M. University of Kansas. Ph. D. University of Illinois.
Paul B. Sancren, Education and Psychology.
Ferris Institute. A. B. Michigan State Normal College. A. M. University of Michigan.
University of Indiana.
Lena B. Sawyer, Household Arts.
Ph. B. University of Chicago.
Nancy E. Scott, History and Social Science.
A. B., A. M. University of Indiana. Ph. D. University of Pennsylvania.
Grace E. Seekell, Course of Study, Training School.
A. B. University of Michigan. Teachers' College.
Marion J. Sherwood, Manual Arts.
Western State Normal. University of Michigan. B. S. Columbia University.
D. C. Shilling, History and Government.
B. Pd. Ohio Northern University. A. B. Miami University. A. M. University of Wis
consin.
Lydia Siedschlag, Fine Arts.
Western State Normal School. Chicago School of Applied Art. Columbia University.
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Herbert Slusser, English.
A. B., A. M. University of Michigan.
Alice Smith, Appointment Stenographer.
Western State Normal School.
Leah Smith, Extension Secretary.
Western State Normal School.
Mrs. Dorothea S. Snyder, Music.
Western State Normal School.
Marion A. Spalding, Physical Education.
Western State Normal School.
George Sprau, English.
A. B. Ohio Northern University. A. B., A. M. Ohio University. A. M. Harvard Uni
versity.
Roxana A. Steele, Supervisor, Demonstration Schools.
B. S., A. M. Columbia University.
Louise Steinway, Seventh Grade, Training School.
Massachusetts Normal. B. S. Teachers' College, Columbia University.
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Alba Stenson, Household Arts.
B. S. Michigan Agricultural College.
Elaine Stevenson, Fiw<? Arts.
Western State Normal School. Emma W. Church School of Design.
Mrs. Louise F. Struble, Art, Training School.
Western State Normal School. Chicago Art School. Michigan State Normal College.
Belle Strunk, Geography.
Western State Normal School. B. S., University of Chicago.
Gretchen M. Switzer, Appointment Secretary.
Western State Normal School.
George E. Tabraham, Manual Arts.
Western State Normal School.
Marion Tamin, French.
Universite de Caen. Carthage College. Ph. B. University of Chicago.
Laurence Taylor, Physical Education.
A. B. Western State Normal School.
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Walter A. Terpening, Sociology.
A. B. Kalamazoo College. Geneva Y. M. C. A. Training School. Ph. D. University of
Michigan.
Ruth G. Van Horn, English.
A. B. University of Michigan.
Louise J. Walker, English, Normal High School.
A. B. Albion College. A. M. Columbia University.
Emma L. Watson, Commerce.
Michigan State Normal College. Gregg School, Columbia.
Elmer C. Weaver, Manual Arts.
Western State Normal School.
Cordelia Wick, Commerce.
Cass County Normal. Western State Normal College. Simmons College.
Elmer H. Wilds, Education and Psychology.
A. B. Allegheny College. A. M. University of Chicago. Harvard University. Teachers'
College, Columbia University.
Merrill Wiseman, Science, Normal High School.
A. B., A. M. Ohio Northern University.
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Leslie H. Wood, Geography.
A. B. University of Michigan. A. M. University of Chicago.
Crystal Worner, Physical Education.
A. B., A. M. University of Michigan.
Elisabeth Zimmerman, Latin.
A. B. University of Michigan. Heidelberg University. A. M. University of Wisconsin.
American Academy in Rome.
Leonard W. Adams, Mathematics.
B. S. Northwestern University.
Bernice Hesselink, Financial Clerk.
Western State Normal School.
Lois M. Clark, Supervisor, Hurd School.
Western State Normal School.
Jess M. Duncan, Supervisor, Vine Street.
A. B. Indiana University.
Kate H. Vick, Supervisor, Vine Street.
Ph. B. University of Chicago.
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Orin W. Kaye, Superintendent, Paw Paw.
A. B. Olivet College.
James S. Ayars, Mathematics, Pazv Paw.
B. S. Northwestern University.
Mrs. Bess Baker, History, Pazv Pazv.
Ph. B. University of Chicago.
Amelia Bauch, Mathematics, Pazv Pazv.
B. S., A. M. Columbia University.
Arthur B. Castle, Science, Pazv Pazv.
B. S. University of Michigan.
Phyllis Graves, Sixth Grade, Pazv Paw.
Columbia-Radcliff.
Mary S. Henderson, English, Pazv Pazv.
A. B. University of Michigan.
Hazel L. Jones, First Grade, Pazv Pazv.
Iowa State Teachers' College. University of Chicago.
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Laura C. Jones, Music and Art, Paw Paw.
B. M. E. Northwestern University.
Julia Joslin, Fourth Grade, Paiv Paw.
Michigan State Normal College.
C. F. Keuzenkamp, Manual Arts, Paiv Paw.
B. S. Kansas State Teachers' College.
Rudel C. Miller, Physical Education, Paiv Paw.
A. B. Western State Normal School.
Reynold G. Oas, Agriculture, Paw Paw.
B. S. Michigan Agricultural College.
Vera Pickard, First and Second Grades, Pazv Paw.
Western State Normal School.
Frances A. Pope, English, Paw Paiv.
Ph. B. University of Chicago.
Gloria Roeth, Spanish and Latin, Paw Paw.
A. B. University of Chicago
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Edson V. Root, Principal, Senior High, Mathematics, Paw Paw.
Western State Normal School.
Lottie Seath, Third Grade, Paw Pazv.
Michigan State Normal College.
Mrs. Della E. Simpson, History, Pazv Paiv.
Ph. B. University of Chicago.
Celia Sprague, Commerce, Paw Paw.
B. C. S. Albion College.
Lillian B. Stenseth, Home Economics, Paw Paw.
B. S. University of Minnesota.
Clella Stufft, Fifth Grade, Paw Paw.
A. B. University of Nebraska.
Lela C. Trager, Physical Education, Paw Paw.
B. S. University of Iowa.
Helen B. Tupper, Kindergarten, Paw Paw.
University of Chicago.
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Elsie Wendling, Principal Junior High School, Pazv Pazv.
Columbia University.
Edith C. Wood, Second Grade, Paw Pazv.
University of Chicago.
Cleora Skinner, Principal, Mathematics, Portage.
Western State Normal School.
Lewis Crawford, History, Portage.
Western State Normal School.
Margaret Cummings, Home Economics, Portage.
Ph. B. University of Chicago.
P. J. Dunn, Manual Arts and Science, Portage.
B. S. Michigan Agricultural College.
Esther Fletcher, Kindergarten, Portage.
Chicago Kindergarten College.
Marion I. Hall, Seventh and Eighth Grades.
Western State Normal School.
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Genevieve Hodgson, English and Latin, Portage.
A. B. University of Michigan.
Blanche Leland, Sixth Grade, Portage.
Michigan State Normal College.
Anne Lubke, First Grade, Portage.
Western State Normal School.
Irene McCaffrey, Third and Fourth Grades, Portage.
A. B. Western State Normal School.
Emma I. Richards, Second and Third Grades, Portage.
Northern State Normal School.
Ethel Shimmel, Fifth Grade, Portage.
Western State Normal School.
Ernest Weber, Principal, Mathematics, Richland.
A. B. Western State Normal School.
Mrs. Rena L. Goodrich, Fifth and Sixth Grades, Richland.
Western State Normal School.
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Mildred Gould, English, Richland.
A. B. Western State Normal School.
Dorah Herrington, First Grade, Richland.
B. S. Teachers' College.
Hazel Hicks, Second and Third Grades, Richland.
A. B. Western State Normal School.
Gladys Love, Home Economics, Richland.
B. S. Michigan Agricultural College.
Russell R. Nellist, Monual Arts and Science, Richland.
B. S. Michigan Agricultural College.
Eula Rethorn, Fourth Grade, Richland.
A. B. University of Michigan.
Grace Rynberg, Seventh and Eighth Grades, Richland.
Western State Normal School.
Thelma Taylor, History, Richland.
A. B. Western State Normal School.
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Ernest Giddings, Kalamasoo. President of Senior Class, Forum.
M. Paul Kagechiwan, Pctoskcy. Vice-Pres. of Senior Class, Treas. Social Science Club,
Forum.
Ila Boudeman, Kalamasoo. Sec. of Senior Class, Senate, Y. W. C. A. Cabinet.
Florence Drach, Coloma. Treas. of Senior Class, Science Club.
Senior Class
The Senior Class continues to be one of the evidences of the growth of
Western State Normal, for its numbers steadily increase each year.
It would scarcely be fair to identify the senior class of 1925 as the freshman
class of 1921, for many of the present seniors graduated from the Life Certificate
Courses and then after one, two or three years of teaching returned to continue
their education and to do their bit in upholding and establishing the ideals and
traditions of the school.
Perhaps the most noteworthy accomplishment of the year has been the pre
sentation of Carl Sandburg, noted x\merican poet, in a lecture-recital, before an
audience of some fourteen hundred people. The loyal co-operation of the English
department helped to make this project a decided success, of which the tangible
evidences were the enthusiastic pleasure of the audience, and the gratifying finan
cial returns which are to be invested in a Senior memorial.
One of the events which the Seniors will long remember with pleasure was
the banquet given by the Juniors at the Park-American.
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Clarence E. Altenburg, Napoleon. Track.
John S. Armstrong, East Sandwich, Mass. Country Life Club, "W" Club, Athletic Board
of Control, Baseball.
Homer Arnett, Morley. Forum, Y. M. C. A.
Theodore C. Barton, Mears.
Allan M. Bean, Otsego.
Lawrence Bohnet, Kalamasoo. Tribunal, Kappa Rho Sigma, Student Council (Treas.),
Le Cercle Francais.
Dale D. Brown, Osseo. "W" Club, Science Club, Cross Country Team, Y. M. C. A., Le
Cercle Francais.
Florence Burkhard, St. Joseph. Commerce Club, Newman Club, Circulation Manager of
Brown and Gold Staff.
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Charles J. Cady, South Haven. Football.
Francis C. Cargo, Bangor. Tribunal, Science Club (Pres.), Y. M. C. A.
C. E. Carr, Battle Creek. "W" Club, Assistant Advertising Manager of Brown and Gold
Staff.
Grace R. Carter, Branson. Classical Club, Eastern Star Club, Y. W. C. A., Chorus.
Eula M. Case, Charlotte. Social Science Club, Le Cercle Francais.
Edith Caswell, Kalamazoo. Herald Staff, Senate.
John E. Clementz, Constantinc. Forum (Pres.), Student Council.
Henrietta Cole, Kalamacoo. Art Club.
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Claudius Collisi, Three Rivers. Cross Country Captain, Track, Players, "W" Club.
Cletus D. Cordry, Bunccton, Mo.
Josephine Cummings, Ccntcrville. Student Council.
Adah Lee Curtis, Hudsonville. Le Cercle Francais, Y. W. C. A.
George Dell, Pittsford. Science Club.
Mildred.Fleming, Cass City. Academy, Junior High Club (Pres.), Y. W. C. A., Eastern
Star Club, Girl Scouts.
Pearl L. Ford, Battle Creek. Kappa Rho Sigma, Science Club (Treas.), Le Cercle Francais,
Social Science Club.
Edna Frobenius, Kalamacoo. Players, Phys. Ed. Ass'n.
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Lorena M. Gary, Homer. Le Cercle Francais, Senate.
Helen C. Gladding, Kalamazoo. Phys. Ed. Ass'n, Senate, Varsity Tennis, Women's League
(Pres.)
Harold W. Held, Fremont, Ohio. Tribunal (Historian), Manual Arts Club (Pres.), New
man Club.
Harry H. Huller, Climax. Y. M. C. A., Student Council, Forum, Advertising Manager of
Brown and Gold Staff.
Eva Jardine, Muskcyon. Physical Ed. Ass'n.
Oscar Johnson, Cadillac. Football (Capt.). Basketball (Capt.), Track, "W" Club.
Ross J. Kitzmiller, Alamo. Forum, Science Club, Social Science Club.
Leonard S. Klaasse, Grand Rapids. Track, Glee Club, Music Club, Band, "W" Club.
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Ada M. Kline, Kalamazoo. Senate, Le Cercle Francais.
Celia Eva Knauss, Kalamazoo. Social Science Club, Junior High Club.
Ruth Knowles, Lawrence. Le Cercle Francais, Classical Club, Y. W. C. A.
George J. Kremble, Baroda. Editor-in-Chief of Brown and Gold, Forum, Student Council,
Social Science Club.
Sadie Kuiper, Grand Rapids. Kappa Rho Sigma.
Mabel Kurtz, Allcgan. Science Club.
Charles H. Maher, Mcndon. "W" Club, Baseball (Capt.), Newman Club.
Ward Mahan, Fremont. Forum, Square and Compass Club.
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James R. Masterson, Otscgo. Forum, Social Science Club, Le Cercle Francais.
Bernard H. McCann, Lansing. "W" Club, Football.
Lucile Morris, Kalamazoo. Phys. Ed. Ass'n, Girl Scouts.
F. Swift Noble, Kalamasoo. Football, Basketball, "W" Club (Pres.)
Ruth E. Parsons, Schoolcraft. Le Cercle Francais.
John G. Quarters, Marquctte. Forum, Commerce Club, Oteyokwa Club.
Don Randall, Casnovia. Tribunal, Square and Compass Club, Picture Editor of Brown
and Gold Staff.
Paul L. Randall, Kalamasoo. Forum.
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Bernice Riemersma, Grand jf?a/>wfc. Later El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Ian H. Ross, iVra; For£ Cj/v. Country Life Club.
Audree Roussel, Paris, France. Le Cercle Francais.
Luella Russon, Otscgo. Science Club, Glee Club, Y. W. C. A., Girl Scouts, Le Cercle
Francais, Social Science Club.
Erie Sassaman, Kalamazoo.
Milton E. Scherer, Watervltet. Student Council (Pres.), Tribunal, Men's Glee Club.
Carlos E. Shepard, Kalamazoo.
John Strandberg, Grand Rapids. Science Club, Square and Compass Club, Joke Editor of
Brown and Gold Staff.
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Rosa H. Thomas, Kalamasoo.
Mrs. Barbara Tyndall, Battle Creek. Senate, Student Council.
Ned Van Volkenburg, Kalamasoo.
Lloyd Waugh, Owosso.
Melville Westerberg, Kalamasoo. Tribunal, Le Cercle Francais.
Maude Wheeler, Nctvaygo. Social Science Club (Journalist), Y. W. C. A.
Florence Lela York, Kalamasoo. Soph. Girls' Glee Club.
Bernard Young, Grand Rapids. Forum.
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Junior Council
Roy G. Lahr, Brant. Treasurer of Junior Class, Forum.
Margaret L. Nicholson, Sturgis. Vice-President of Junior Class, Eastern Star Club, Later
El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Wendell C. Gates, Battle Creek. President of Junior Class, Track, Intercollegiate Debating,
Tribunal, "W" Club, Delta Rho, Athletic Board, Student Council.
Mrs. Caryl F. Johnson, Gladwin. Secretary of Junior Class, Senate, Y. W. C. A.
Abe F. Betke, Kalamazoo. Junior Representative on Student Council, Science Club.
Bent. J. Buikema, GrandviUc. Junior Representative on Student Council, Business Manager
of Brown and Gold, Forum (Pres.), Forensic Board, Intercollegiate Debating, Delta
Rho.
Edward F. Dorgan, Gobies. Junior Representative on Student Council, Players (Journalist).
Elton Cole, Kalamazoo. Chairman of Industrial Trips Committee, Intercollegiate Debating,
Delta Rho, Tribunal, Science Club (Vice-Pres.), Y. M. C. A., Forensic Board.
Bernice Dowdle, Battle Creek. Chairman of Refreshments Committee, Commerce Club,
Newman Club (Pres.).
Alice Blom, Richland. Chairman of Social Committee, Commerce Club, Y. W. C. A.
Helen I. Roth, Dowagiac. Chairman of Publicity Committee, Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Mildred L. Brown, Kalamazoo. Chairman of Decorating Committee, Orchestra, Music Club,
Early El. Club.
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Henry Balls, Richland. Manual Arts Club.
Romane Barnard, Litchficld. Country Life Club, Men's Glee Club.
George H. Berry, Allegan. Forum, Y. M. C. A., Square and Compass Club, Football.
Lydia Biekkola, Trout Creek. Junior High Club, Oteyokwa Club.
Edgar M. Bly, Lawton.
John R. Brown, Des Moines, Iowa.
Harold Buttery, Kalamazoo.
Irene Callahan, Kalamazoo. Early El. Club, Commerce Club, Newman Club.
Lenore Carpenter, Grand Rapids. Academy, Commerce Club, Student Council (Sec).
Dessa Carson, Galcsburg. Y. W. C. A., Early El. Club.
Earl W. Cartwright, Battle Creek.
Laurence G. Chickering, Belding. "W" Club, Y. M. C. A., Track.
Troy Clawson, Allegan.
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Doris Cogswell, Kalamasoo. Players (Vice-Pres.), Senate, Le Cercle Francais, Midwinter
Play.
James Copeland, Kalamasoo. Y. M. C. A.
Leland Crawford, New Troy.
Alvin Crum, Cassopolis.
Helen Daniels, Kalamasoo. Le Cercle Francais.
Rose Dillon, Paiv Paw.
Orpha Doll, Detroit. Junior High Club.
Margaret Edison, Grand Rapids. Junior High Club.
Maynard Ellingson, Kalamasoo. "W" Club, Baseball, Trainer—Football and Basketball.
Howard J. Farley, Hancock. Manual Arts Club, Oteyokwa Club.
Walter D. Farrer, Ncgauncc. "W" Club (Vice-Pres.),
and Gold Staff.
Verna Fenstermacher, Marcclhis. Art Club
Brown and Gold Staffy-i^-\|
Velma French, Mattawan.
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Wayne L. French, Mattawan. Manual Arts Club, Square and Compass
Edwin S. Fox, Kalamazoo. Science Club.
Carroll W. Gibbs, Bellevue. Y. M. C. A.
Ivan M. Gibbs, Kalamazoo.
Doris Giddings, Kalamazoo.
Grace Gilbert, Muskegon. Science Club, Girl Scouts.
Gerald Graham, Maple Rapids. Baseball.
Velva Green, Flint.
Elwood Griffith, McBridcs.
Jerry Hagan, Three Rivers. Tribunal.
Miriam Hagerman, Tckonsha.
Glenn Hammond, Harbor Springs.
Frederick Harrington, Bay City. Players (Pres.), Herald Staff.
Club.
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Mildred Haylett, Coldwater. Social Science Club (Sec), Commerce Club.
Norwood S. Hearn, Amhcrst, Ohio. Manual Arts Club, Football, Basketball.
Velda Heilman, Kalamasoo. Le Cercle Francais, Y. W. C. A.
Norma Herron, Kalamasoo. Early El. Club.
A. C. Heying, Stockbridge. Manual Arts Club.
Vivian Hicks, Edzvardsburg.
Henry Hidding, Holland.
\j / x -"""
Edna Hirsch, Bcnton Harbor. Senate.
Arline Hofacker, Manic. Senior High Club/ Social Science Club.
Alice Holleman, Byron Center. Junior High Club, Y. W. C. A
Nellie Hutchins, Lazvrcncc. Academy, Classical Club.
Theresa Jeannette, Kalamasoo. Y. W. C A
Mrs. Caryl Johnson, Gladivin. Senate, Y. W.
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Neal H. Johnson, Fremont. "W" Club, Basketball, Football, Baseball, Track.
Walter I. Kaechele, Vicksburg.
Faye Kinder, Grand Rapids. Senate.
Evelyn Kinney, Grand Rapids. Senate.
Edward W. Klock, Hartford. Forum, Y. M. C. A., Cross Country, Track, "W" Club, Glee
Club, Varsity Quartette.
Randall Lamb, Port Huron. Tribunal, Players, Delta Rho, Varsity Debate Squad.
Mary Lawson, Grand Rapids. Physical Ed. Ass'n.
Winifred Layne, Buchanan. Senior High Club, Y. W. C. A., Le Cercle Francais, Classical
Club.
Wilma Lee, Marcellus. Y. W. C. A., Senior High Club.
Noble D. Leonard, Battle Creek. Forum, "W" Club, Track.
Merwin A. Lewis, Bellevue. Tribunal (Sec), Y. M. C. A.
Agnes Linsley, Grand Rapids. Jr. High Club, Classical Club, Y. W.
Edith Linsley, Grand Rapids. Jr. High Club, Y. W.
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Florence Linsley, Grawrf Rapids. Junior High Club, Y. W. C. A.
Lee J. Litchfield, Elsie. Square and Compass Club (Sec), Manual Arts Club (Vice-Pres.)
Floyd McCully, Cassopolis.
Laurie McDearmid, Marshall. Le Cercle Francais, Science Club.
Allene McDonald, Three Rivers. Classical Club, Eastern Star Club (Vice-Pres.)
Edith McGowan, Kalamazoo.
Pearl McHuron, Sturgis. Junior High Club, Y. W. C. A.
Wilbur L. Marshall, Paw Pazv. Kappa Rho Sigma.
Arnold G. Matthew, Holt. Manual Arts Club.
Eldon J. Maynard, Ann Arbor. Manual Arts Club.
Earl V. Mead, Lansing. Manual Arts Club, Science Club.
Bothwell Milliken, Ann Arbor. Manual Arts Club.
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Varsity Debate Squad.
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Max Musser, Pcrnnton.
Eleanor Osborn, Kalamazoo. Senate.
E. Eugene Osmun, Allcgan. Football, Square and Compass Club.
Ben F. Pagel, Big Rapids. Science Club.
Karl E. Palmatier, Kalamazoo. Square and Compass Club (Pres.)
Olive Pierson, Kalamazoo. Eastern Star Club.
Willard C. Ramsdell, Scotts. Baseball, Football.
Pauline Riggle, Grand Rapids. Physical Ed Ass'n.
Glen Righter, Kalamazoo. "W" Club, Football, Baseball, Basketball.
Don Ross, Ludington.
Kenneth Roush, Hastings. Baseball.
Margaret Schalm, Sturgis. Y. W. C. A., Junior High Clu
Corinne Schopbach, Kalamazoo. Y. W. C. A., Academy, Varsity Debate Squad.
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Egbert Schutt, Sioux Center, Ioiva.
Norman E. Sedelbauer, Grand Rapids.
A. Marie Sheldon, Paw Paw. Le Cercle Francais, Classical Club, Y. W. C. A.
Mrs. Veryl Shields, Richland. Country Life Club.
Hubert Shinn, Vicksburg. Forum, Men's Glee Club, Square and Compass Club.
Emily Shoup, Coloma. Science Club (Sec).
Annie Bell Sibley, Ionia. Academy (Pres.), Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, Social Science Club,
Junior High Club, Intercollegiate Debating/ /
Claudine Simpson, Kalamazoo. Y. W. C. A. ,
Austin H. Smith, Kalamazoo. Social Science Club.
Wade L. Smith, Petoskey. Square and Compass Club, Science Club.
Maurice Snow, Kalamazoo. Tribunal.
LeVere H. Snyder, Athens. Manual Arts Club
Henry A. Sonsmith, Midland. Newman Club, ^
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Harold C. Stammann, Imlay City. Track, Football.
Mrs. H. Renne Steffen, Dccatur. Home Economics Club.
Madeline Stoll, Constantine. Le Cercle Francais, Y. W. C. A.
Earl Sumner, East Jordan.
Doris Swem, Galien. Y. W. C. A., Social Science Club, Later El. Club.
William C. Taylor, Lucas. Science Club, Kappa Rho Sigma.
Margaret Thomas, Bangor. Academy (Historian), Eastern Star Club (Treas.), Le Cercle
Francais, Social Science GTubT'
Naomi Townley, Albion. Early El. Club, Orchestra.
Helen Traverse, Constantine^ ]£. 3$[. Qr-A. Cabinet, Le Cercle Francais.
Clarence H. Van, Rapid
Rose Van Anrooy, Holland.
Ruth Van Volkenburg, Kalairtazoo.
Carl Van Weelden, Grand I
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Sophomore Council
Harold Bills, Kalamazoo. Commerce. President of Sophomore Class, Yell Master, Com
merce Club, Student Council, Square and Compass Club.
Betty Wager, Cass City. Senior High. Vice-President of Sophomore Class, Players (Sec),
Senate, Le Cercle Francais, Y. W. C. A.
Kathryn E. Everett, Kalamazoo. Senior High. Secretary of Sophomore Class, Orchestra,
Chorus, Senior High Club, Science Club, Le Cercle Francais.
Vern Mabie, Cedar Springs. Senior High. Treasurer of Sophomore Class, Forum, Debating.
Arthur E. Secord, East Jordan. Senior High. Journalist of Sophomore Class, Sophomore
Representative on Student Council, Forum, Varsity Debating, Y. M. C. A.
Dorthy Osborn, Muskcgon. Later El. Sophomore Representative on Student Council,
Senate, Debating, Forensic Board.
Donald C. Weeks, Traverse City. A. B. Sophomore Representative on Student Council,
Tribunal.
Doris Bishop, Kalamazoo. Art. Chairman of Decorations Committee, Woman's League
Council, Art Club, Ass't Art Editor of Brown and Gold Staff.
Kenneth Dorgan, Kalamazoo. Commerce. Chairman of Music Committee, Band, Or
chestra, Commerce Club, Newman Club.
George Marks, Corunna. Art. Chairman of Poster Committee, Art Club.
Clara Rook, Battle Creek. Senior High. Chairman of Reception Committee, Student Ed
itor of Herald, Senate. Senior High Club, Social Science Club, Le Cercle Francais,
Y. W. C. A., Student Council.
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Edna Ackland, Newaygo. Rural Life. Country Life Club, Woman's League Council.
Grace Adams, Traverse City. Later El. Later El. Club.
Lucile Adams, Jonesville. Later El. Later El. Club.
Roy Adams, Shelbyville. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club.
Uriah M. Adams, Schoolcraft. Special. Le Cercle Francais.
Beulah Addis, Harvard. Early El. Early El. Club.
Alma Agnew, Pioneer, Ohio. Senior High.
Gertrude Alkema, Grand Rapids. Later El. Later El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Myrtle Anderson, Iron Mountain. JEarly El. Early El. Club, Oteyokwa Club.
Marjorie Ardis, Lake City. Early Eg. ^J^^^^^^^r^
Marian Armstrong, Traverse City. Early El. Early El. Club.
Emily Arndt, Ludington. Later El. Later El. Club, Y. \\
Margaret Aspegren, Grand Rapids. Junior High. Tumor
_ I -
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Lois B. Atwood, Doivagiac. Junior High.
Clara Avery, Grand Rapids. Later El. Later El. Club, Girl Scouts.
Lelia Baad, Colon. Early El. Early El. Club.
Marguerite Bacchus, Harbor Springs. Senior High. Classical Club, Senior High Club,
Y. W. C. A., Senate (Pres.), Players.
Grace Bailey, Kalamazoo. Rural Life. Country Life Club.
Louise Bailey, Kalamasoo. Rural Life. Country Life Club.
Charlotte Bakeman, Dowagiac. Junior High. Country Life Club, Junior High Club.
Allan Baker, Kalamasoo. Special.
Dorcas Baker, Hastings. Senior High. Chorus, Senior High Club.
Esther Bangham, Athens. Music. Music Club, Sophomore Girls' Glee Club.
Donald Barden, Otisville. Rural Ed. Country Life Club, Square and Compass Club.
Grace Barden, South Haven. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. MjA.
Evelyn Barnebee, Kalamazoo. Early El. Early El. Club.
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Marcia Barney, Constant inc. Physical Ed. Le Cercle Francais, Physical Ed. Ass'n.
Lela Barron, Kalamasoo. Junior High. Le Cercle Francais, Science Club, Junior High
Club.
Fred C. Bartels, Kalamasoo. Manual Arts.
Lucile E. Bates, Kalamasoo. Junior High. Senate, Le Cercle Francais, Junior High Club.
Wendell Bather, Jackson. Junior High.
Albert Becker, Jenison. A. B. Forum, Y. M. C. A., Debate Squad.
Catherine Becker, Jenison. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Esther Beckner, Bellevue. Rural Ed. Country Life Club.
Beulah Bell, Kingslcy. Music. Music Study Club. Soph. Girls' Glee Club.
Irma Bender, Shelby. Senior High. Senior High Club.
Johanna Benzo, Norzvay. Later El. Oteyokwa Club, Later El. Club, Newman Club.
Iva Berry, Allcgan. Later El. Y. W. C. A., Later El. Club, Le Cercle Francais.
Julia Bettoni, Negauncc. Early El.
B
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Lillian Biekkola, Trout Creek. Junior High. Junior High Club, Oteyokwa Club.
Doris Bishop, Kalamazoo. Art. Woman's League Council, Sophomore Class Council, Ass't
Art Editor Brown and Gold Staff, Art Club.
Nellie Bitgood, Grant. Music. Music Study Club, Soph. Girls' Glee Club.
Evelyn Bitterman, Simficld, Later El. Soph. Girls' Glee Club.
Miriam Birdselle, Muskcgon. Later El. Later El. Club.
Louise Blood, Honor. Commerce. Commercial Club.
Kendall Bogart, Kalamazoo. Special.
Grace Bolt, Grand Haven. Early El.
Helen Bonebright, Constantinc. Junior High. Junior High Club, Le Cercle Francais,
Soph. Girls' Glee Club, Y. W. C. A.
I ._
Helen Bonine, Vandalicc. Early El. Y. W. C. A.,
Inez Boozer, Muskcgon. Later El. Later El. Club
I —~ IIS" iP~ -
Ellen Bookey, Grand Rapids. Later El. Later El. Club.
Wilma Born, Allcgan. Later El. Later El. wjSSunjl^.
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Edna J. Boseker, Oanrf Haven. Art. Art Club (Treas.)
Violet Boston, Ravenna. Junior High. Junior High Club, Science Club.
Claud Bosworth, Laming. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club.
Hazel Bouwman, Wayland. Later El. Physical Ed. Ass'n.
Lucille Bowen, Kalamazoo. Junior High. Y. W. C. A.
Nellie Bowler, Belding. Later El. Later El. Club, Newman Club.
Dorothy Bowman, Battle Creek. Early El. Early El. Club.
Mary Boyer, Bangor. Household Arts. Household Arts Club.
Frances Boylan, Kalama^o^ Physical Ed. Physical Ed. Ass'n.
Bernice Boynton, Ionia. Later BEpp
Jesse Braddock, Traverse City. Senior High.
Christine Braden, Scotts. Early El. Early El. Club, Eastern Star Club.
Margery Bradford, Eaton Rapids. Commerce. Commercu
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Mary Brady, Kalamazoo. Art. Art Club, Newman Club.
Dorothy Brant, Kalamazoo. Early El. Early El. Club, Early El. Cabinet.
Clifford A. Brevitz, Conklin. Senior High. Senior High Club.
Violet Brinker, Port Huron. Early El. Players.
Opal Brockelbank, Bedford. Early El. Early El. Club.
Floyd Bronson, Coloma. Senior High.
Margaret Brooks, Pontiac. Early El. Early El. Club.
Mary Brooks, Kalamazoo. Music and Art.
Ralph Brotherton, Escanaba. A. B.
Caroline Brown, Eaton Rapids. Early El. Early El. Club.
Dorothea Brown, Battle Creek. Senior High. Y. W. C. A., Senior High Club.
Frances Brown, Dostcr. Junior High. Science Club, Y. W. C. A.
Leah Brown, Galesburg. Senior High.
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Marguerite Brown, Hastings. Later El.
Thomas Brown, Grant. Senior High. Senior High Club, Men's Glee Club.
Warren Brown, Galesburg. Senior High.
Marthadel Brownell, Battle Creek. Music. Music Study Club.
Theodore Brownyard, Cedar Springs. A. B. Forum.
Dorothy Bryan, Benton Harbor. Art. Art Club, Soph. Girls' Glee Club.
Max Bricker, Ionia. Senior High. Mid-Winter Play, Tribunal, Players.
Mary Louise Bryant, Kalamasoo. Music and Art. Soph. Girls' Glee Club, Players, Music
Club, Art Club.
Margaret Bryce, Grand Haven. Music. Soph. Girls' Glee Club.
Annie Brydges, Grant. Later El. Y. W. C. A., Girl Scouts, Later El. Club.
Faythe Bucknell, Burr Oak. Household Arts. Household Arts Club.
Susie Burdick, Kalamazoo. Later El. Eastern Star Club, Later El. Club.
Evelyn E. Burke, Kalamazoo. Junior High. Players, Academy, Junior High Club, Le
Cercle Francais, Mid-Winter
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Rosemary Burke, Manic. Early El. Newman Club, Early El. Club.
Margaret Burns, Kalamazoo. Early El. Early El. Club, Newman Club.
Kenneth Burr, Flint. Senior High. Oteyokwa Club, Newman Club.
Dorothy Burrell, Kalamasoo. Junior High. Junior High Club (Sec), Y. W. C. A.
Elizabeth Burtner, Chicago, III. Junior High.
Nona Burton, Bonifas. Physical Ed. Physical Ed. Ass'n, Oteyokwa Club, Soph. Hockey
Team, Y. W. C. A. 1/ s ' N. \S. W. Burton, Bay City. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club. \Vo
Marie Busk, Greenville. Early El. Y. W. C. A., Early El. Club, Soph. Girls' Glee Club.
Clarice Butler, Marshall. Later El. Newman Club, Later El. Club.
Grace L. Butler, Alamo. Rural Ed. Country ferfe=€fe|lEl
Lolita Butler, Howard City. Art.
Clara Byrne, Smyrna. Later El. Newman Cl
Rose Cagney, Scotts. Rural Ed. Newman Club, Country L
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Ray Campbell, Luverne, Minn. A. B. Players.
William D. Campbell, Middleville. Senior High. Y. M. C. A., Senior High Club.
Mary Canavera, Norway. Junior High. Junior High Club, Newman Club, Oteyokwa Club.
Isaac G. Carlberg, Cheboygan. A. B.
Kathryn Carmichael, Bcnton Harbor. Early El. Early El. Club.
C. Roy Carpenter, Athens. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club
Helen Carpenter, Kalamazoo. Commerce. Commerce Club.
Neil Carpenter, Athens. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club.
Wayne Carpenter, Athens. Manual Arts. Baseball, Manual Arts Club.
Mrs. C. E. Carr, Battle Creek. Music. Soph. Girls' Glee Club, Music Study Club.
Bert Carroll, Otsego. A. B. Science Club, Band.
Gertrude L. Carter, Lake Odessa. Household Arts. Home Economics Club, Y. W. C. A.
W. Lester Cassel, Portland. Commerce. Commerce Club (Treas.), Bar
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Laura Castle, Fremont. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Margaret Caul, Marcellus. Senior High. Senior High Club, Y. W. C. A.
Wren Chadderdon, Richland. Senior High.
Clara Chandler, Quincy. Rural Ed. Y. W. C. A., Girl Scouts, Country Life Club.
Iva Chase, Montague. Art. Art Club, Y. W. C. A.
Irma Cheney, Ionia. Early El. Early El. Club, Eastern Star Club, Y. W. C. A.
Isabelle Chickering, Belding. Later El. loiter El. Club.
Ursula Christian, Mears. Later El.
Thomas G. Cessna, Petoskey. Commerce. Commerce Club, Oteyokwa Club.
Beth Clark, Lawrence. Later El. Y. W. C. A., Later El. Club.
Marian Clark, Grand Rapids. Home Economics. Home Economics Club.
Mary Clark, DeWitt. Commerce. Commerce Club (Pres.), Academy
Rexford M. Clark, Watervlict. A. B. Men's Glee Club,
Si
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Vivian M. Clark, Ravenna. Later El. Later El. Club.
Theodore Clawson, Parma. Senior High.
Hazel Cleveland, Martin. Early El. Early El. Club, Chorus, Orchestra, Girl Scouts,
Y. W. C. A.
Edna Pearl Close, Fenton. Rural Ed. Country Life Club, Y. W. C. A., Girl Scouts.
Leo L. Close, Bangor. Senior High.
M. Gertrude Clymer, Kalamazoo. Senior High. Academy, Science Club, Classical Club,
Senior High Club.
Ethel Cockerton, Evart. Later El. Eastern Star Club, Later El. Club.
Abe Cohen, South Hibbing, Minn. Commerce. Commerce Club, Football, Baseball.
Elaine Cole, Charlotte. Junior High. Y. W. C. A.
Vida Cole, Hastings. Later El. Glee Club, Later El. Club.
Gladys Colegrove, Grand Rapids. Later El. Later El. Club, Y, W.-C..4...
Madalyn Collignon, Kalamazoo. Physical Ed. Physical Ed. Ass'n.
Ruth Conrad, Scottville. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
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Lena Belle Convis, Battle Creek. Junior High. Junior High Club, Social Science Club
Senate (Historian), Y. W. C. A.
Howard Cook, Niles. Manual Arts.
Margaret Cook, Homer. Early El. Y. W. C. A., Early El. Club, Country Life Club.
Barbara B. Coolbaugh, Hastings. Senior High Club.
David A. Cooper, Greenville. A. B. Square and Compass Club.
Eva Coplin, Olivet. Later El. Later El. Club/ =^/
Maurice A. Coppens, Grand Ledge. Senior High. Y. M. C. A., Senior High Club (Pres.)
Neil F. Coppens, Grand Ledge. Commerce. Commerce Club, Band.
Addie Corey, Vermontville. Later El.
Rachel Coryell, Jonesville. Senior High.
Margaret Critchett, Cedar Springs. Commerce. Academy, Commerce Club, Ass't
Editor of Brown and Gold Staff.
Harold Crocker, Paw Pan'. Senior High. Band, Senior High Out
Irene B. Crofoot, Mattawan. Early El. Y. W. C. A., Soph. Girls' Glee C
Ufc.
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Catherine Crotsu, Traverse City. Early El. Early El. Club.
Zoe Culpepper, Battle Creek. Commerce. Commerce Club (Journalist), Ass't Advertising
Manager of Brown and Gold Staff, Y. W. C. A.
Evelyn B. Culver, Bloomingdale. Commerce. Commerce Club, Social Science Club (Vice-
Pres.), Woman's League Council.
Evelyn Curtis, Benton Harbor. Early El. Soph. Girls' Glee Club, Early El. Club.
Jennie Curtis, Hillsdale. Early El.
Mildred Dahlquist, Manistee. Junior High. Junior High Club.
Uceba Daniels, Lake Odessa. Later El. Y. W. C. A.
Frances Davis, Athens. Household Arts. Home Economics Club.
Florence Dean, Hillsdale. Ea^Ji^ Earlv El. Club^
Josephine DeBoer, Kalamazoo. Early El. Early El. Club.
Dorothy DeHaven, Kalamazoo. Art. Art Club, Glee Cl
Myrtle C. Dehlin, Kent City. Early El. Early El. Club
Alto L. Dell, Wayland. Manual Arts. Y. M. C. A.
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Elwyn R. Dell, Woodland. Senior High. Band, Science Club.
Helen Deming, Homer. Senior High. Classical Club, Academy, Girl Scouts, Y. W. C. A.
Eleanore Dennert, Hart. Senior High. Senior High Club, Classical Club.
Shirley Denton, Lawrence. Later El. Y. W. C. A.
Raymond Deo, Berricn Springs. Senior High.
Jessiemae Deuel, Hillsdale. Early El. Later El. Club, Le Cercle Francais.
Genevieve DeYoung, Grand Rapids. Later El.
Helen Dewald, Muskegon. Later El. Later El. Club, Le Cercle Francais.
Leona Dodge, Nctvaygo. Later El. Later El. Club, Y. W. C. A., Country Life Club.
Charles F. Dollinger, Wheaton, III. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club.
Fremont D. Donley, Jonesville. Senior High.
Kenneth R. Dorgan, Kalamazoo. Commerce. Commerce Club, Soph. C
Club, Band, Orchestra.
E. W. Doty, Kalamazoo. A. B. Glee Club, Y. M.
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Marvel N. Douck, Nunica. Early El. Household Arts Club, Early El. Club.
Jeffrey Drapeau, River Rouge. Manual Arts. Band, Manual Arts Club, Oteyokwa Club.
York H. Duffy, Serena, III. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club.
Mildred Duncan, Marshall. Later El. Later El. Club.
Irene Dunfield, Otsego. Household Arts. Household Arts Club.
Rachel Dunn, Albion. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Raymond E. Dunn, Kalamasoo. Special.
Paul Dunworth, White Cloud. Senior High. Newman Club.
Mary Dutch, North Bend, Oregon. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Stella G. Eadie, Zeeiand. Junior High. Junior High Club, Le Cercle Francais, Y. W. C. A.,
Girl Scouts, Woman's League Council.
Alice Eastman, Lowell. Senior High. Senior High Club, Y. W. C. A., Le Cercle Francais,
Academy.
Elizabeth Eaton, Grand Rapids. Early El. Early El. Club, Early El. Council.
Muriel Eaton. Kalamasoo. Senior High. Science Club.
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Gertrude Eby, South Haven. Early El. Early El. Club.
Elmer A. Eckert, Mt. Clemens. Special. Commerce Club, Poster Committee (Chairman).
Edith Ehlke, Montague. Senior High. Y. W. C. A., Senior High Club.
Trena Elenbaas, Grand Rapids. Later El. Later El. Club.
Josephine Elick, South Bend, Ind. Early El. Early El. Club.
Dorothy Engels, Laurium. Early El. Newman Club, Early El. Club, Oteyokwa Club.
Frances Erickson, Grand Rapids. Junior High. Junior High Club.-^
Madge Erskine, Battle Creek. Junior High. Chorus, Y. W. C. A. Cabinet.
Ruth Ettwein, Kalamazoo. Early El. Early El. Club, Senate (Historian), Woman's League
Council, Herald Staff.
Mildred Evans, Hart. Early El. Early El. Club.
Genevieve Evens, Kalamazoo. Senior High. Classical Club
Kathryn Everett, Kalamazoo. Senior High. Secretary Sophomore Class, Science Club,
Orchestra, Le Cercle Francais, Chorus, Senior High Club.
Lovisa Everts, Nashville. Music and Art. Music Study Club,club J&t~ JlsWfefE .. B-
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Arvin A. Faber, Greenville. A. B. Square and Compass Club.
Gertrude Farrington, BreedsviUe. Later El. Later El. Club.
Helen Farwell, Coldwatcr. Household Arts. Household Arts Club.
Hester Faught, Topeka, Ind. Senior High. Commerce Club, Senior High Club.
Weldon Faull, Lake Linden. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club (Treas.), Oteyokwa Club
(Pres.), Science Club.
R. Cleo Faunce, Petoskey. A. B. Tribunal (Treas.), Glee Club (Adv. Mgr.), Y. M. C. A.,
Classical Club, Le Cercle Francais.
Sara Feasel, Muskegon. Early El. Early El. Club.
Margaret Feather, Baroda. Commerce. Commerce Club, Woman's League (Treas.), Sen
ate, Y. W. C. A. "" £ _£ ^
Clara Fenrick, Jackson. Later El. Glee Club, Orchestra, Y. W.
Geo. E. Ferm, Negaunee. Manual Arts. Oteyokwa Club.
Hoyt L. Ferm, Negaunee. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club, Oteyokwa
Bea Ferneau, Sparta. Senior High. Girl Scouts.
Chas. W. Fick, Edmore. Senior High.
ter El. Club.
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Beth Finch, Marccllits. Junior High. Junior High Club, Social Science Club.
Florence Fitzgerald, Richmond. Commerce. Newman Club, Commerce Club.
Harold Fleck, Kalamasoo. Senior High. Newman Club, Senior High Club.
Marie Fleisher, Bcrrien Springs. Senior High. Senate, Senior High Club, Y. W. C. A.
Pearl Fleming, Cass City. Physical Ed. Football, Track, Square and Compass Club.
Ruth Floeter, Kearsarge. Early El. Early El. Club, Eastern Star Club (Pres.)
Ella Florian, Grand Junction. Commerce. Commerce Club, Newman Club, Y. W. C. A.
Orville P. Flory, Hastings. Manual Arts. Y. M. C. A., Manual Arts Club.
Loreene Forreider, Constantinc Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Elizabeth Fosmoe, Muskegon. Later El. Later El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Naida Foster, Decatur. Art. Art Club, Orchestra.Jr
Katherine Foy, Kalamazoo. Senior High. Academy.
Paul Franseth, East Jordan. Senior High. Forum,
Rho (Pres.)
M. C. A., Debate Squad,
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Frieda Franz, £<jm Claire. Early El. Early El. Club.
Wilma Freyermuth, Allegan. Later El.
Edna Frisbee, Kalamazoo. Music and Art. Chorus, Soph. Girls' Glee Club, Art Club.
Louise Fost, Hilhdale. Household Arts. Home Economics Club, Newman Club.
Mary Lois Fowler, Wayland. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Leeta Fudge, Kalkaska. Later El. Y. W. C. A., Later El. Club.
Cecile Fuller, Hastings. Early El. Early El. Club.
Newman Gamble, Otsego. A. B. Science Club, Band.
Erna Garlanger, Niles. Early El. Early El. Club.
Helen Gauntlett, Kalamazoo. Early El. Early El. Club.
Minnie Gearig, Ossco. Later El. Later El. Club.
Jesse Gehring, Sherwood. Rural Ed. Country Life Club.
Kathryn Gentzler, White Pigeon. Later El. Y. W. C. A., Later El. CM
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Winona Gerhardt, Reed City. Senior High. Classical Club, Academy (Vice-Pres.), Y. W.
C. A.
Genevieve Gerold, Niles. Early El. Early El. Club.
Eva Gibbins, Okemos. Senior High. Y. W. C. A.
Blythe Gibbs, Hespcria. Later El.
Elizabeth Gideon, Kalamazoo. Later El. Later El. Club.
Clyde L. Giesen, Vulcan. Physical Ed. Oteyokwa Club
Gladys Gilbert, Traverse City. Junior High. Junior High Club, Newman Club
Ina Gilbert, Kalamazoo. Household Arts. Household Arts Club.
Blanche Gilhams, Sturgis. Commerce. Commerce Club.
Mary Gladstone, Hastings. Early El. Players, Early El. Club, Soph.
Ruth Glasure, Battle Creek. Commerce. Commerce Club, Y. W. C.
Wilma Golliher, Battle Creek. Senior High.
Donald Gooch, Bloomingdalc. Senior High.
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Earl W. Graft, Portland. Senior High. Senior High Club.
Marjorie Graham, Gobies. Later El. Later El. Club.
Clara Gould, Union City. Senior High.
Clyde C. Graichen, Ypsilanti. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club, Orchestra, Band.
Laverne Greek, Butternut. Commerce. Commerce Club.
Norah Greenwald, Grand Rapids. Junior High. Y. W. C. A.
Mrs. Marion Gresly, Kalamazoo. Junior High. Science Club.
Harry Griffith, Honor. Senior High. Senior High Club.
Homer M. Grosvenor Jr., Greenville. Physical Ed. "W" Club, Track, Football.
Raymond H. Haan, Kalamazoo. Senior High.
Harold A. Hadley, Litchfield. Rural Ed. Country Life Club.
Helen Haight, Ionia. Commerce. Commerce Club (Sec), Eastern Star Club, Academy.
Dorothy Hale, Grand Haven. Early El. Early El. Club.
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George A. Hale, Grand Haven. Commerce. Commerce Club.
Hattie Hale, Flint. Later El. Y. W. C. A., Later El. Club.
Irene Hall, Sherwood. Physical Ed. Physical Ed. Ass'n.
Lura Hall, Doster. Rural Ed. Country Life Club.
Mildred Hamlin, South Haven. Junior High. Junior High Club.
W. Scott Hamlin, Eaton Rapids. Commerce. Band, Orchestra, Glee Club, Commerce Club,
Square and Compass Club.
Lila Hancock, Otsego. Senior High. Senior High Club, Y. W. C. A., Soph. Girls' Glee
Club.
Helen Han sen, Trufant. Early El.
Violet Hansen, Kalamasoo. Later El. Later El. Club.
Gertrude Harrington, Laurium. Early EL Early El. Club, Newman C
Vera Harris, Kalamasoo. Later El.
Viola Harris, Marion. Senior High. Y. W. , Science Cl ior High Club.
Mary Harton, Marcellus. Household Arts. Home Economics Club (Treas.), Woman's
League Council.
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Pauline Harton, Marcellus. Household Arts. Home Economics Club.
Gladys Harvey, Old Mission. Junior High. Country Life Club, Junior High Club.
Renabel Haskins, Augusta. Early El. Early El. Club.
Alice Hathaway, St. Johns. Early El. Country Life Club, Y. W. C. A., Soph. Girls' Glee
Club.
Kenneth Hauer, Woodland. Senior High. Y. M. C. A., Orchestra, Band.
Hazel Havens, Rockford. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Mildred Hawkins, Manistee. Early El. Early El. Club, Eastern Star Club.
Sadie Hawkins, Charlotte. Early El. Early El. Club, Newman Club.
Clarence Haynes, Negaunee. Manual Arts. Men's Glee Club (Sec), Oteyokwa Club.
Track Squad, Manual Arts Club, Y. M. G^Agg:
Margaret Hayward, Kalamasoo. Early El. Early El. Club.
Orpha Heath, Mendon, Ohio. Household Arts. Household Arts Club.
Ethel Henderson, Lake Odessa. Household Arts. Household Arts Club, Y. W. C. A
■i < 1 to*»'dp ; ---vk JL 11^Zara V. Hendrixson, Scotts. Later El. Y. W. C. A., Later El. Club.is t
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Bernice Hennessey, Dostcr. Junior High.
Thelma Henney, Battle Creek. Later El.
Eulalia Henrickson, Allegan. Early El. Early El. Club.
Mildred Herman, Grand Rapids. Later El. Later El. Club.
Doris Hessell, Muskegon. Later El. Later El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Beulah High, Decatur. Later El. Later El. Club.
Esther Hile, Muskegon. Later El. Later El. Club.
Frances Hill, Montague. Early El. Early El. Club, Soph. Girls' Glee Club.
Dorris Hinckley, Kolamazoo. Junior High.
Winona Hindes, Fremont. Senior High. Classical Cl
Isabelle Hinkley, Decatur. Senior High.
rcle Francais.
Marian Hitt, Spring Arbor. Junior High. Ju
Eatha F. Hoag, Climax. Junior High. Easter
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Marian Hodges, Traverse City. Early El. Early El. Club.
Mary Hodges, Cadillac. Household Arts. Household Arts Club.
Mildred Hodges, Traverse City. Junior High. Junior High Club.
Gertrude Hoffmaster, Hopkins. Senior High. Classical Club, Senior High Club.
Edith Hokanson, Grand Rapids. Junior High. Junior High Club, Y. W. C. A., Le Cercle
Francais.
Lela Hope, Vicksburg. Music and Art. Academy, Soph. Girls' Glee Club, Music Study
Club (Vice-Pres.), Art Club.
Wendell C. Horton, Montgomery. Senior High.
Elizabeth Hotchkin, Concord. Music. Music Study Club (Sec. and Treas.)
MUrva Hough, Comstock. Physical Ed. Phys. Ed. Ass'n, Varsity Swimming, Woman's
League Council, Life ^
Keith R. Houston, Grand Rapids. Physical Ed. Square and Compass Club, Band Orches
tra, Y. M. C. A.
Lois Houts, Kalamazoo. Early El. Early El. Club.
Florence Hoven, Three Oaks. Senior High.
Frances Howard, Hillsdale. Later El. L
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Ruth Howard, Lowell. Later El. Later El. Club, Newman Club.
Wm. E. Hoy, Lazvrcncc. Senior High. Players, Forum, Senior High Club.
Sylvia Hoyte, Belding. Senior High. Chorus, Le Cercle Francais.
Marion Hubbard, Grand Rapids. Art. Art Club.
Frieda Huggett, Bellevue. Senior High. Orchestra, Senior High Club.
Mary Huff, White Pigeon. Early El. Early El. Club.
Margaret Hughes, Grand Rapids. Commerce. Newman Club, Commerce Club.
Bessie Humphrey, Homer. Rural. Ed. Country Life Club, Y. W. C. A., Girl Scouts.
Thelma Hungerford, Dowagiac. Rural Ed. Country Life Club.
Florence Hunt, Kalamasoo. Senior High. Soph. Girls' Glee Club, Senior
Woman's League Council, Le Cercle Francais.
Elizabeth Hunter, Dowagiac. Rural Ed. Country Life Clu
Damon Hutzler, Manton. Senior High. Y. M. C. A.
Earl Inman, Kalamasoo. A. B.
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Helen Jackson, Muskcgon. Commerce. Commerce Club.
Laura Jackson, Portland. Junior High. Junior High Club.
Vivian Jakeway, Rockford. Junior High. Junior High Club, Newman Club.
Jennie James, Grand Rapids. Junior High, Junior High Club.
Ruth Jeannot, Muskcgon. Art. Art Club, Newman Club, Physical Ed. Ass'n.
Edward J. Jennings, Frontier. Senior High. Tribunal, Men's Glee Club, Debate Squad.
Marie Jennings, Frontier. Later El. Later El. Club. ' -j/J
Oliver H. Jensen, McBrides. Senior High.
Alice Johnson, Norway. L"atej-E& Qteyokwa Club, Later El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Annette Johnson, Ncgauncc. Junior High. Junior High Club, Oteyokwa.
Elsie Johnston, Lansing. Later El. Later El. Club.
Howard H. Johnson, Grand Rapids. Senior High.
Ruth Johnson, Mears. Earrly :
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Ruth Johnson, Goivcn. Senior High. Academy, Senior High Club.
Cecil H. Jones, Lansing. A. B. Science Club.
Harriet Jordan, Muskegon. Early El. Chorus, Glee Club, Early El. Club (Vice-Pres.)
Eleanore Joyce, Grand Rapids. Junior High. Junior High Club (Vice-Pres.)
Jennie M. Kaufman, Conklin. Rural Ed. Country Life Club.
Bernice Kays, Doivayiac. Early El. Early El. Club.
Norma Keene, Athens. Later El.
Mabel Keeney, Morricc. Junior High. Junior High Club, Classical Club.
Louise Kelley, Ccntreville. Later El. Later El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Deo Kellogg, Athens. Senior High. Football, Baseball.
Martha Kellogg, Athens. Junior High.
Lf.la Kelly, Shelby. Later El. Later El. Clu
Wilbur Kelly, Shelby. Physical Ed.
C. A., Eastern Star Club.
j^S
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Katherine Kennedy, Kalamazoo. Early El. Early El. Club, Woman's League Council.
Mary Kennedy, Battle Creek. Early El. Early El. Club.
Marjorie Ketchum, Tampa, Florida. Physical Ed. Physical Ed. Ass'n.
Romaine Kecle, Ada. Household Arts. Household Arts Club, Newman Club.
L. Fern Kezartee, Battle Creek. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Peter King, Sturgis. Senior High. Forum, Y. M. C. A.
Una Kingsbury, Kalamazoo. Senior High. Le Cercle Francais, Senior High Club.
Lenore Kinney, Manistec. Physical Ed. Physical Ed. Ass'n.
Robert Kirby, Marcellus. Special.
Rena Kistler, Ludington. Ea^^fe. Early El. Club.-^yfr^m^
Mabel Klosterman, Kalamazoo. Later El. Academy, Classical Club (Sec), Later El. Club.
Ralph L. Knoll, Decatur. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club.
Mathilda Korver, Alton, Iowa. Later El. Later El. Club, Y.
•i^i^^\ASk~- •
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Bessie L. Kraker, Holland. Limited. Early El. Club.
Helen Kremer, Coloma. Senior High. Senior High Club, Classical Club.
Dorothy Krieger, Climax. Junior High. Y. W. C. A., Junior High Club.
E. Dorothy Krieger, Lansing. Later El. Later El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Evelyn M. Kyselka, Traverse City. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A., Chorus.
Dorothy Lake, Grand Rapids. Early El. Glee Club, Early El.-Club.
Leona Lake, Watcrvlici. Later El. Later El, Club. V
Richard B. Lattimer, Sault Ste. Marie. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club.
Archie R. LaLonde, East Jordan. Senior High. Le Cercle Francais.
Helen Lancaster, Kalamazoo. Senior High. —=___=_
Mary Frances Lane, Albion. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A
Arthur Larsen, Coloma. Senior High. Forum, Science Club, Y. M. C. A..
Compass Club, Debate Squad.^om U d
Louise V. Lemon, Ludington. Senior High.
-—*—6
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Mary Lennon, Hastings. Early El. Early El. Club.
Cora Lewis, Three Rivers. Commerce. Commerce Club.
Florence Lewis, Grand Rapids. Later El. Eastern Star Club, Later El. Club, Woman's
League Council.
Mabel Lewis, Watervliet. Later El. Later El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Zada M. Lewis, Grand Rapids. Early El. Early El. Club.
Leona Lienhart, Kalamazoo. Early El.
Harold Lillie, Grand Rapids. Phys. Ed. Football.
Harry Linehan, Harbor Springs. Commerce. Commerce Club.
Ruth Loomis, Kalamazoo. "Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Ruth L. Lossing, Grand Rapids. Later,^|Kp§ip5
Irma Lucas, Lawton. Senior-
Clara S. Luther, Galien. Later El. Later
Marian Lundquist, Sparta. Later El. Later El. Cl
Club
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Luretta Lurie, Kalamazoo. Commerce. Commerce Club, Soph. Girls' Glee Club.
Irene Lutz, Greenville. Household Arts. Household Arts Club.
Alice Macey, Qnincy. Early El. Girl Scouts.
George Mac Donald, Kalamazoo. Junior High. Sophomore Council, Forum, Social Science
Club, Y. M. C. A.
Martha Maebius, Nunica. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Marian Mac Kellar, Decatur. Senior High. Senior High Club, Phys. Ed. Association.
Mable Maddock, East Jordan. Later El.
Clarice H. Magee, Petoskcy. Household Arts. Household Arts Club.
Lester Maile, Kalamazoo. Senior High.
Vera M'AINOne, Ravenna. Later El. Y. W. C. A., Later El. Club (Pres.), Orchis
Helen M. Manni, Grand Rapids. Junior High. Junior High Club.■•■flapri JK - -ftTunie H. Mannisto, Crystal Falls. Early El. Early El. Club, Oteyokwa Club.
George Marks, Corunna. Art. Art Club, Sophomore Cou
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Ocie Marks, La Grange, hid. Later El. Later El. Club.
Emily E. Marshall, South Haven. Early El. Y. W. C. A. (Sec), Senate.
Dorothy M. Marsden, Grand Rapids. Junior High. Junior High Club.
Ethel Martin, Allegan. Art. Art Club, Chorus.
Eunice F. Martin, Pioneer, Ohio. Later El. Later El. Club.
Frank J. Mateer, Negauncc. Phys. Ed.
Alyce Mathers, Moosehcart, III. Commerce. Commerce Club, Y. W. C. A.
Dorothy A. Matter, Kalamazoo. Early El. Early El. Club.
Ruth Mattison, Fulton. Commerce. Y. W. C. A., Commerce Club.
Helen McCarthy, Vulcan. Later El.
Aletha McClintic, Hillsdale. Household Arts. Household Arts Club.
Verna McCloud, Edwardsburg. Senior High. Le Cercle Francais, Senate, Classical Club.
Audrey McConnell, Caledonia. Early El. Eastern Star Club.
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Sheridan L. McDaniels, Homer. Senior High.
Alice McDonald, St. Clair. Household Arts. Y. W. C. A., Household Arts Club.
Russell McDougal, Sparta. Senior High. Science Club, Track Team, "W" Club.
Alice E. McGowan, Kalamazoo. Later El. Later El. Club.
Marian McGuire, Grand Rapids, Junior High. Junior High Club, Newman Club.
Mary P. McIntyre, Coopersvillc. Junior High. Junior High Club, Y. W. C. A., Commerce
Club, O. E. S. Club.
Frances McKenzie, Three Oaks. Later El.(/ Lafer _E1. Club (Vice-Pr.es.)
Janet McKenzie, Kalamazoo. Physical EcL--Senate, Physical Ed. Ass'n (Vice-Pres.),
Intra-Mural Debate. ^-^ [
Kenneth C. McKenzie, Cass City. Senior High. Players.
Margaret McLachlan, Evart. Later El. Country Life Club, Later El. Club.
Harold E. McLean, Grand Rapids. Manual Arts, Band (Pres.)
Sylvester McMullen, Midland. Phys. Ed. Baseball, Newman Club.
Ruth McPherson, Battle Cre
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Marvin J. McWilliams, Decatur. Manual Arts. Band, Manual Arts Club.
Isobel Mearns, Kalamasoo. Later El.
Myrtle N. Merrick, Ravenna. Senior High. Senior High Club (Sec), Le Cercle Francais,
Classical Club.
Leslie B. Merritt, Sunfield. Senior High. Senior High Club.
Frieda Louise Meyer, Grand Rapids. Junior High. Junior High Club, Le Cercle
M. Marsella Meyer, Kendallville, Ind. Home Economics. Home Economics Club.
Lois Milburn, Kalamasoo. Early El. Early El. Club.
Beulah Miller, Kalamasoo. Art. Art Club.
Charles E. Miller, Conklin. Junior High.
Hazel Miller, Lowell. Early El.
Herbert A. Miller, Sparta. Senior Higl
Leonel Miller, Kalamasoo. Art.
Mildred Mills, Osseo. Senior High.
Francais.
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Helen Milton, Ionia. Senior High. Le Cercle Francais, Soph. Girls' Glee Club, Y. W.
A., Senior High Club.
Ruth Minkler, Albion. Senior High. Country Life Club.
Ralph J. Misner, Otisvillc. A. B. Square and Compass Club, Baseball Squad.
Emma Moe, Elk Rapids. Junior High. Junior High Club, Y. W. C. A.
F. Marshall Momary, Benton Harbor. Rural Ed.
Raymond Moody, Watervlict. A. B. Social Science Club
Alva F. Moore, Frccport. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club.
Beatrice Moore, Pioneer, Ohio. Rural Life. Country Life Club, Y, W. C. A.
Eleanor Moore, Ravenna. Later El. Club, Eastern Star Club.
C.
Trixie Moore, Dozvagiac. Music. Music Club, Glee Club, Western Sextette.
Leona Morrison, Otsego. Senior High. Social Science Club, Senior High Club, Y. W. C
Clellah Mosher, Colon. Household Arts. Y. W. C. A., Household Arts Club.
Veopal Muck, Marshall. Phys. Ed. Phys. Ed
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Virginia Mulligan, Grand Haven. Later El.
Clifford V. Muma, Grand Rapids. Senior High.
Luella Munger, Bcnton Harbor. Later El.
Martha Murphy, Lawton. Senior High. Senior High Club, Le Cercle Francais Y W
C. A.
Laurence L. Musser, Otscgo. A. B. Forum, Social Science Club.
Mable Myers, Gobies. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Ronald B. Myers, Albion. Phys. Ed.
Frederick J. Myners, Vulcan. Senior High. Glee Club, Oteyokwa Club, Senior High Club.
Deldee Myrick, Watervlietr Senior High. Players, Senate, Varsity Debate Squad, Delta
Rho, Newman Club, Senior High Club (Vice-Pres.) : _-*^
Orell Negus, Kalamasoo. Household Arts. Household Arts Club.
Elsa Nehmer, Big Rapids. Household Arts. Household Arts Ch
Dollie Nelson, Greenville. Later El. Y. W. C. A, Later El Club
Evelyn Nelson, East Jordan. Early El.
>.,li
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Elga O'brien, Kalamazoo. Early El. Early El. Club.
Katherine O'brien, Grand Rapids. Early El. Early El. Club, Newman Club.
Winifred Oggel, Kalamazoo. Household Arts. Home Economics Club.
Ardell Olds, Kalamazoo. Commerce. Academy (Treas.), Commerce Club, Brown and Gold
Staff (Ass't Literary Editor), Chorus.
Bernice Olmstead, Nashville. Senior High. Classical Club (Sec), Le Cercle Francais
(Sec), Senior High Club.
James Onweller, Morenci. Commerce. Commerce Club, Y. M. C. A.
Marion Orr, Cassopolis. Senior High. Senior High Club, Le Cercle Francais, Y. W. C. A.
Clayton Osborn, Montgomery. Senior High.
Dorothy Osborn, Muskcgon. Later El. Senate, Delta Rho, Varsity Debating, Forensic Board,
Student Council.
Helen Osgood, Grand Rapids. Phys. Ed.
Lauri E. Osterberg, Crystal Falls. Senior High. Y. M. C. A.,, Oteyokwa Club.
Pearl Ostroth, Hastings. Commerce.
Eileen Otis, Kalamazoo. Early Elementary.
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Ferne Nye, Saint Joseph. Senior High. Senior High Club, Academy.
Eleanor Pahl, Albion. Early El. Y. W. C. A., Early El. Club.
Margaret Palmer, Athens. Music. Soph. Girls' Glee Club, Eastern Star Club, Music Study
Club.
Margaret Salmond, Grand Rapids. Physical Ed. Phys. Ed. Ass'n, Varsity Swimming, Life
Saving, Hockey.
Mabel Paquin, Munising. Junior High. Junior High Club, Le Cercle Francais, Newman
Club. / ^-==^i ^^;'^T^\
Joanna Parker, Holland. Later El. Newmafy Giuty" „__--"
Helen Parks, Kalamazoo. Early El. Early El Club, Eastern Star Club.
Marshall Parsons, Schoolcraft. Senior High. Senior High Club, Student Science Club.
Clarence A. Patterson, Newaygo. Senior High. Y. M^gggA: (Cab
Donald Patterson, Kalamazoo.
Ethel Patterson, Newaygo. Senior High. Y.
Hilda Payne, Decatur. Household Arts. Hous
Joyce Payne, Ionia. Junior High. Le Cercle Francais, Junior Hig!
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Gale Pears, Buchanan. Early El. Early El. Club, Soph. Girls' Glee Club.
Helen Peckham, Parma. Junior High. Eastern Star Club, Junior High Club.
Charles Penfold, Frankfort. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club, Y. M. C. A.
Justina Penning, Grand Rapids. Junior High. Y. W. C. A.
Ruth Penty, Battle Creek. Senior High. Senate (Vice-Pres.), Senior High Club, Y. W.
C. A. (Vice-Pres.)
Gwendolyn Perkins, Scotts. Senior High. Senior High Club.
Walter E. Perkins, Camden. Senior High.
Ethel Perry, Kalamazoo. Phys. Ed. Phys Ed. Ass'n (Sec), Academy.
George E. Perry, Mt. Clemens. .iPrJ^s. Ed. Band (Bus. Manager).
Barbara Peterman, Crystal. ' Later El. Country Life Club, Y. W. C. A., Later El. Club.
Anne Peterson, Kalamazoo. Later El. Later El. Club, Freshman Girls' Glee Club.
Elvera Peterson, Manistique. Early El. Early El. Club, Oteyokwa Club
Genevieve Peterson, ColdwaJtuL Later El. Later ElIj«C
Ct$i
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Luna Pickens, La&£ Odessa. Junior High. Junior High Club.
Lola Pike, Bangor. Later El. Y. W: C. A., Soph. Girls' Glee Club.
Lois Phillips, Kalamazoo. Household Arts. Home Economics Club.
Merritt Phillips, Hartford. Limited. Country Life Club.
Helen Pleune, Grand Rapids. Physical Ed. Physical Ed. Ass'n.
Helene Post, Holland. Early El. Early El. Club.
Mabel Powers, Honor. Early El. Early El. Club.
Esther Prakken, Holland. Early El. Early El. Club.
Margaret Pratt, Kalamazoo. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A., Orchestra.
Marguerite Prince, Fcrrysbiirg. Later El.
Ellen Purdy, Vandalia. Art. Art Club, Le Cercle Francais.
DeVon Putnam, Battle Creek. Senior High.
Elena Raglin, Kalamazoo. Physical Ed. Phy
cais, Senior High Club.
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Frances Randall, Armada. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, Soph. Girls'
Glee Club.
Ruth Ranger, Penfield. Early El. Early El. Club, Chorus.
Katheryn Rankin, Shelby. Early El. Early El. Club.
Bernice Ransom, Ionia. Later El. Later El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Marie Rapp, Marshall. Senior High. Academy, Players, Y. W. C. A., Le Cercle Francais,
Debate Squad, Senior High Club, Forensic Board (Sec.)
Norma Rapp, Marshall. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Howard Rarick, Albion. Manual Arts.
Pauline Rea, Kalamasoo. Later El. Later El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Willamena Ribbink, Grand Haven; Commerce. Commerce Club.
Marie Reed, Coopersville. Senior High. Senior High Club.
Marion Rice, Mnskegon Heights. Art. Art Club, Y. W. C. A.
Myrna Rich, Charlotte. Later El. Later El. Club, Eastern Star Club.
Lucille Richard, Lansing. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W
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Leah Richardson, Parma. Physical Ed. Physical Ed. Ass'n.
Ralph Richardson, Hastings. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club.
Marguerite Rickert, Lowell. Later El. Later El. Club.
Alta Riddell, Kalamasoo. Physical Ed. Varsity Swimming, Physical Ed. Ass'n, Hockey
Team.
Lela Ringle, Middleton. Later El. Later El. Club.
Charlotte Ritchie, Kalamasoo. Later El. /f
W. Earl Rizor, Battle Creek. Senior High. Senior High Club, Y. M. C. A.
Alice Roberts, Hillsdalc. Early El. Eastern Star Club, Y. M. C. A.
George G. Robinson, Battle Creek. Manual Arts. Square and Compass Club, Manual Arts
Club, Baseball.
Gladys Rockwell, Kalamasoo. Senior High. Academy, Le Cercle Francais,
Club, Senior High Club, Classical Club
Maude Rockwell, Dostcr. Rural Ed. Country
Winifred Rockwell, Cressey. Rural Ed. Country Life Club.
Clara B. Rodgers, Lake Odessa. Junior High. Y. W. C. A., Senate (Treas.), Junior
Club.
High
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Grace Roeder, Streator, III. Early El. Early El. Club, Players.
Dorothy Rohl, 57. Joseph. Physical Ed. Phys. Ed. Ass'n, Swimming Team.
Clara Rook, Battle Creek. Senior High. Student Editor of Herald, Senate, Student Council,
Soph. Council, Social Science Club, Senior High Club, Le Cercle Francais, Y. W. C. A.
Evelyn Root, Kalamazoo. Later El. Later El. Club.
Harold T. Ross, Mendon. A. B. Square and Compass Club, Le Cercle Francais.
Donald R. Ruthruff, Edmore. Commerce. Commerce Club.
Elinore Ryan, Kalamazoo. Art. Art Club.
Gladys Ryder, Sparta. Later El. Later El. Club.
Elizabeth Sage, Kalamazoo. Senior High. Le Cercle Francais.
Ethel Sage, Lennon. Later El. Later El. Club.
Dorothy Sandel, Comstock Park. Junior High. J
Dorothy Santas, Moline. Later El. Later El. Club.
James B. Scanlon, Ncgannee. Physical Ed. Oteyokwa Club (Treas.), Basketball.
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James W. Schaeffer, Kalamazoo. Physical Ed. Track, Football.
Margaret Schaeffer, Kalamazoo. Early El. Early El. Club.
Ellen Scheid, Ionia. Later El. Later El. Club, Newman Club.
Ardell Schell, Battle Creek. Early El. Early El. Club.
Bessie Schlubekir, Spring I^akc. Later El. Y. W. C. A.
Dorthy Schmidt, White Pigeon. Early El. Early El. Club.
Vera Schneider, Lake Odessa. Senior High. Y. W. <5t. A., Senior High ClubfUcigftlce Club.
Catherine Schutt, Grand Rapids. Junior High. Y^W. €. A.
Donavie Scott, Kalamazoo. Physical Ed. Hockey Team, Physical Ed. Ass'n.
Hester Scott, Niles. _ Senior High. Le Cercle Francais, Classical Club, Senior High Club.
Arthur Secord, East Jordan. Senior High. Forum, Intercollegiate Debating, Student Coun
cil, Y. M. C. A., Soph. Council
Juanita Secord, East Jordan. L
Ernestine Seedorff, Battle Creek. Early El.
Club (Treas.)
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Mildred Sellers, Kalamazoo. Commerce. Commerce Club.
Irene Send, Traverse City. Early El. Newman Club.
Lois Severance, Hastings. Music and Art. Art Club, Music Club, Soph. Girls' Glee Club.
Jennie Shearer, Schoolcraft. Later El. Later El. Club.
Floy Sheldon, Battle Creek. Junior High. Junior High Club.
Victor R. Sheldon, Pioneer, Ohio. Senior High. Science Club.
Eva Sherman, Gladwin. Rural Life. Country Life Club, Y. W. C. A.
Ruth Sherman, South Haven. Commerce. Commerce Club.
Clayton M. Sherwood, Kalbaska. Senior High. Square and Compass Club.
Thelma Sherwood, South Haven. Early Ei. Early El. Club.
Ruth Shrigley, Hart. Early El. Early El. Club, Eastern Star Club.
Clementine Shook, Fulton. Music and Art. Art Club.
Ruth Shutt, Athens. Household Arts. Household Arts
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Ina Silberg, Ironwood. Early El. Early El. Club, Oteyokwa.
Margaret Simpson, Fremont. Senior High. LeCercle Francais, Early El. Club.
Anna Siple, Sand Lake. Later El. Eastern Star Club, Country Life Club, Y. W. C.
Mildred Siple, Sand Lake. Later El. Country Life Club, Y. W. C. A.
Irene Slade, White Cloud. Early El. Eastern Star Club.
Ardis Smith, Grand Rapids. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Cash Smith, Imlay City. Senior High. Baseball.
Doris Smith, Hillsdale. Later El. Later El. Club.
Dorothy Smith, Manton. Physical Ed. Physical Ed. Ass'n.
Flora Smith, Mosherville. Senior High. Senior High Club.
Helen Smith, Kalamazoo. Later El.
A.
Helen M. Smith, Grand Rapids. Junior High. Junior High Club, Y. W. C. A., Le
b rancais.
Helen M. Smith, Lazvton. Music. Music Study Club, Soph. Girls' Glee Club.
Cercle
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Marjorie Smith, Hubbardston. Senior High. Senior High Club, Le Cercle Francais Y W
C. A.
Pearl Smith, Union City. Junior High. Y. M. C. A.
Stanley W. Smith, Kalamazoo. Junior High.
Ernest Mi. Snavely, Old Fort, Ohio. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club, Y. M. C. A.
Vera Snyder, Jenison. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Clara Sohn, Kalamazoo. Later El. Later El. Club
Frieda Sonnenberg, Watervliet. Later El. Later El. Club.
Laura Sonntag, Ocqueoc. Early El. Early El. Club.
J. Edward Soper, Big Rapids. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club (Sec.)
Marjorie Spaulding, Kalamazoo. Senior High. Senior High Club, Classical Club.
Wilma Spaulding, Paw Paiv. Senior High. Senior High Club, Eastern Star Club, Y W.
C. A. •r'- _--=y-
Gaylord M. Speaker, Cedar Springs. Commerce. Commerce Club.
Frances Spoelstra, Holland. Later El. Later El. Club,
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Ila Spotts, Ossco. Later El. Chorus, Later El. Club.
Beulah Sprague, Battle Creek. Early El. Early El. Club.
Mildred Squire, Kalamazoo. Later El. Later El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Merrill D. Squires, Kalamazoo. Physical Ed. Football, Baseball.
Pearl Srackangast, Buckley. Senior High. Classical Club, Senior High Club.
Bernice Stanley, Bcnton Harbor. Later El. NewmanjClub, Later El. Club.
Elbert Steeby, Moline. Senior High. Men's Glee Club, Varsity Quartette.
Rudolph J. Steeby, Moline. Senior High.
Katherine Steers, Kalamazoo. Physical Ed.
Edwin F. Steffen, Roanokc, III. Physical Ed. Basketball, Track.
Thurston E. Stenson, Covington. Rural Ed. Country Life Club, Social Science Club.
Nadine Stewart, Watervlict. Senior High. Y
Theodore O. Stimpson, Saline. A. B.
or High Club, Debate Squad.
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Loid M. Stinchcomb, Sunfield. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club.
Ethel Stinton, Lowell. Junior High. Junior High Club, Y. W. C. A., Girl Scouts.
Mary Stoddard, Ionia. Commerce. Commerce Club.
Gertrude Storey, Muskcgon. Early El. Early El. Club (Pres.), Senate.
Ruth Stratton, Kalamazoo. Later El.
Esther Streeter, Coopcrsvillc. Senior High. Senior High Club.
Grace Sturges, Colon. Later El. Later El. Club (Sec. and Treas.), Y. W. C. A.
Lucille Stutzman, Sturgis. Limited.
Ruth Sullivan, Ada. Later El. Later El. Club, Newman Club.
Theodore F. Sundquist, Kalamazoo. Manual^A^^^FoothaJL. Basketball, Baseball, Manual
Arts Club, "W" Club, Oteyokwa Club.
Merle Surine, VermontviUc. Commerce. Commerce Club, Cheer Leader, Y. M. C.
Pearl Swank, Dozvagiac. Later El.
Lydia Swanquist. Cadillac. Early El. Early El. Clu
A.
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Lucia Sweeney, Albion. Rural Ed. Country Life Club, Y. W. C. A., Social Science Club.
Dorothy Sweet, Owosso. Later El. Later El. Club.
Muriel Swift, Grand Rapids. Junior High. Junior High Club.
Mary Switalski, Manistee. Junior High. Junior High Club, Newman Club, Players, Science
Club.
Ferne Tabberer, Freeport. Later El.
Mertz Tate, Battle Creek. Senior High.
Rachel Tayer, Otsego. Later El.
V /Nina Taylor, Decatur. Later El. Later El. Club7.
Beatrice Termeer, Grand Rapids. Early EV. Early El. Club.
Pearl Thompson, Ada. Senior High. Commerce Club, Senior Hif
Club, Y. W. C. A.
Martha Thompson, Cadillac. Household Arts. Household Arts Cl
Evelyn Tieche, Nashville. Junior High. Junk
Rhea Tiffany, Athens. Senior High. Senate,
Club, Y. W. C. A.
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Emily Tillotson, Harbor Springs. Later El. Later El. Club, Girl Scouts.
C. P. Titus, Hespcria. Senior High. Square and Compass Club, Senior High Club, Science
Club.
Ruth Tomlinson, Mcndon. Senior High. Y. W. C. A., Senior High Club.
Clarissa Toogood, Grand Rapids. Early El. Early El. Club, Choral Union.
Esther Tripp, Kalamazoo. Later El. Later El. Club.
MIarie Tripp, Allcgan. Early El. Early El. Club.
Helen Turner, White Cloud. Music. Music Study Club, Eastern Star Club, Soph. Girls'
Glee Club.
Mildred Twidale, Pazv Paw^ Junior High. Junior High Club, Commerce Club.
£*Lit-
Lucille Valentine, Fulton. Rural Life. Country Life
Leone VanAnroy, Holland. Junior High. Junior High Club, Y. W.
Evelyn Van Blarcum, Battle Creek. Commerce. Commerce Club
erary Ed. of Brown and Gold Staff, Soph. Council, Basketball.
Lou Van Buren, Williamston. Early El. Early El. Club.
Jean Van Dam, Hudsonville. Later El. Later El. Club,
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Wm. H. Van de Water, Holland. Physical Ed. Band.
Marian Van Horn, Kalamazoo. Senior High. Senate (Journalist), Women's League
Council.
Ruth Van Horn, Kalamazoo. Later El.
Stella Van Mere, Newberry. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Crystal Van Rossum, Grand Rapids. Early El. Early El. Club.
Faustine Van Slyke, Kalamazoo. Senior High.
Nell Van Woerkom, Grand Haven. Early El. Early El. Club, Sophomore Girls' Glee Club.
Gertrude Van Vyven, Holland. Early El. Early El. Club.
Lyle Vanderbrook, Hastings. Junior High.
Dora Vanderkolk, Hopkins. Later El.
Margaret Vander Hart, Holland. Early El.
Rosanna Veitenheimer, Muskcgon. Limited.
Trena Venema, Coopcrsvillc. Junior High.
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Leona Vizard, Fremont. Limited. Newman Club.
Dorthea Vogel, Grand Rapids. Physical Ed. Physical Ed. Ass'n.
Lynn Voke, Kalamazoo. Senior High. Glee Club, Band (Treas.), Orchestra, Music Club,
Players, Forum, Senior High Club, Le Cercle Francais.
Gertrude M. Voorhorst, Hamilton. Le Cercle Francais.
Leopolda Vrany, Traverse City. Household Arts. Household Arts Club (Pres.), Y. W.
C. A.
Donald C. Wade, Kalamazoo. Senior High. Science Club, Senior High Club, Y. M. C. A.
Helen M. Wade, Traverse City. Early El. Early El. Club.
Edna A. Wadel, Ludington. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Bernice L. Wager, Cass City. Senior High. Senate, Players (Sec), Class (Vice-Pres.),
Midwinter Play.
Sam A. Wagner, Kalamazoo. Special. Commerce Club, Track, Glee Club.
Gladys A. Waldron, Big Rapids. Later El. Later EgCTuP Gpl Scouts, Y. W. g. A.
Francis Walker, Battle Crcck^. Physical Ed. Physi'^1 it
Margaret Wallace, Marshall. Early El. Early El. Club.
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Violet M. Walstrom, Grand Rapids. Junior High. Junior High Club, Y. W. C. A.
Ronald Warner, Hastings. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club.
Cecile L. Warren, Fremont. Later El. Y. W. C. A., Country Life Club, Later El. Club.
Cora A. Warren, Pittsford. Early El. Y. W. C. A., Early El. Club.
Gladys Wason, Otsego. Senior High. Y. W. C. A., Senior High Club, Social Science Club.
Freda Watson, Howard City. Early El. Eastern Star
Vivian Watson, Burr Oak. Early El. Ear^/ Elf Club.
I / /
Josephine M. Weaver, Coopersville. Physical/jid/ Physical Ed. Ass'n, Y. W. C
Elinor Wendell, Grand Rapids. Art. Art Club, Newman Club, Physical Ed. Ass'n.
Bonita Wentland, Galien. Senior High. Senior High
Evangeline Westenberg, Cleveland, Ohio. Art. Art Club (
Bernice Westover, Fremont. Early El. Early El. Club.
Winifred W. Wetherbee, Vicksburg. Senior High. Senior High Club.
. C. A.
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Margaret Whalley, Harf. Senior High.
Clara Wheeler, Colon. Junior High. Y. W. C. A., Junior High Club.
Emma White, Indianapolis, Ind. Music. Glee Club, Music Club.
Hugh A. White, Evart. Commerce. Commerce Club.
Irene White, Marion. Senior High. Senior High Club, Y. W. C. A., Social Science Club.
Mary Elizabeth White, Gary, Ind. Senior High. Le Cercle Francais.
Iris Marie Wickman, Gobies. Early El. Early El. Club.
Norma Katherine Widger, Eaton Rapids. Early El. Early El. Club.
Frank Wigent, Watervliet. --Senior^.High,
Ernest J. Wilcox, Portland. Senior High. Senior High Club.
Helen Wilcox, Evart. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Lawrence B. Williams
Senior High Club
Blanche E. Wilson, Hespcr
s, Grant. Senior High. Y. M. C. A., Forum, Social Science Club,
ii iJT,1. Later El. Club,
-t-.
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Carol Wilson, Allegan. Senior High. Square and Compass.
Harley G. Wilson, Bellevuc. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club, Y. M. C. A.
Melbourne Wilson, Kalamaaoo. Physical Ed.
Pearl Wilson, Lansing. Early El. Early El. Club (Sec), Y. W. C. A.
Dorothy Wiltsie, Hesperia. Music. Glee Club, Music Club, Women's League Council,
Orchestra.
Lucile 'Winn, Nilcs. Senior High. Senior High Club, Le Cercle Francais.(f - /'' __^- ■ \ '
Cecil Wire, Galicn. Senior High.
Helen A. Wise, Hopkins. Household Arts. Household Arts Club.
Margaret H. Wise, Kalamasoo. Early El. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Margaret Wittkopp, Greenville. Commerce. Commerce Club.
Edna Muriel Wolkins, Buchanan. Senior Hig'
High Club, Y. W. C. A.
Gaylord H. Wotring, Nashville. Senior High.
Alfred Wright, Maple Rapids.
:rcle Francais, Classical Club, Senior
nnnj dsi mihmudhh 19Z& 53 cm m cj cess q csa on □ wm ca
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Evelyn M. Wight, Battle Creek. Early El. Eastern Star Club, Early El. Club, Glee Club.
John O. Yank, Woodland. Rural Ed. Country Life Club.
Gertrude Yonker, Grand Rapids. Senior High.
Elizabeth Young, Kalamazoo. Later El.
Marquis Young, Dccatnr. A. B.
Evelyn Ziel, Grand Rapids. Later El. Later El. Club.
Edwin L. Graf, Kalamazoo. A. B. Tribunal.
William Hill, Negauncc. Manual Arts. Manual Arts Club, Oteyokwa Club, Band, Or
chestra.
Roscoe C. Lambrix, Pcntwater. Manual Arts and Physical Ed. Square and Compass Club,
Band, Manual Arts Club.
)
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Sophomores Without Pictures
Art
Lohta Butler
Commerce
Edna Johnson
Phyllis Pease
Frank Shumsky
Mary Stoddard
Early Elementary
Mildred Brown
Dorothy Conant
Mary L. Fowler
Marion E. Garlanger
Irene A. Hoelz
Madge Kimmel
Gladys Perry
Eleanore Schumann
Gertrude Schweikert
Mary Trask
Alice Vanderberg
Margaret Whalen
Household Arts
Mildred Harris
Davetta Sorg
Junior High
Verna Hagen
Irene Hamlin
Alice Haverkamp
Katherine Oliver
Helen Partlo
Doris Robinson
Edna Williams
Later Elementary
Leone Bookey
Lynwood Bope
Alice Branch
Iva Brockway
Vivian Burns
Anna Buskirk
Bertha Carpenter
Eva Coplin
Helen Dewald
Helen Doster
Mildred Gilbert
Meryl Huston
Anna Mallory
Bertha Mitchell
Jennie Shearer
Bernice Smith
Dorothy Snell
Zada Tindale
Winifred Way
Manual Arts
Roscoe Lambrix
Everit Race
Verny Renyolds
Clark Richards
Frank Small
Earl Vosburgh
Music and Art
Lucile Frisbee
Physical Education (Men)
Fernando Brethour
Chester Stackhouse
Physical Education (Women)
Margaret Richardson
Rural Education
Zilphia Jensen
Grace Jones
Gladys Judd
V esta Loew
Veryl Shields
Letha Smith
Senior High
Verna Cloud
Cecile Curtice
Eva Gubbins
Charles Hamilton
Emily Hines
Mary Kent
Frances McCowen
James Shepard
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Alice Allett, Paw Paw.
George I. Annable, Three Oaks. Country Life Club, Y. M. C. A.
Alma E. Anderson, East Jordan. Y. W. C. A., Later El. Club.
Annis Austin, Sheridan. Country Life Club.
Hazel R. Barbour, Newaygo.
Gladys Baxter, Webberville. Country Life Club.
Harrison Bennett, Conklin.
Ruth Bedwell, Sunfield. Country Life Club, Freshman Girls' Glee Club.
Opal V. Blaine, Pazv Pazv.
Catherine Boyce, Grand Rapids. Orchestra.
Donald E. Braendle, Clarksvillc. Country Life Club.
Nile Brenner, Burlington.
Iva Brockway, Galicn. Later El. Club.
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Genevieve Joy, Need City. Early El. Club.
Grace Bradford, Cedar Springs. Country Life Club.
Beatrice L. Bunce, Ravenna. Country Life Club.
Letah I. Burke, Colon.
Violet Burroughs, Grand Haven.
Lottie S. Carlson, Birmingham, Alabama.
Edna Carroll, Lawrence. Early El. Club, Y. W. C. A.
Cleo Cowles, Cedar Springs. Country Life Club.
Arlene Crowell, Laivrence. Early El. Club, Orchestra, Country Life Club.
Leda Cupp, Mendon. Country Life Club, L 1. Club.
Flora Daw, Pullman.
Dorothy Deile, Crystal Falls. Oteyokwa Club.
Abbie DeKleine, Byron Center.
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Nellie I. Denison, Grand Rapids.
David L. Donahue, Emmctt.
Joseph T. Donahue, Emmett.
Irwin T. Duddleson, Three Oaks.
Bernice Dukes, Freeport.
Mary C. Edwards, Sodits.
Sarah June Engle, Lowell. Country Life
Beda M. Eriksen, Saidt Ste. Marie. Y. W. C. A., Later El. Club, Oteyokwa Club
Fern R. Flannery, East Jordan. Y. W. C. A., Later El. Club.
Gladys Franz, Niles. Country Life Club
Iva Freeman, Otscgo. Country
Ruby A. Frost, Ferry.
June E. Gonea, Benton Harbor. Country Life Club, N
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Dorothy Gorsline, Battle Crock. Country Life Club.
Gladys Green hoe, McBrides. Country Life Club, Y. W. C. A., Eastern Star
Julia Hager, Walkcrvillc.
Mary Hans, Douglas. Early El. Club, Country Life Club.
Beatrice Harrison, Ravenna. Eastern Star Club, Country Life Club.
Ronald W. Hart, Pioneer, Ohio. ^s
Bernice E. Hartline, Glcndora/
Hazel Harvey, Old Mission. /Women's League Council, Country Life Club.
Dorothea Haven, Blooniingdalc -
Clinton F. Heintz, Caledonia
Mabel E. Henning, Grand Ra
Lillian Hess, Galien.
Barbara M. Heywood, New
Club.
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Marie J. Hill, MarccUus. Country Life Club.
Floy Hoffmaster, Hopkins. Country Life Club, Freshman Girls' Glee Club.
Esther Holmquist, Tuslin.
Bertha Honholt, Spring Lake. Country Life Club, Y. W. C. A.
Ruth Hooker, Evart. Country Life Club.
Alice I. Hoyer, New Era. Country Life Club.
Mildred Hyland, Coldwatcr. Y. W. C. A., Early El. Club.
Iva Jennings, HUlsdale. Y. W. C. A., Freshman Girls' Glee Club.
Laura V. Jennings, Hartford.
Zilphia M. Jensen, Grant. Country Life Club.
Grace Anna Jones, Charlotte. Y. W. C. A., Early El. Club, Co>
Bernice Jost, Comstock Park. Newman Club.
Gladys Judd, Doivagiac.
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Cecelia Kennell, Bcnton Harbor. Country Life Club, Newman Club.
Myrtle Kilgore, Plaimvell. Early El. Club, Girl Scouts.
Alberta E. Kline, Nczv Troy. Early El. Club.
Della Kline, Kalamazoo. Country Life Club.
Euna Lambeck, Kalamazoo. Country Life Club, Early El. Club.
Alford Layton, Hopkins.
Ola Lent, Plamwell.
Lucille I. Lind, Lowell. Country Life Club.
Belma Little, Hesperia. Country Life Club.
Zora I. Loomis, Lawrence. Country Life Club.
Annette Lundquist, Sparta. Country Life Club.
Teressa Lynch, Elk Rapids. Country Life Club, Ear^El.^lu
Verla McClish, Mendon.
,-t- .
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Norrene McCune, Grand Rapids.
Ivers C. McFarland, ScottvUlc. Country Life Club.
Luella E. McKean, Watervliet. Y. W. C. A., Early El. Club.
Frances Manns, Grand Rapids. Later El. Club.
Winafred H. Marsh, Parma. Country Life Club.
Madeline Mende, Sault Ste. Marie. Country L^fe
Nita Morris, Hart.
Marguerite A. Mulready, Muskegon. Freshpan Girls' Glee Club, Newman Club.
Nina Munro, Gagctown. Country Life Club.
Oteyokwa Club.
Myrtle Munro, Gagctozvn. Country. Iiife Club.vj
Ellen Munson, Casnovia. Country Life C
Vienna Nichols, Pierson. Country- '-Eifie Club,
Audrey Nill, Osseo. Country Life Club.
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Tina Noordhoek, Kalamazoo. Early El. Club.
Gladys Ocabock, Hndsonville. Early El. Club.
Lucy Mae Pepper, LcRoy. Y. W. C. A., Girl Scouts.
Rhea Perrin, Coopersville. Newman Club, Hockey Team, Country Life Club.
Ethel Peters, Fruitport. Country Life Club.
Helen E. Piersall, Watervlict. Y. W. C. A., Early El. Club.
Marguerite Prolest, White Pigeon. Newman Club.
Geraldine Roberts, Galien. Y. W. C. A. s^
Rosabelle Roberts, Galien. Co&ntrjg Life Club.
Beatrice I. Rowley, Ossco. Early El. Club.
Evelyn Ruis, Ellsworth. Early
Ione Salsbury, Grand Rapids.
Katherine Sanborn, Lawrence. Country Life Club, Freshman Girls' Glee Club.
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Iola Shipman, Quincy.
Dorothy Siegmund, New Buffalo.
Arrena Simpson, Hopkins. Country Life Club.
Ethel Smeltzer, Frankfort. Early El. Club.
Letha Smith, Lake Odessa.
Esther Snow, Kalamacoo. Y. W. C. A., Freshman Girls' Glee Club.
Nellie Spade, Pioneer, Ohio. Country Life Club, Orchestra.
Phyllis Stay, Dowagiac. Early El. Club. A"
Elna Steininger, Goshen, Indiana.
Dorotha Stockdale, Allegan. Country Life Club.
Joseph Stratton, Homer.
Hazel Stuck, Schoolcraft. Girl Scouts, Countr
Arthur Straub, Galien.
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Lois Stutzman, Sturgis.
Goldie Swinton, Shelby. Country Life Club.
Zada Tindale, Manton. Country Life Club, Later El. Club.
Ruth E. Truitt, Granger, Indiana.
Luberta VanDoesrur",, Holland. Girl Scouts, Country Life Club.
Gaylia VanHouten, Lake Odessa.
Gladys Waffle, Tekonsha. CouHtry-Life Club.
Helen Wales, Battle Creek.
June Wales, Battle Creek.
Luella Warren, BloomingdaU. \
Jesse Welrich, Hart.
Pauline Whitfield, Lowell. Country Life Club.
Julia E. Wilde, Ravenna. Country Life Club, Y. W. C. A., Junior High
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Minnie M. Zielke, Coloma. Country Life Club.
Mrs. Gerald Williams, Eau Claire. Country Life Club.
Gerald C. Williams, Eau Claire. Country Life Club.
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Freshman Council
T. Burke Bartlett, Kalamasoo. A. B. President of Freshman Class, Student Council,
Tribunal, Players, Literary Editor of Brown and Gold, Intra-Mural Debating.
Genevieve Coan, Wyandotte. Phys. Ed. Vice-President of Freshman Class, Physical Ed.
Association.
Elsa Blair, Kalamasoo. Junior High. Secretary of Freshman Class, Le Cercle Francais,
Senate.
Harold Havens, Kalamasoo. A. B. Treasurer of Freshman Class.
Allen Wylie, Pontiac. M. A. Freshman Representative on Student Council Manual Arts
Club.
Genevieve Roe, Portland. Limited. Freshman Representative on Student Council.
James Norlock, Cadillac. Phys. Ed. Freshman Representative on Student Council.
Virginia McPherson, Comstock. Early El. Chairman of Refreshment Committee.
George Pappin, Cadillac. Phys. Ed. Chairman of Music Committee, Brown and Gold Or
chestra.
Herman Nyland, Jr., Grand Haven. A. B. Chairman of Reception Committee, Tribunal,
Players, Basketball.
Julia Joy, Kalamasoo. Art. Chairman of Decoration, Art Club, Players, Senate.
Sybil Allen, Kalamasoo. Later El. Chairman of Entertainment.
Lloyd Cooper, Greenville. Phys. Ed. Chairman of Editorial Committee, Track.
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Freshman Class
The first accomplishment of the class of 1928, the defeat of the sophomores
in the annual games, fanned the spark of school loyalty which was destined to
follow the organization throughout the year. With an enrollment that soon ex
ceeded 900, the class possessed all the power that accompanies large numbers.
At the annual fall election, held by the Student Association, the members of
the Freshman Class turned out in large hosts and elected the officers that were
to guide the destiny of the organization. When Western sent her football team
onto the gridiron, several frosh were in the lineup and their presence was a great
factor in the strength of the backfield as well as the line. Several freshmen were
awarded the class numerals.
Coach Read's basketball roster was also reinforced by first year men, who
displayed real ability as the season progressed. During the basketball season a
freshman squad, composed of Nyland and Worsford of Grand Haven, Forsma
of Grand Rapids South and Lundquist and Avery, former stars of Cadillac,
upheld the honor of the class when they overwhelmingly defeated Cadillac and
Ludington and were barely defeated on the third night of their trip in an over
time game at Grand Haven. On the night of March 6, this same team out-scored
the Lake Forest five, when they were thrown in as a reserve power.
On the track and cross country teams creditable showings were made by
first year men. Freshmen debaters argued on the Supreme Court issue for the
varsity and on the championship intra-mural team were two frosh. In the mid
winter play and spring play, presented by the Players, freshmen displayed their
ability in the histrionic art. Freshmen answered the roll call in about every
club on the hilltop. The reception, which the class gave as a return compliment
to the sophomores, April 10, was the most brilliant social event of the year.
The frosh proved themselves, long before the end of the spring term, capable
of deftly handling the duties which were to be passed on to them, as they assume
the role of upperclassmen.
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Warner, Vanderbrook, Odgers, Carlson, Penfold, Saunders, Lugar, Hoffenbacker, King, Graichen
Cain, Greene, Ullie, Simo, Chervenka, Doty, Wylie, Sage, Fulton, Shoyer
Pardonettt, Thompson, Neely, Kreilick, Klapp, Gerkey, Feasel, Anglemyre, Webb, Preston, Morgan
Johnson, Kamiske, Sherwood, Weaver, Tabraham, Huff, Swartz, Shumaker
Manual Arts Department
In any country where the machine and machinery plays as important a part in
our routine life as it does in our country, public education should deal in part
with subject matter relating to machines, and should offer an opportunity for all
students to get an elementary introduction to common mechanical principles and
simple machine operations.
If we are to rear intelligent consumers, wise purchasers, and economical
owners of present modern conveniences, we must offer opportunities of a prac
tical informational nature regarding these things in our schools. It is not that
we aim primarily to supply craftsmen and skilled workmen to the builder or man
ufacturer, but if our students are to get the full measure of enjoyment and
satisfaction from everyday contact with life as they find it all about them, they
must have at least a speaking acquaintance with the common mechanical de
vices and industrial processes that prevail today.
Manual Arts as a school subject offers these opportunities. The teachers
of this subject must have special training, and this calls for a special training
unit in our Normal Schools, such as we have in our own complete and well
equipped Manual Arts Building. Here we find an ideal drafting room with
north light, a modern machine woodworking unit, and elementary benchwork
room, a soft metal foundry, an ideal machine shop of the variety order, a forge
shop, a sheet metal shop, a gas engine testing laboratory, and an auto shop. Be
sides this an unusual opportunity for household mechanics instruction is offered
in the training school shop.
The first two years, in which the student chooses a major line, are quite
general in character, but possibilities for more specialization are offered in the
third year and the completion of the requirements of the four-year course leads
to the Bachelor of Science Degree.
Mr. Sherwood
ADVISORS
Mr. Huff
Mr. Weaver
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Evans, Howard, Stratton,
Doyle, Plaurde,
A. Lorenson, V. Lorenson,
Kremer, Carlson,
SimB, George,
Foster, ■ ■—!—
:—, Lyndrup, Harger, Smalla
Garn ._ , Allen, Bisel
Greenwald, Blair, Brackman
Junior High Department
Reorganization of secondary education in the twentieth century is trying to
give twentieth century boys and girls a twentieth century education. The result
is The Junior High School.
Twenty-five years ago such schools were unknown in the United States.
Today they are numbered by the hundreds if not by the thousands. Including
grades seven, eight and nine, they seek to bridge the gap between the Elementary
School and the Senior High School.
Children attending Junior High Schools are entering the age of adolescence
and many problems arise. To help on these problems the well organized Junior
High School presents a differentiated curricula, departmental instruction, pro
vision for individual differences, promotion by subject, supervised study, provision
for social interests, and many other educational innovations. The Junior High
School teacher must therefore give serious thought and preparation to the task
ahead.
The Junior High School Department is composed of students contemplating
that task. In this department each student is required to be able to teach two sub-
iects offered in the Junior High School, and in addition to know two other subjects
sufficiently well to teach them also if necessity demands, as it frequently does in
the smaller high schools.
The ambition of this department is that many and if possible, all of its
members may measure up to Mr. Gosling's qualifications for a Junior High
School teacher: "Thorough scholarship ; a large and generous and inspiring per
sonality ; adequate professional training; understanding of, and love for, boys
and girls in their early adolescence; qualities of real leadership, and a broad
social outlook." ADVISORS
Mr. F. Moore Miss Rawlinson
Dr. Scott Mr. Wilds
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Morden, Blume, Watkins, Wayne, Tiel, Branch, Culp, Perry, Knight, Taylor
Manning, Hunter, Merritt, Balls, O'Brien, Young, Simonson, Tietz, Moyle
Vose, Mehelich, Reyburn, Ashley, Hamilton, Datson, Wolff, Spaulding
Johnston, Fisher, Hunter, Forbush, Leonard, Smith, Branch
Senior High Department
While this course provides a minimum preparation to teach in the tenth,
eleventh, and twelfth grades of the high school, it also attracts many students for
other reasons. It is the most highly elective course offered by Western and,
while it is necessary to secure credit in this course for a major of twenty-four
term hours and a minor of twelve term hours in one of the several departments,
it is still sufficiently flexible in its requirements to make good contact with work
leading to the various degrees of -the literary and professional colleges. While
many of the graduates from this course drop out of school to teach for a time
upon receiving their life certificates at the end of two years of work, sooner or
later very many return to Western or elsewhere to complete the work for a degree.
Because of the foregoing reasons it constitutes one of the largest groups
of the school. Many of Western's most prominent alumni formerly belonged
to this group.
One of the most worthwhile activities at Western is the work of its debating
squad. A canvass of this squad reveals the fact that all its members are either
from this group or are A. B. students who formerly belonged to this group.
Western State Boasts of a strong curriculum in science and mathematics.
The advanced courses in these branches are almost entirely elective. The flex
ibility of the Senior High course permits elections in these advanced courses and
the personnel of these groups will be found to be made up almost entirely from
the Senior High group.
One of the strongest and most worthwhile organizations in the school is
the Student Science Club. This club has held bi-weekly meetings at which papers
and demonstrations pertaining to science and mathematics are presented. Oppor-
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Phillips,
Donnely,
Caley,
Frost,
Kunzi, Schaibley, Logan, Smith, Anderson, Kelly, Shaw, Miles, Culp
Shemoit, Krueger, Gillett, Mott, Balfour, Bacchus, Silver, Dines
Billings, Phillips, Goodspeed, Bradford, Trevaithan, Longman, Smith
Lindsley, Zick, Brown, Gavin, Ollis, Meeboer, Lamphere, Gibson
tunity for free discussion is given and much benefit derived. This club is made
up entirely from the Senior High group.
Another large class of students is composed of those who elect as their majors
and minors in mathematics and history, another history and English, still others
biology and chemistry, and physics and chemistry. So far as is possible, students
are advised to carry their work in full year subjects.
This year a club was organized in this group not only for social purposes,
but also to study the professional and academic interests of the group.
This group represents the distinctively collegiate type of students. In the
matter of leadership, where personality and scholarship count much, this group
will be found to have furnished more than its full quota.
During the year 336 students were enrolled in the Senior High group. Fully
50% are men. There are 323 students in the third and fourth years enrolled
for the A. B. degree. Fully 80% of these students pursued the Senior High
course for the first two years of residence.
As requirements for the life certificate are strengthened, necessitating the
attendance at Normal for three or four years to get the life certificate, this
course will be absorbed by the A. B. course. Students who have pursued this
course will then find a satisfaction in the fact that they have lost no time and, if
they have been wise in their elections, the transfer will be easy.
ADVISORS
Mr. Fox
Dr. Hilliard
Mr. Place
Miss Zimmerman
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Stocking, Lynch, Hayes, Smith, Lambeck, Xordholk, Wheeler,
Butcher, Hines, Clement, , Faccinelli, Swanquist, French, Moore
Carroll, Brown, Reynolds, Huested, Watson, Beery, Lodewyk,
Handley, Roller, Cripps, Chambers, Morton, Miller, Buchanan
——■—■—, Torango, Utley, Wilson, Hoffman, Hans, Kraker,
Ewold, ■ '■—, A. Nordhoff, Nordhoff, Lasher, Thomas, Wilcox
Olson, Berry, Walsh, Moore, '■—■—, Phillips, Pearson, Corey, —, Stafford, Engle, Eby
Early Elementary Department
When the doors of Western Normal swung open in the Fall of 1924, the
Early Elementary Department was like the proverbial stagecoach, always room
for one more. After enrollment day was over and the enrollers had emerged
a little disheveled, but enthusiastic, it was discovered that of all these prospective
teachers who had swarmed on the campus, about one-fourth had allied them
selves with the Early Elementary Department. It is true we were a bit crowded
until the carpenters did their magic and transformed our room in the Barracks
to one of twice its size.
Not only in numbers does the strength of the Early Elementary Department
manifest itself, but we are proud to be identified by a lively group of energetic,
enthusiastic girls who are by no means the least among competitors for first
place in all extra-curricular activities. With apologies to the composer of
Peggy O'Neil, you may frequently hear the praises of the Early Elementary girls
sung to the following:
If you see a good-looking girl
That's an Early El;
If she greets you with a smile
That's an Early El.
If Mrs. Davis wants things done well
She always calls on an Early El;
Sweet personality.
Super-mentality,
THAT'S AN EARLY EL!
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Carson, Rowley, Dilworth, Warren, Lincoln, Cantwell, Stockford, Haggerty,
Jensen, Somers, Dellachields, Conners, Sonntag, Fitzsimmons, Soule, Schmidt, Ritchie
DePrance, Bisbee, —, Baxter, West, McCowen, Clark, Ludwick,
McDiarmid, Lyon, ■ ■—'—, A. Church, Chuch, Opsata, Wright
Kilgore, Brown, Freeman, Studebaker, Dodge, Criffleld, Martin, Harvey,
Jessup, ■——Dykstra, Ocabock, Lane, Johnson, Bidlock
Carpenter, Richards, Mooney, Moore, Cliff, Riondan, Brown,
Hanrahan, Hoover, Clough, Schulte, Ridgeway, Allen
Practically every girl in the department is an active member of the Early
Elementary Club. The efficiency of this organization has been expanded to
meet the needs of a large and growing group. During the past year, each and
every section of the whole group has had direct representation in the club activ
ities thru a class Secretary who is a member of the President's cabinet.
Aside from the regular meetings of the Early Elementary club which occur
once a month, a new feature in the way of promoting friendship and acquaintance
has been introduced. From time to time the various sections of the department
have met together for dinner. Trays are served in the regular way in the Cafe
teria and are carried to one of the Elementary rooms in the Training School.
After a jolly hour over the dinner tables, and a song or two to vent our good
spirits the meeting is dispersed.
At the end of the year, our Sophomores we hope, will carry into their work
with little children the same joy, cooperation, and high ideals that exist in the
spirit of the Early Elementary Department. We hope the friendships and fellow
ships that have sprung from the associations in this department will continue
and be fostered thru the Early Elementary Alumni Association which was or
ganized in 1924. There let us meet and welcome each year fresh recruits from
Western Normal, while we exchange greetings with old friends and classmates.
Miss Mason
Miss Allen
ADVISORS
Miss Liek
Miss Tamin
Miss Coppens
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Read, I. Brown, B. Brown, Lutz. Saur, Stewart, Derby, Kidman, Hiller, Negus, McClure, Bettes
Koudelka, Gibson, Roth, Fairbanks, Wirth, Smith, Buck, Kart, Buchanan, Sampson, Purdy, Perala
McMillen, Gorham, Acker, Keister, Day, Ross, Trickey, Weinberg, Whitcombe, Spencer
Home Economics Department
The Home Economics class this year is the largest in the history of the
school. There are at the present time thirty sophomores and fifty freshmen. We
hope that in the very near future, when more equipment and a larger Home
Economics faculty is available, that we may have a three and then a four year
course to offer.
The specific aim of the course is to prepare students for teaching home eco
nomics subjects in this and in other states. The general aim is to develop in
the students a desire to apply the principles of right living to their own lives
which will lead to better standards of health and home life.
The new library provides reference materials, which include the best and
latest books dealing with each phase of home economics, and a carefully selected
list of magazines devoted to home economics subjects.
The work done by the department includes preparation of food products
for the lunch room, food sales, having charge of luncheons and banquets for
various groups, serving teas, and preparing refreshments for Parent-Teachers
meetings. The department planned and worked out the exhibits for Nutrition
Day of Health Week.
Excellent opportunities for practice teaching are now available in the well
equipped Home Economics departments of the Paw Paw, Portage, Richland
and Training Schools.
ADVISORS
Alice E. Blair
Mary Moore
Bernardine Champion
Albertine Stenson
Lena B. Sawyer
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Faught, Liddle, Engstrom, Humrich, Wenham, Collins, Heafner,
Moulter, Ell, Ennis, Applegarth, Mahan, Sonneville, Sterenberg
Bergmann, Smith, Ploof, Cummings, Hess, Ryder, McCoy,
Avery, Mclntyre, Krieger, Scott, Clark, Merlau
Niffenegger, Gibbon, Hawks, Rozinska, Dakin, Getter, Davis, Vilas, Cusick, Brigham, Stuart
Commerce Department
The Department of Commerce was organized at Western State Normal
School in the Fall of' 1916. During the period of its existence it has grown from
an enrollment of a mere half dozen students to an enrollment of one hundred
thirty-five. At the end of the present year a class of about forty students will
be graduated. Graduates from the Department of Commerce will be found in
a large proportion of the high school commercial departments of the state.
The equipment of the department for training students in modern business
methods is complete and up-to-date in every way. Three instructors are em
ployed for the purely technical subjects of the course; instruction in English, eco
nomics, geography, psychology, teaching, mathematics, etc. is given by the fac
ulties of these respective departments.
The course of study of the department requires two years of study beyond
the high school, the same as all other two-year courses in the Normal School,
and leads to the regular Normal Life Certificate. Beginning with the Fall term,
1925, a three-year course will be planned for the department, and it is hoped
before another year passes that a regular four-year course in Commerce leading
to the A. B. degree will be offered.
The aim of the department is the preparation of teachers for commercial
departments in public high schools. The work is planned with two purposes
constantly in mind : first, to give the student the maximum of subject matter
along commercial and economic lines; and, second, to develop within him as far as
possible the ability to teach. The course, however, prepares well for business, for,
in spite of the degree of specialization necessary for the training of a commercial
teacher, it is broad enough to cover the entire field of business.
Mr. Pennell
ADVISORS
Miss Watson
Miss Wick
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Klaun, Vrany, Monk, Hess, "Weeks, Spencer, Hubbard, Ridgeley, McMonagle, Patton
Estes, Coleman, Fletcher, Berry, Ayers, Faccinelli, O'Connell, Havens, Nyland, Grant
Bachelor of Arts Course
By action of the State Board of Education in the spring of 1918, the normal
schools of the state were authorized to formulate a four-year course of study,
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts. By the early summer of the same
year a course of study was adopted by the State Board, and the normal schools
at once assumed their new duties and enlarged responsibilities. At the regular
commencement of the Western State Normal School, the following June, the
degree of Bachelor of Arts was conferred upon seven students who had com
pleted the course of study prescribed. Enrollment in this department of the
Western State Normal School has steadily increased, and the A. B. Course is
becoming more popular. During the current school year the A. B. degree will
be conferred upon about eighty students.
It is the belief of many persons interested in the work of public education,
that placing a regular college course in the schools established for the preparation
of teachers is a very decided benefit to the public at large. In many ways the
longer course adds tone and dignity to the normal school. Furthermore the
existence of such a course and the presense of upper-classmen on the campus are
constant reminders to the student body in general that there is something beyond
a certificate to work for, a finer quality of education within their reach.
ADVISOR
Mr. Sprau
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Heckman, Pearson, Kelly, Bonds, > , Young, Sheehan, Morton, Andrews,
Van Wormer, Flint, Lysoght, , •———'—, Van Franlc, Newman, Eriksen, Witt
—'—1—■—, Johnson, Van Dam, Allen, Stocking, Karker, Rail,
Anderson, Mitchell, Holloman, Hawson, Newton, McKenne, Nayes
Brown, Thomas, Thomas, Schumaker, —, Laura, Hauer, ,
: , , Beekman, Lathan, Newcastle, Rasmusson, Burr
Bruen, Steams, Forsythe, Rowe, Fenrick, Roe, Eherly,
Baker, -, Lyndrup, -, Jennings, Flannery
Later Elementary Department
The Later Elementary Course was devised for the purpose of preparing its
students to teach in the third, fourth, fifth, or sixth grades, or in any combina
tion of these grades. It consists of the regular amount of required work in edu
cation, psychology, English, music, and art; and in addition to this there is
opportunity for a considerable amount of election from among various groups
of subjects ordinarily taught in these grades, or bearing upon their work.
From its inception this course has been one of the most popular of those
offered in the institution, as its uniformly large enrollment has attested. Its
graduates are in great demand, and readily secure placement in good positions.
Not only that, but the best of them almost always have opportunity to choose
from among a number of attractive places offered them. If the Later Elementary
Course should be required to give reason for its existence, more than sufficient
warrant for it is to be found in the large number of successful teachers in the
public schools of Michigan and other states, who were numbered among its
ranks while at Western.
Miss Harrison
Miss Mulry
ADVISORS
Dr. Henry
Mr. Eldridge
Miss Strunk
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Perry, Sheldon, G. Clark, N. Clark, Patterson. Beckley, Parry, Baron, Woodruff, Cole, Smith, Barton
Case, Wilbur, Turner, Ennis, Fowler, Roeder, Mulvany, Earl, Sattler
Music Department
Three fundamental ideals underlie the purpose and the activities of Western
State Normal's Music department. These are: to prepare supervisors of music
for public school work, to prepare music teachers for the grades, and through
organization work to give all students of the school the opportunity to develop
musically.
Toward these ends all the courses of the Music department curriculum have
been planned, and with the coming year a new three-year course is to be offered
to the students of this department.
Opportunity is afforded through the music department for every student
to develop according to his own particular ability. For the women, there are
two glee clubs, the Freshman Girls' Glee club and the Sophomore Girls' Glee
club. For the men there is a glee club which each year makes an extensive spring
concert tour through various parts of the state. There is the orchestra for
those playing orchestral instruments, and for those who play band instruments
there is the band. In addition, a Varsity quartet from members of the Men's
Glee club, and the Sophomore Girls' quartet are other musical groups which
afford splendid opportunities.
The Music Study club, open to all the students of the department, serves
to combine social life with musical activity in a manner which is altogether
enjoyable.
With each succeeding year additional efforts are being made to broaden the
scope of the department and increase the opportunities for development which
it affords.
ADVISORS
Mr. Maybee Mr. Henderson
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Stenson, Witt, Hungerford, McDaniels, Shields, Butler, Beckner, Evans, Brenner, Little
Breece, Yank, Betzer, Gehring, Hadley, Barendreit, Cagney, Reister, Hall, Sherman
Stratton, Layton, Williams, Stevenson, Williams, Dodge, Hunter, Rockwell, Kaufman, Bailey
Sanders, Sweeney, Campbell, Chandler, Humphrey, Moore, Valentine, Ackland, Ellis
Rural Education Department
The Department of Rural Education has been in existence since the founding
of the Western State Normal School in 1904. It has been and is one of the strong
est departments in the institution. The training that rural teachers obtain at
Western has been very widely and favorably commented upon. In addition to the
training of teachers, the Department has been interested in the problems of rural
schools in southwestern Michigan. It has tried to stand back of all types of Rural
Progress everywhere. Its faculty members have been active in rural school con
solidation, in plans for community betterment, and in extension work among rural
teachers. This year the Department is sponsoring and conducting, in conjunction
with Miss Mary Ensfield, County Commissioner of Schools, a County Test Sur
vey of Kalamazoo County. Rural Progress Day and the Summer Picnic have been
successful social projects of the Department for many years.
B
a
a
B
B
That the Department has been successful in its work has been largely due to
the untiring efforts of Dr. Ernest Burnham, who with Mrs. Burnham is this year
on sabbatical leave of absence in Florida. Dr. Burnham has served for twenty-one
years as Director of the Department of Rural Education. During this time both
he and Mrs. Burnham have devoted their lives to rural education to the end that
the boys and girls of the country might have an equal chance with those of the city.
ADVISORS
Mr. Ellis Miss Evans
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Forsma, Discher, Povenz, Lewis, Flog-as, Rugby,
Olendorf, Gonyea, Murdock, Hawkins, Norlock, Hosey
Flogus, Reed, Lake, Abbott, C. Hornaday, Robbins, Farmer, Monson, Potter, Wiseman
Kelley Parker, Shoemacker, Lundquist, Bacon, Bradfteld, Gibson, Ritchie, Pump, Smith, Dopp
Knuth, Banach, Clark, W. Hornaday, VosSimpson, Barstus, Aldus, Cooper,
Men's Physical Education Department
The men's Physical Education department started on its special physical
education course in 1919 with fifteen men enrolled and at the present writing nearly
one hundred men are specializing in Physical Education.
The department aims to develop trained leaders of men who can teach
physical education for the masses of students and also turn out creditable teams
on the athletic field. The course originally started with a two year course giving
the Life Certificate. With the beginning of the fall term, 1925, three years will
be required before a man may teach physical education. Last year four men
graduated with degrees in the department, having completetd the four year course.
With the new gymnasium for men which will have all the modern equipment
for a complete physical education program including three large class rooms, the
entire student body will be required to fulfill a rational physical education pro
gram. This will mean added efficiency for the general teaching force.
The course in physical education was started in response for demand for
teachers and the record that several hundred men from Western have made
has been a big factor in the heavy growth of the department.
Our Slogan has been
''Western's men must make good."
ADVISORS
Mr. Read
Mr. Martineau
Mr. Hyames
Mr. Taylor
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Mrs. Hilliard, Bacchus, Voke, Brown, Spencer, Krebs, Mainwaring, Everett,
Mrs. Kellogg, Graichen, Hauer, Bullock, Caley, Houston, Spade
Perry Penrick, Marshall, Mainone, Brown, Sumrill, Wiltsie.
Cleveland, Blair, Clough, Boyce, Fletcher, Lewis
Orchestra
Of the musical activities in the school, the orchestra has made for itself a
permanent place. At the beginning of the school year a call went forth for all
musically inclined students to assemble with their instruments to form an orches
tra The results were that about thirty young people appeared and that a very
well organized orchestra began its weekly rehearsals.
Much appreciation is due Mrs. G. S. Hilliard who has conducted the or
chestra and trained it for the demands made upon it by the student body.
The initial work done by the group was of a rather simple nature but as the
weeks passed difficult compositions were undertaken and mastered. The work of
both old and modern masters made up the versatile repertoire of the organization.
The first appearance of the orchestra was before the Woman's League
meeting. Since then it has had constant calls. It has not confined its talents to
local audiences, but it has even taken short trips to various points outside of
the city.
Indeed the orchestra has proven to be a decided asset to the school and
the students are fortunate in having such an organization.
Mrs. George Hilliard, Director
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Steeliy Null Klaasse Hamlin Clark Brown Faunce Voke Barnard
Klock Schaibly Smith Rolfe Kaechele Striekfaden Ryerson Miners
Parkhurst Sonsmith Wagner Scherer Haynes Maybee Doty
Men's Glee Club
The Men's Glee Club is an organization of twenty-five men who are inter
ested in developing and maintaining a high standard of music at Western. It is
the aim of the club to give an annual home concert in addition to those on week
end trips and the annual Spring tour.
Much interest has been manifested in the development of the club this year.
Seventy-four of Western's six hundred seventy-five men rsponded to the early
call for try-outs. After many weeks rehearsing, individual try-outs were held
and twenty-five men were selected to represent the Brown and Gold in this
growing activity.
Under the very efficient direction of Mr. Maybee, a fine program was
arranged and presented in many cities throughout the state. The club appeared
in Watervliet, Petoskey, Harbor Springs, Traverse City, Cadillac, Lowell, Cas-
novia, Muskegon Heights, South Haven, Benton Harbor, Kalamazoo, and
several other cities. Interest was also attached to the inter-collegiate glee club
contest which was held in our own school this year, and which included many
of the college glee clubs of the state.
OFFICERS
Harper C. Maybee, Director
Rexford M. Clark, Pres. Donald C. Weeks, Manager.
Clarence Haynes, Sec. R. Cleo Faunce, Adv. Manager.
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Earl, French, Cantwell, Morton, Bender, Mulready, Klink, Perry, Steinhoff, Bailey, Parmelee, Maron
Wellman, Dalton, Bergen, Snow, Wilber, Roeder, Nordhoff, Lincoln, Barton, Athena, Lorenson
Case, Brown, Fowler, Beckley, Perry, Roller, Mulvany, Patterson, Sattler, Fitzpatrick
Freshman Girls' Glee Club
The Freshman Girls' Glee Club is an organization made up of students from
the Music Department with a few chosen voices from the general student body.
The club is one part of the regular ensemble organization work of the Music
Department. It meets twice a week for rehearsal. It has appeared on several
programs sponsored by the school. It boasts a splendid trio composed of Esther
Wilber, Adelia Case, and Glenadine Cole. There are also several members who
have had considerable experience before the public both as vocalists and as
instrumentalists.
DIRECTOR
Mr. Glenn Henderson
OFFICERS
Esther Wilber, Prcs. Elsie Parry, Sec.-Treas.
Ruth Mary Smith, Journalist
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Sophomore Girls' Glee Club
With a high standard of finer technique, better quality and more artistic
singing before it, the Sophomore Girls' Glee Club has achieved much success.
The club is composed of Sophomore music students and other depart
mental students of musical ability. Rehearsals are held every Monday and
Thursday afternoon under the direction of Mr. Harper C. Maybee.
Many public appearances have been given, including assembly programs,
dedication of Portage High School, Practice Teachers' Tea, and the Realtors'
Home Show; in conjunction with the Ladies' Chorus of the city, a Christmas
program of unusual merit was presented before the Kalamazoo Musical Society.
Preparations for the College Glee Club contest to be held in Kalamazoo
April 17, are now under way and even though the Glee Club is not proclaimed first
in the final contest, it is sure to acquit itself creditably.
With the aid of a quartette and stringed trio, a program is being prepared
to be given sometime in May on a three-day trip to some of the larger high
schools of the state.
To Mr. Maybee, for his untiring efforts and helpful suggestions too much
credit cannot be given.
OFFICERS
Emma White, Prcs.
Bel la h Bell, Scc.-Trcas.
Dorothy Lake, Vice-Pres.
Trixie Moore, Bus. Mgr.
Bangham
Everts
Loomis
Turner
Bell
Fenwick
Hunt
Lurie
Van Woerkom
MEMBERS
Brooks
Mrs. Carr
Frisbie
Kier
Milton
Severance
Brownell
Crofoot
Hancock
Korver
Moore
Smith
Wheeler White
Bryant
Hope
Lake
Palmer
Wiltsie
Bryce
Hotchkin
Randall
York
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Bitgood, Larson, Case, Wilber, Fowler, Roeder, Ennis,
Earl, Shuey, Frisbee, Brownell, Hotchkins, White, Smith
Oarr, Jeffry, Sheldon, Turner, Perry, Baron, Sattler, Woodruff,
Oole, Smith, Krebs, Severance, Blum, Palmer, Everetts
Bell, Barton, Hope, Parry, Patterson, N. Clark, G. Clark,
Beckley, Mulvany, Moore, Bangham, Wiltse, Bryant
Music Study Club
For the purpose of making it possible to present and to hear good music
in small groups. The Music Club of Western Normal was organized and has
been fostered. It is now one of the most interesting organizations in the school.
This year the meetings of the club have been held monthly at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Harper C. Maybee, and several very delightful programs have
been presented.
The music faculty have contributed liberally to these programs, presenting
a number of entire programs. The Faculty quartet has sung for the club, alumni
and musicians of the city have contributed generously, and altogether the year's
work has been one of keen enjoyment.
In addition to the musical activities of the club there has been the social
aspect which has been among the pleasant features of the club's year. Many
very enjoyable social evenings will be remembered by the members of this club
long after they have left Western's campus.
The activities of the club have served to bring the members into closer
relationship and to increase interest in musical work in its broader sense. The
club is very democratic and all students of the music department are members.
OFFICERS
Martha Brownell, Pres. Lela Hope, Vice-Pres.
Betty Hotchkins, Sec.-Treas.
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Art Club
The Paint Splashers, known otherwise as the Art Club, is now considered
one of Western's most active and promising organizations. Its progress this
year has fully proved that through the sturdy and enthusiastic support of the
faculty and student members the club has the ability to accomplish the tasks set
before it. One of the worthy feats of the club and one which has brought special
recognition to it, was the entire redecorating of the faculty tea room. The walls,
woodwork and furniture were redone in entirety and new hangings were made.
Many artistic details were carried out by the individual members which added
greatly to the final result. In honor of the opening of the revamped quarters,
the faculty gave a tea followed shortly by another, at the home of Miss Stevenson,
for those who had contributed of time and knowledge to the enterprise.
Initiation of new members into the club was another activity of the Splashers
1924-25 program. It was made even more enjoyable by an introduction in the
form of a banquet. Cooper's Glen was the scene of one of the Autumn programs.
Darkness descended on the revelers, however, before the party ended and creeks
were jumped and rocky hillsides were scaled by the feeble light of impromptu
torches.
Not until this year did the members of the club have pins; now the memh
bers are wearing a small gold pallet set with vari-colored stones. The membership
has also been noticeably increased along with the year's activities. The club is
also to be thanked for the help it has rendered for the decorating of the gym
nasium dance occasions. The work of the club during the last year is, we hope,
only significant of a still greater future.
Westenberg, Pres.
Appledoorn
Chase
Gilbert
Kahle
Purdy
MEMBERS
Brady, Vice-Pres. Fenstermacher, Sec. Boseker, Treas.
Bartlett Beckley Bryan Butler
Cole, Cook, Everts Foster
Hathaway Hoyt Hubbard Joy
Martin, B. Miller L. Miller Mulvany
Rice Ryan Severance Thomas
Miss Stevenson
ADVISORS
Miss Siedschlag Miss Roberts
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The Paint Splashers in their working costumes.
The Faculty Lunch Room
The artistic work of redecorating this room was done by
Miss Stevenson's Design class.
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DECORATED
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The Players
Western Normal Players in completing their tenth year have made rapid
strides and at the present time they stand in the front rank with other organizations
on the campus, claiming no peer. Admittance to the club is only attainable after
elimination through tryouts, thus giving assurance of a club with the best talent
in this line.
Six one-act plays were given at the opening of the school year by the new
members. The first play to be given publicly was "Matinata," which was given
at the Western Wow by Ray Campbell, Harriet Thorns and Gaylord Wotring.
Near the end of the fall term, the Players gave "The Man Who Married a Dumb
Wife" by Anatole France, starring Doris Cogswell and Wm. Hoy who were sup
ported by Harriet Thorns, Ray Campbell, Price Patton, Betty Wager, Mulford
Shaw, Henry Ford, Marshall Mahan, Dale Ganwer, Lynn Yoke, Claudius Collisi,
Herman Nyland, Earl English and Fred Smith.
The mid-winter play, which is the major-production of the year, was given
on Feb. 6, "Captain Applejack" being the play given. Mulford Shaw as Captain
Applejack, Harriet Thorns as Poppy, and Mary Cavanaugh as Anna Valeska
did wonderful work in the major roles. Doris Cogswell interpreted the beautiful
lady crook role to perfection and Betty Wager was charming as Aunt Agatha.
Price Patton as the villainous Borolski and Max Bricker as Pengard acted little
short of the professional. Wm. Hoy portrayed Lush in a delightful manner and
Ray Campbell lent a dash of color in his characterization of Johnny Jason.
Evelyn Burke as Palmer and Lynn Yoke as Dennet both did fine work. The
pirates were excellent, bloodcurdling, alluring. Miss Rousseau deserves honorable
mention for her fine work in the production of the play. It was a big play done
in a big way before an audience of 2,500 people.
After the enthusiasm for the mid-winter play had been replaced by unfor
gettable memories, the Players burst forth again with a beautiful production,
"A Thousand Years Ago," by Percy MacKay. Beautiful and luxurious in set
ting, romantic and alluring in action it was a play that will ever be remembered.
During the year many one-act plays were given by the members of the club.
Each member is to be complimented for his hard work in the furtherance of dra
matic interest on Western's campus. Truly an organization of "all for one, one
for all."
MEMBERS
Harrington, Pres.
McKenzie Bricker
Bryant
Frobenius
Joy
Nyland
Brinker
Ford
Huested
Myrick
Switalski
Cogswell, Vice-Pres.
Dorgan
Burke
Gangwer
Lamb
Patton
Thorns
Wager, Sec.
Bacchus
Campbell
Gladstone
Lodewyk
Rapp
Yoke
Smith, Treas.
Beery
Cavanaugh
Gooch
Lossing
Rodgers
Wotring
Bills
Collisi
Hoy
Mahan
Shaw
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Tenth Annual Mid-Winter Play
"Captain Applejack"
A Comedy in Three Acts, by Walter Hackett
CENTRAL AUDITORIUM, FEBRUARY 6
The Cast as they appeared:
Lush Mr. William Hoy
Poppy Faire Miss Harriet Thorns
Mrs. Agatha Whatcombe Miss Bernice Wager
Ambrose Applejohn Mr. Mulford Shaw
Anna Valeska Miss Mary Cavanaugh
Mrs. Horace Pengard Miss Doris Cogswell
Mr. Horace Pengard Mr. Max Bricker
Ivan Borolsky Mr. Price Patton
Palmer Miss Evelyn Burke
Dennett Mr. Lynn Voke
Mr. Johnny Jason Mr. Ray Campbell
Mr. Frederick Harrintgon
Mr. Edward Dorgan
Mr. Donald Gooch
Mr. Claudius Collisi
Pirates Mr. Harold Hoffenbacher
1 Mr. Frederick Smith
/ Mr. Earl English
I Mr. Henry Ford
. Mr. Marshall Mahan
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CAPTAIN APPLEJACK AND ANNA VALESKA, ACT II, "CAPTAIN APPLEJACK"
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SCENES FROM ACT II, "CAPTAIN APPLEJACK"
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SCENES FROM ACTS I AND III, "CAPTAIN APPLEJACK"
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Scenes from "A Thousand Years Ago
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Scenes from "A Thousand Years Ago"
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Smith Ford
Cogswell
Voke Collisi
Hoy
COMEDY NIGHT PLAY, "THE MAN WHO MARRIED A DUMB WIFE"
INTERIOR OF THE PLAYERS' CLUBROOM
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"W" Men
(1924-1925)
Baseball
John Armstrong : _ .Football
Arthur Anderson Football
Frank Banach ' .Football
Milton Beam Football
Frank Beck Track
Harold Beebe .Football
Paul Bennett .Baseball
Sam Bishop Basketball
John Borgerdmg .Football .
Fernando Brethour Track
Dale Brown [.[[[.'.'.'.'. '.Football
Charles Cady .Football
Clytus Carr ; Tmck
Lawrence Chickering Track
Claudius Collisi ;;; \"poothau
Thomas Daly Track
Louis Darling ;.".'.■."" '.Baseball
Maynard Ellingson Football
Walter Farrer Basketball
Frank t1 orrest Track
Randall Frazier Track
Wendell Gates Track
Homer Grosvenor \\\\\Y.\Baseball
John Gunderson ....Basketball
Norwood Hearn Baseball
Oscar Hess Track
f '.''.'.'.'.'.''.'.'.'.'.'. '.Track',"Baseball Football', Basketball:::::::::::::::::::::^f^MS
Wilbur Johnson Baseball
Erwin Kienbaum • Track
Leonard Klaasse Track
Edward Klock
Noble Leonard TRussell McDougal £,™
James McMonagle Baseball
Charles Maher VnnthnliChester Martindale n XJllRobert Miller t"T? fRudel Miller Track, BaseballJohn Monson £00'faLawrence Moser baseball
„,,.-.,. tootballFranklin Mote „ , „^ ,, t., n tootballGerald Muller „ ,
Earl New • •1 r?cf,Harry Potter Baseball
Kermit Richards o "L"n" X ?i; /iGlen Righter Baseball, FootballKenneth Ruse ■ • • • • • • ■ • • •*«^foHenry Schrumpf Bm^&o//, Basketball
Harry Smith Irfl^Towner Smith ■ r ?'f,
Theodore Sundquist n T[inDale Vanderhoff Basketball
Carl Van Weeldon o °',Martin Van Wingen BaseballGeorge Walker Track
Malcolm Weaver • • ■l ™cfRay Winther BaseballCharles Zuidema Football
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Gates Henry
Maher
Martineau
Hoek.ie
Johnson
Read Hyi
Shilling1
Weaver
Armstrong
imes Taylor
The Athletic Board
The jurisdiction of the Athletic Board covers the fields formerly supervised
by coaches acting independently, and by standing and special committees. It
approves all tentative schedules submitted, gives rulings on questions of eligibility,
settles appeals, sanctions awards, etc.
The Board is composed of the Registrar (chairman ex-officio), two faculty
members appointed by the President, two students chosen by the Student Asso
ciation, the captains of the various teams and several coaches serving during
the period of their major activity.
The following people have served on the Athletic Board during the past
school year:
Registrar John C. Hoekje, Chairman
Prof. T. S. Henry, Faculty Representative Prof. D. C. Shilling, Faculty Representative.
Wendell Gates, Student Ass'n Representative. John Armstrong, Student Ass'n Rep.
Earl Martineau, Football Coach. Herbert Read, Basketball Coach.
Judson Hyames, Baseball Coach. Laurence Taylor, Track Coach.
Charles Ma her, Baseball Captain. Malcolm Weaver, Track Captain.
Oscar Johnson, Football and Basketball Captain.,
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Earl T. Martineau
Football Coach
Oscar Johnson
Football Captain
1924 Varsity Football Team
Arthur Anderson Halfback
Fkank Banach Fullback
Milton Beam Tackle
Frank Beck Guard
Paul Bennett Halfback
Fernando Brethour Center
Charles Cady Center
Clytus Carr Halfback
Thomas Daly Quarterback
Walter Farrer Quarterback
Neal Johnson Guard
Oscar Johnson Tackle
Wilbur Johnson Tackle
Chester Martindale Fullback
John Monson Center
Franklin Mote End
Gerald Muller End
Glen Richter Halfback
Theodore Sundquist End
Carl Van Weeldon Guard
Fred Zuidema End
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0. Johnson (Captain)
"Okie" was one of the best tackles
in the middle west. A real leader and
one whose place zvill be hard to fill.
Farrer (Captain-elect)
The fighting "red head." "Enough
said." Watch him next fall.
Review of Season
The gridiron prestige of Western State Normal was well upheld in .the fall
of 1924. Under the energetic leadership of Coach Earl Martineau, Minnesota
half back of 1923 and picked as a member of Camp's Ail-American team, the
Varsity pigskin chasers went through a hard schedule of seven games with fly
ing colors, winning six and losing only one—a very sweet percentage. The par
ticular feature of the season was the winning of a tri-state championship—
virtually a mid-West championship, for the schools played were representatives
of the North-Central and Southern states.
Teams competing in this informal tri-state championship with Western State
Normal were Oshkosh Normal, Wisconsin, and Western State Normal, Bowling
Green, Kentucky. Both of these teams were acknowledged as the champions of
their respective states with a prestige that extended into neighboring states.
Bowling Green was the victor over the universities of Kentucky and Louisville
two years ago. Oshkosh was undefeated for three years. Of late years Western
State has not had a Michigan Normal on its football schedule, but the victory over
Albion, which in turn has won over Central Normal and Ypsilanti, has gained it
credit of the representative Michigan team.
Two teams from Illinois were played—St. Viator and the Chicago Y. M.
C. A. College and both games won. Besides Albion in this state, Alma was also
defeated. The single game lost was to a team not taken seriously—the Notre
Dame freshmen. About every ten years the Irish yearlings spring a surprise:
invariably they have a fighting bunch not easily licked and the margin of victory
for Western is rarely more than a touchdown ; and this once in a decade, just when
the Brown and Gold grid warriors have begun to think they are freshman proof,
the margin swings the other way. This year Western was defeated in the fourth
quarter, the game slipping away when it was apparently won.
The first game of the season was with Alma College on Saturday, October 4.
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The Presbyterians had taken the M. I. A. A. championship the year previous
and to start the season had thrown a scare into the University of Detroit on
Dinan Field. The game was fiercely fought and chiefly a defensive one. It might
have gone to a 0-0 decision, but in the third quarter, Alma, forced back to the
shadow of its own goal posts, was compelled to punt. The pass back frorn center
went wrong and as the ball fell to the sod of Normal field, Captain "Okie"
Johnson, crashing through, scooped it up and ran fifteen yards for the lone
touchdown of the game. It was won 7-0.
On the week following, St. Viator, Bourbonnais, Illinois, and Western clashed
to decide a 7-7 tie played at Bourbonnais the season previous. The first half of
the game played October 10 was a continuation of the fracas of the season pre
vious; the teams had each other apparently fought to a standstill. In the third
quarter Captain Johnson came through again: he took the pass from Carr on
the fifteen yard line and with a burst of speed cleared the remaining distance to
the goal line. He failed in the try for point and the score stood 6-0 at the close.
In both these contests victory was due largely to the work of the veteran
guards and tackles on defense. The offense was not yet going as was evidenced
by the entirely individual nature of Captain Johnson's scoring. But Neal Johnson
and "Ike" Van Weeldon at the guard bulwarks and Oscar and "Whip" Johnson
at the tackle positions broke up the offense of both Alma and St. Viator and so
bolstered up the fortunes of the Brown and Gold until the more or less green
backfield could get organized to bring the pressure of a real offense on opposing
teams.
The offense made its appearance at Bowling Green, Kentucky, October 25.
This was a far journey for Western State, but it was a pleasant one made by
special Pullman, and it ended very pleasantly indeed at the farthest point south.
The attack of the Martineau men was swift and consecutive. Two touchdowns
went over through sustained marches to the goal line and a third lost through
a fumble. This sectional championship game was won decisively 14-0.
Oshkosh Normal, for three seasons undefeated, came to Normal field, No
vember 1. It was homecoming day and the visitors were properly butchered to
make a Brown and Gold holiday. Weight of the two teams was about even, but
the poundage of the Western State forward line was more rugged. All the
speed of the Wisconsin backfield went to naught against Western's aggressive
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forward wall, while the Brown and Gold backfield assaulted effectively in the
first, second and fourth quarters for touchdowns and forced Oshkosh to an
additional safety in the first. The Wisconsin team scored a touchdown in the
fourth quarter against an entire substitute team. The game ended 23-7.
Things were now too rosy and it was about time for an under dog to come
up and give the Brown and Gold a healthy bite. Or a troup*of underdogs—for
instance like the Irish terriers from Notre Dame's freshman class. Western was
not fast on November 7, but somehow managed to get into the fourth quarter
with a 7-3 lead. The Irishmen did not look particularly dangerous on offense:
it was their fighting defense that featured their play. So that margin of 7-3
looked good enough. Except for adverse breaks. These came out of a clear
sky and were lightning strokes. Western was grinding its way to the Irish goal
for another touchdown and had reached the 20 yard line. On a plunge through
the line a halfback forgot to take the ball with him; it oozed out to one side and
Byrne, freshman end, big and fast, came through, picked it up on the run and
went clear to the goal line without a chance to be stopped. The Brown and Gold
made an effort to retrieve this disaster, got another march started, only to fumble
again into Byrne's hands and he raced away to score a second time. The game was
lost 15-7, a sort of stunning defeat.
This opened the eyes of the Martineau men to the fact that the football
campaign was something more than a parade. Practice at Normal field the fol
lowing week went on with augmented vigor and determination and the Chicago
Y. M. C. A. College team, which in yesteryears rather messed up the Brown and
Gold felt the rising force of the-new effort. The "Windy City" stalwarts were
beaten 18-3. •-..'■ *
Albion victor on Thanksgivmg^Day, 1923, on Winteflau field, came down
to Normal field Thanksgiving Day, 1924, with a better team than that of the pre
vious season and with a faster attack.:. Naturally it had optimism, but that was
not enough against Western determination for revenge. The Brown and Gold
offense travelling fast and coherent, drove through the Methodists for four touch
downs and the game was won 26-6.
Thus closed a decidedly successful season and Western State Normal had
placed another good team in its annals of high athletic achievement.
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"Monk" was one of our fastest
speed boys. Aha, the most ac
curate passer on the squad.
Van Weeldon
Another bulwark in our impreg
nable line. Although handicapped
zvith an injured knee, "Ike" stub
bornly refused to quit and fought
all' the harder.
Banach
The Freshman find of the sea
son. He backed up the line in
wonderful style and was a valuable
cog in the interference.
i
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Daly
Started the season as a
quarterback but was later
changed to half. His off
tackle smashes usually
brought the ball nearer
home.
Mote
Frank could grab a pass
or stop an end run with
equal skill.
Martindale
A driving back with un
limited possibilities. A good
line plunger and an adept
kicker.
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Carr
One of our triple threat
backs. He did most of
the punting and passing
during the past season.
N. Johnson
A tower of strength on
both offense and defense.
One of the chief reasons
why our line zvas impreg
nable.
MONSON
The Freshman zvho made good as
varsity center. Johnnie is the type
zvho zvill improve with experience.
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Cady
The ideal example of stick-to-it-
iveness. "Chuck" made his letter after
four years of fighting. No plays went
through him at center.
Beam
Nick's big chance will
come next fall. We ex
pect him to fill one of the
holes caused by gradua
tion.
Zuidema
Fred turned the plays
in from left end. He has
one more year of varsity
football.
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Injuries kept him from
showing his real merit. He
should prove a valuable man
when next fall rolls around.
W. Johnson
A sure proof that it does
not take a big man to make
a real tackle. "Fight" was
his middle name.
Reached the height of his
accomplishment against Al
bion.
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SUNDQUIST
"Sunny" played a good game
at end. His strong point was
grabbing the high ones.
Beck
A very capable substitute
guard. Another Freshman zuho
should come through in 1925.
Bennett
One of the fastest men on
the team. We will miss his
open field running next year.
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Laurence Taylor
Track Coach
Malcolm Weaver
Track Captain
1925 Varsity Track Team
Clarence Altenberg Relay, Sprints
Dale Brown Two-Mile
Laurence Chickering Relay, Quarter-Mile, Sprints
Claudius Collisi Two-Mile, Mile
David Cooper Pole Vault
John Covington Sprints
Wendell Gates Relay, Tzvo-Mile, Mile
Homer Grosvenor Shot Put
Neal Johnson Shot Put
Leonard Klaasse Relay, Mile, Half-Mile
Edward Klock Two-Mile, Mile
Noble Leonard Relay, Quarter-Mile
Leonard Lundquist High Jump, High Hurdles
Russell McDougal Relay, Half-Mile, Quarter-Mile
James McDowell Hurdles
Harold Myers Hurdles, Sprints
Kermit Richards High Jump
Robert Sage Pole Vault
James Schaeffer «_. .High Jump, Pole Vault
Harold Stammann Hurdles
Malcolm Weaver Relay, Quarter-Mile, Sprints
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Klaasse
He was Western s best in the mile.
He also holds the half mile indoor
record. Klaasse graduates this year.
Weaver (Captain)
As anchor man in the relays, "Mac"
was in a class by himself, to say
nothing of his ability in the dashes.
Review of Indoor Season
With a perfect record of last year to be upheld and suffering from the loss
of two stars, Towner Smith, fleet 440 man, and Earl New, a pole vaulter, the
indoor track team of 1925, under Coach Taylor, emerged from the schedule
with one win and two defeats. In Captain Malcolm Weaver, who raises the dust
in the quarter mile and who is reputed to be the fastest man in hilltop history,
the men found a capable and inspiring leader.
Ohio Wesleyan, past conquerors of Ohio State and a school which main
tains a reputation for track achievements, took the first meet of the season.
While an easy victory was not predicted, the overwhelming defeat administered
to our harriers was equally as unexpected, made all the more so by reminiscences
of a defeat handed the Ohio boys at Normal Gym last year. It can be said of
no man, however, that he did not do his best. Fourteen of the nineteen to take
the trip, scored, despite the keen competition in each department. In 1924, a
leap of five feet eight inches, which had taken first place, was only enough to
glean third place points this year.
The second meet of the winter was with M. A. C. Again Normal was beaten,
but this time by the narrow margin of ten points. Western showed the lack of
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supermen to compete with such ability as that of Grim and Alderman, who put
the relay on ice for the "Aggies." It was these men who broke Normal's record
in the half mile relay. In this meet sixteen men scored. The limited number
can probably be accounted for by colds which had put several from the ranks
under the weather. The slam in the half mile, the taking of the first three
places by McDougal, Klaasse, and Gates respectively, was the outstanding feature
from Western's viewpoint.
The Notre Dame freshmen were beaten in the third meet of the season by
a decisive score. Captain Malcolm Weaver hit his stride in this meet, but was
edged out of a victory when an Irishman beat him to the pole. Western State
took the first four places in the two mile, Klaasse captured the mile, McDougal
the half mile, and Grosvenor, although forced to take second place in the shot put,
broke his own record. In all, a very formidable showing for a single meet.
M. A. C. and Ohio Wesleyan will meet Western again next year in the new
gymnasium and it is certain that the improved facilities will aid Coach Taylor's
men to "come through."
Grosvenor
For his second year, "Montie" has
gleaned tallies for Western's track
squad by hurling the shot.
Collisi
Four "IV"s in as many years, is the
track record of "Bill" Collisi, holder
of the state intercollegiate cross
country record.
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Gates ChickerinE McDougal
Relay Teams
Every track man reports for track with a secret ambition to compete in his
event at some of the national relay carnivals. More than this, Western State
has a reputation to maintain, since her teams have placed in the Drake Relays
held in May, and until this year, held the collegiate mile relay record of 3 :31%
at the Illinois relays, in national competition.
This year material was developed by Coach Taylor that appeared capable
of lowering the Illinois collegiate two-mile relay record of 8 :267f( and so a team
consisting of Klaasse, McDougal, Chickering, and Gates was entered in this
event on February 28. The ability of the team was not over-estimated, and
although it ran the event in record time, the competition was so keen that Western
was forced to accept fifth place, Cornell College (la.) winning in 8:18% for a
new record.
Western's mile team, consisting of Chickering, Klaasse, McDougal, and
Captain Malcolm Weaver, forced the field for fourth place with twelve teams
competing. In this event, as in the two-mile, the winner was forced to a new
record of 3 :28% which is near the university record.
When Western's teams are conditioned on the cinders, they can be expected
to uphold her reputation in the outdoor relays. Western should be proud to
have teams able to compete so creditably in national events. One should not
forget the direct relation that coaching has with consistent development of
formidable teams for national competition.
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McMonagle Knuth Collisi
Cross Country
The very first week of the school year brought Coach Laurence Taylor's
summons to cross-country men. It resulted in about twenty men presenting them
selves to follow Captain "Bill" Collisi over the "ole course" in a test of fence
hurdling and endurance.
The trials uncovered such a wealth of ability that none of the veterans
except Collisi and Klock were assured of a place on the team. The two out
standing challengers, Knuth and McMonagle, both first year men, developed
rapidly and forced the field every step of the way.
At nine o'clock Saturday morning, November 17, Collisi, Klock, Brown,
Knuth, McMonagle and Gates faced the starter to uphold Western's Champion
ship status in the state, at the annual Cross Country Run held by the Michigan
Agricultural College on their splendid course of 4.8 miles.
The wisdom, of Coach Taylor's system of a "fast start" was more than
demonstrated when Collisi and Klock set the pace for the field, negotiatitng the
first mile in f.he record-breaking time of 4:58, and holding a substantial lead
to a record finish by Collisi of 27:19. The former record for the course
was 27:46.
Klock followed in second place, almost on the heels of Collisi, with Gates
seventh, Knuth eighth, McMonagle twelfth, and Brown thirteenth, giving West
ern her third successive win in four years of participation, as well as permanent
possession of the Cross Country Cup offered by M. A. C.
Captain Claudius Collisi's record this year brings to a fitting close his
four-year contribution to our championship honors in this event, and his loss
with other veterans is to be regretted.
Under Coach Taylor, much can be expected of next year's captain, Edward
Klock, supported by Knuth, McMonagle, and other promising material found
this year.
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40 yd. .
220 yd.
440 yd.
880 yd.
Mile ..
2 mile
Western's Record
NORMAL GYM INDOOR RECORDS
G. Walker, W., 1924 4^ sec.
. T. Smith, W., 1924 25% sec.
T. Smith, W., 1924 53% sec.
, L. Klaasse, W., 1924 2 min. 4% sec.
, Kale, Ohio Wesleyan, 1924 4 min. 30 sec.
Helmo, Ohio Wesleyan, 1924 9 min. 40 sec.
Mile relay Joe Beyers, W., H. Walker, W., M. Weaver, W., T. Smith, W.,
1923 3 min. 39% sec.
Pole vault New, W., 1922 11 ft. ll/& in.
Shot put H. Hulscher, W., 1922 42 ft. 11 in.
High Jump K. Richards, W., 1924 5 ft. 9 in.
40 yd. high hurdles H. Howe, W., 1921, J. Beyers, W., 1923, W. Platt, W., 1920,
L. Darling, W., 1924 5% sec.
40 yd. high hurdles H. Howe, W., 1921, J. Beyers, W., 1923 5% sec.
WESTERN OUTDOOR INTERCOLLEGIATE RECORDS
100 yd G. Walker at Normal Field, 1921 10 sec.
C. Altenberg at Normal Field, 1921 10 sec.
220 yd G. Walker at Normal Field, 1922 22 sec.
440 yd T. Smith at M. A. C, 1923 49Vio sec.
880 yd Anway at M. A. C, 1919 2 min. 4% sec.
Mile Adams at Normal Field, 1920 4 min. 47 sec.
2 mile C. Collisi at Normal Field, 1924 10 min. 4 sec.
120 yd. high hurdles H. Howe at Normal Field, 1921 16 sec.
220 yd. low hurdles J. Beyers at M. A. C, 1923 25% sec.
High jump W. Platt at Normal Field, 1920 5 ft. 10 in.
Broad jump C. Altenberg at M. A. C, 1921 22 ft. 3 in.
Pole vault E. New at M. A. C, 1922 11 ft. 6 in.
Shot put H. Hulscher at Normal Field, 1922 44 ft. 3 in.
Discus H. Hulscher at Normal Field, 1922 127 ft. 9 in.
Javelin H. Beebe at Normal Field, 1924 160 ft. 10 in.
Mile relay M. Weaver, J. Beyers, H. Walker, T. Smith at Drake Relays,
1923 3 min. 25% sec.
880 yd. relay M. Weaver, H. Smith, J. Beyers, T. Smith at Drake Relays,
1923 1 min. 31% sec.
NORMAL OUTDOOR INTERCOLLEGIATE RECORDS
100 yd G. Walker, W., 1921 10 sec.
C. Altenberg, W., 1921 10 sec.
220 yd G. Walker, W., 1921 22 sec.
Jones, De Pauw, 1921 22 sec.
440 yd T. Smith, W., 1924 49% sec.
880 yd Radabough, W., 1920 2 min. 5% sec.
Mile Johnson, Wabash, 1924 4 min. 36% sec.
2 mile Johnson, Wabash, 1924 10 min. 9 sec.
120 yd. high hurdles H. Howe, W., 1921 26 sec.
220 yd. low hurdles Desch, Notre Dame, 1921 24% sec.
High jump Murphy, Notre Dame, 1921 5 ft. 11 in.
Broad jump Altenberg, W., 1921 22 ft. 4 in.
Pole vault New, W., 1924 11 ft. 4 in.
Shot put Hulscher, W., 1922 44 ft. 3 in.
Discus Hulscher, W., 1922 127 ft. 9 in.
Javelin Beebe, W., 1924 145 ft. 10 in.
Mile relay H. Walker, J. Beyers, M. Weaver, T. Smith, 1923 3 min. 30% sec.
880 yd. relay Altenberg, Cornwell, Taylor, Walker, W., 1920 1 min. 34y5 sec.
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Judson A. Hyames
Baseball Coach
Lawrence Moser
Baseball Captain
1924 Varsity Baseball Team
John Armstrong Outfield
Sam Bishop Outfield
Maynard Ellingson Pitcher
John Gunderson Pitcher
Oscar Hess Outfield
Neal Johnson Outfield
Ervin Kienbaum Pitcher
Harry Lee Outfield
Charles Maher Catcher
Robert Miller Second Base
Rudel Miller First Base
Lawrence Moser Third Base
Harry Potter Catcher
Glen Righter Shortstop
Kenneth Ruse Pitcher
Henry Schrumpf Second Base
Martin Van Wingen Outfield
Ray Winther Pitcher
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mMaher, Captain-elect
"Chuck" took care of his share of the
catching in a very creditable manner
and as captain for 1925 promises a
real team to represent Western State.
Moser, Captain
"Pete" zvas a real third baseman
who could always be depended upon
to lead his team through the hardest
of battles.
Review of Season
Stimulated by the inheritance of a veteran nucleus from the roster of West
ern State's 1923 team, the 1924 baseball team gained early recognition as one of
the strongest contenders for the "State Championship". That Michigan was not
beaten the past season was through no lack of will on the part of the Brown and
Gold because the prospect of the 1924 nine defeating the Maize and Blue was just
as good as at any time in former years.
Fourteen games were played by Hyames' team, twelve won and two lost.
As the schedule included such teams as Beloit, Butler and Notre Dame from every
angle the record is highly satisfactory.
Following a few weeks of regular practice in Normal Gym and a period of
two weeks on Normal Field, the latter very unsatisfactory because of rain and
very cold weather, the actual playing season was inaugurated on the nineteenth of
April.
Normal fans were given their first opportunity to see the 1924 team in action
on the home field when the Varsity met Hope College, winning, 4-0. Gunderson
and Ellingson each pitched four innings, holding the visitors to four hits.
The second contest of the year fell to the Brown and Gold by a shut-out.
Ruse, pitching his first game as a regular, was able to hold Albion while Hyames'
men ran up three tallies.
For the next game, the Brown and Gold left the city. M. A. C. was their
destination and victim as well. The Normal nine hit Wenner hard, winning 6-1.
Neal Johnson was the star of the contest, knocking out a homerun which landed
in the middle of Cedar river.
The following week the Varsity met its first defeat at the hands of Notre
Dame, 10-1. Inability of the pitchers to locate the corners was responsible for the
defeat.
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A comeback was experienced the next week when Beloit was trounced, 10-0.
Gunderson held the Wisconsinites at bay while his team-mates went on a hitting
rampage.
The Aggies then came to Normal Field for another beating. A pitcher's bat
tle between Gunderson and Wakefield ensued, Gunderson winning, 2-1.
Ypsilanti, claiming the best team in the history of its school, appeared on the
local field with malicious intent. When dusk appeared, the Brown and Gold had
once more been declared victorious, 7-0. Righter was the hitting star of the day.
On May twenty-fourth, the Normal suffered its second and last defeat of the
season at the hands of Lake Forest, 5-3. Messenger pitched good ball in all but
the eighth, when two walks, a hit batsman, coupled with two hits produced three
runs.
The Chicago Y. M. C. A., winner of ten straight games, was easily outclassed
by the Normalites. Ellingson who pitched for Western was never in danger, win
ning 14-3.
Lake Forest was next invaded in hopes of obtaining revenge for the licking
administered the Saturday before. Keinbaum, starting his first game, showed
promise of becoming a great pitcher. He toyed with the opposition as his team
mates clouted out a 19-5 victory.
Butler, the conqueror of a couple of the "Big Ten" nines was met on Dec
oration Day. The game looked pretty dismal for Normal backers until the sixth
when with two on base Gunderson doubled, giving the Normal a one run lead. In
the eighth, five more runs were added due to hefty triples by Rudel Miller and
Gunderson. Western won, 8-2.
Ypsilanti was defeated the next day on their home lot, 14-0. Every member
of the team managed to get at least one hit.
The biggest crowd that ever witnessed a Normal game was on hand to see the
Notre Dame encounter. It was one of the most interesting pitcher's battles ever
seen on Normal Field. Gunderson for the home team, and Magivney now a mem
ber of the New York Giants, fought it out. Notre Dame drew first blood when
they scored in the 3rd inning. Normal evened the count in the fifth when Potter
doubled and Righter singled. The Brown and Gold fighting every inch of the way,
determined to make amends for its first defeat at the hands of Notre Dame, won
out in the ninth when Rudel Miller doubled and scored on Lee's single.
The season ended when Mt. Pleasant was trounced 14-2, with Winther and
Keinbaum on the mound.
With the close of the season, the following men will never again don a West
ern uniform: Capt. Moser; Rudel Miller, the school's greatest all-round athlete;
Potter; Gunderson, pitching ace; and Van Wingen.
WESTERN STATE NORMAL VARSITY BASEBALL RECORD
Normal Season 1924. Opponents
4 Hope at Kalamazoo 0
3 Albion at Kalamazoo 0
6 Michigan Aggies at Lansing 1
1 Notre Dame at Notre Dame
10 Beloit at Kalamazoo ...
2 Michigan Aggies at Kalamazoo
7 Ypsilanti at Kalamazoo . . .
3 Lake Forest at Kalamazoo
14 Chicago Y College at Chicago
19 Lake Forest at Lake Forest
8 Butler at Kalamazoo
14 Ypsilanti at Ypsilanti
2 Notre Dame at Kalamazoo
14 Mt. Pleasant at Kalamazoo .
10
0
1
0
5
3
5
2
0
1
2
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SCHRUMPF
"Hank," a modest chap, play
ing his first year for Western
State, played like an old timer
at second base, and hit the ball
to the tune of .444.
RlGHTER
"Monk" was the boy that set
the record of playing the whole
season at shortstop without an
error; and, incidentally, hit for
a percentage of .314.
Lee
By his timely hitting, Harry, a
first year player, won the re
spect and good zvill of both his
team mates and the crowd.
Potter
Harry, a real fighter, took his
turn behind the bat and special
ized in handling bunts. He
made fast men look slow.
Armstrong
"Army," an outfielder, shows
much promise for the season of
1925, both in the outfield and at
the bat.
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Ruse
"Kcnnic," zvith his south
paiv, pitched shut out ball
for Normal, allowing but
four hits in two games. He
can hit as ivcll as pitch, his
average being .428.
h
Hess
Oscar zvas one of the fast
est men on the team. He
took his turn in center field
and at the bat hit for an
average of .395.
Keinbaum
"Lanky," playing his first
ycai of college ball, finished
strong, defeating Mt. Pleas
ant at Kalamazoo. His
dazzling speed should make
him one of Western's great
est pitchers.
Elltngson
"Ellie," after making a good
record as a catcher, made
himself over into a pitcher.
He was successful, winning
every start, and promises to
be even better in 1925.
Johnson
"Johnnie" not only plays
left field like a veteran, but
also holds the record for
long hits. Ask M. A. C.
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WlNTHER
"Ray," the conqueror of
the University of Minne
sota in 1923, developed a
lame shoulder which kept
him out of many games
in 1924. He hopes to be
in shape for 1925.
Rudel Miller
"Rudy" could grab them
in big league style at first
base. He ivas one of the
most feared hitters on
the team, his average be
ing .441.
Van Wingen
"Van" took his turn in
the outfield and played a
consistent game.
Robert Miller
"Bob," with that "never
die" spirit, zuas the key
man to the many plays of
Righter to Miller to Mil
ler.
GUNDERSON
"Gundie," after playing
tzvo years in right field
and hitting over .400, was
called to the pitcher's box
for his third year of
competition. He devel
oped into the pitching
wonder, never losing a
game, and hit for the
average of .370.
Bishop
"Red" was the life of the
team on the coaching
lines. He also played
center field.
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Herbert W. Reed
Basketball Coach
Oscar Johnson
Basketball Captain
1925 Varsitv Basketball Team
John Borgerding Forzvard
Frank Forrest Guard
Norwood Hearn Forward
Neal Johnson Guard
Oscar Johnson Guard
Harry Lee Center
Henry Schrumpf Fonvard
Dale Vanderhoff Guard
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Oscar Johnson, Captain
"Okie" rounded out his stellar ca
reer at Western as leader of a really
great basketball team. He made a
record as a scoring guard.
Vanderhoff
Dale, sub-forward in 1924, starred
at guard the past season. Fast dribbler
—broke through for six baskets in
one tight game.
Review of Season
The basketball season of 1924-25 was interesting, satisfactory, and even dra
matic. Starting unpromisingly with the Alumni defeat and the queer upset at
the hands of Manchester, the team gained cleverness, speed, and basket shooting
ability and wound up the season with crushing victories over such teams as
M. A. C, Valparaiso, and Ypsilanti. All three teams thought they had at least
an even chance to win, but the counts against them were respectively 29-15, 36-21,
and 39-10. The record of the season was sixteen triumphs to five defeats.
The problem that confronted Coach Read at the start of the season was not
lack of material, but the welding of it into a team. With the loss of Miller, Van
Wingen, Beebe. and Morley from the quintet of the year before, a new floor
aggregati°n had t° be built. In fact, Western State's court mentor tried to build
two teams at once to take care of a well burdened schedule wherein four games
were listed for a single week at mid-season.
The plan got a tryout in December in the Alumni game; one 'Varsity five
won that contest in the first half 18-9 and the second 'Varsity five lost it in the
final half 28-29. The Olivet game was worried through the next week without
much difficulty and won 29-17, but it took the not highly rated Manchester team
to come up from Indiana on January 8 and hash the proposition. A scholastic
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lapse had made "Whip" Johnson and Ted Anderson of 'Varsity No. 1 ineligible
just before this game. Coach Read, however, sent the aggregation in with two
substitutes.
Manchester started shooting. By the time the score was 9-0 adversely Coach
Read began to sense something wrong. He lined up his No. 2 'Varsity. Before
he could get them on the floor the count had mounted to 13-0. Within five min
utes the score jumped to 21-0—both teams thoroughly licked and only twelve
minutes of the first half gone. It was a dramatically new experience for a West
ern State Normal basketball team.
Coach Read then junked his two-Varsity scheme, left three players of the
one team on the floor and sent back into the game two players of the team with
drawn. Lee. sub forward from the year before, was left at center; Schrumpf,
a new man at right forward; Borgerding, freshman, at left forward; Captain
Oscar Johnson, center, went back to left guard, and Vanderhoff, sub forward in
1924, took the other guard. The change was radical, but effective. Manchester
was outscored 25-16 throughout the remainder of the contest. Better foul shoot
ing would have made this margin even closer as in the final count the Indiana
team, despite that sharpshooting first half, scored but two more field goals in
the entire game. Hope defeated the Hoosiers 41-28 and two weeks later Western
State conquered the Dutchmen 31-20.
After the Manchester game there was some pessimism as to the next five
contests—with St. Viator at Kankakee, January 9; Loyola at Chicago, January
Lee (Captain-Elect)
"Harry" played the game of his
career at center. Got the tip-off, led
the team in scoring, and ivas con
scientious on defense.
Norwood Hearn
"Bud" broke into the game about
mid-season. Fast, a fighter, and a
good shot—he should be heard from
next year.
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SCHRUMPF
"Hank" zvas one of the most ef
ficient floor men ever to wear the
Brown and Gold. A clever cog in
the team work and a good shot.
Neal Johnson
Meal's range and ruggedness with a
cool head and a fighting instinct made
him highly valuable as a guard in the
1925 season.
10; St. Viator at Normal gym, January 12; M. A. C. at Lansing, January 23;
and Hope at Normal gym, January 30. All were reported to have veteran teams.
But the Brown and Gold quintet of 1925 had been dramatically made in the fire
of the Manchester game. St. Viator was beaten 28-22, Loyola 20-12, St. Viator
again 27-15, M. A. C. 21-20, and the optimistic Hope team 31-20. the first half
19-6.
It was plain that Western again had a strong team which grew stronger as
the season progressed. Three more games were to be lost, but under adverse
circumstances, not because of superiority of the opposition. The night after the
tense Hope game, Mt. Pleasant came to Normal gym set for just this one contest
and won it on foul shots in the last half minute of play, 18-16. The Western
basketeers went up to Mt. Pleasant the next week end and won it back 35-25. To
be sure of this victory the Hope game at Holland the night before had to be passed
over. Coach Read used an entire team of substitutes throughout and handed it
to the Dutchmen 16-33. Ypsilanti got away with a game at Ypsilanti 28-22 about
which the less said the better; the most eloquent commentary is the 39-10 trounc
ing given the State Normal men at Kalamazoo at the end of the season.
The Valparaiso games on February 4 and February 27 were the most inter
esting of the season. The Hoosiers had won two years straight against Western
and apparently had the Indian sign on the Brown and Gold. However, on the
4th at Valparaiso, Western won in the last minute of play 26-24 and at Normal
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gym near the end of the month after trailing 16-9 at the half, Captain Johnson
and his men again came through and with the most wonderful scoring spurt ever
staged in Normal gym won 36-21. The second half count was 27-5 with the big
crowd going wild as the home team passed the visitors. "Beany" Harris was
completely discomfited.
Other teams defeated were the University of Detroit, Y. M. C. A. College,
Armour Institute, Loyola university, M. A. C, and Lake Forest. At the end
of the season the 1925 quintet exhibited wonderful scoring power, every man
being a threat at the hoop. It was unquestionably as strong as any team in the
state and would have battled most quintets in the country with at least fair hope
of victory.
Heady and clever play marked the work of the team; the defense was co
herent and effective; the passing accurate and timely and the basketshooting the
most precise of any achieved by a Brown and Gold five. The players were
equally adept at short, half-court, and long shots which made the team dangerous
against all opposition. Side steps, pivots, and dribbling were fundamentals well
mastered.
Captain Oscar Johnson made a great record as a scoring guard. It is doubt
ful if his mark of 102 points was exceeded anywhere in the country. VanderhofFs
50 points in other seasons would have been called high. The forward line reg
ulars ran remarkably even on points indicating team play functioned; Lee was
high with 116, but Borgerding with 113 and Schrumpf with 102 could be rated
equally efficient. Most proficient of the relief men were Neal Johnson and Frank
Forrest as guards and "Bud" Hearn as forward or center.
Frank Forrest
"Cletc" was heady and experienced.
He was a good floor guard and adept
at locating the hoop..
Borgerding
"Bogie" possessed a remarkable eye
for the basket. This, coupled with an
instinct for following the ball and
alertness in digging it up, made him a
regular even though a freshman.
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Western State Normal Varsity Basketball Record
SEASON 1924-25
Normal Opponent
28 Alumni, here 29
29 Olivet, here 17
25 Manchester, here 37
28 St. Viator, there 22
20 Loyola, there 12
27 St. Viator, here 15
2021 M. A. C, there
31 Hope, here 20
16 Mt. Pleasant, here IS
26 Valparaiso, there 24
16 Hope, there 33
35 Mt. Pleasant, there 25
24 U. of D, here 17
22 Ypsilanti, there .. 28
38 Y. M. C. A. College, here 28
31 Armour Institute, here 27
19 Loyola U., here 18
29 M. A. C. here 15
36 Valparaiso, here .
37 Lake Forest, here
39 Ypsilanti, here ,
•577
21
13
10
449
SCORING RECORD OF THE FIVE MEN WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE
MAJORITY OF GAMES DURING THE SEASON
Goals
Lee 51
Borgerding 48
Schrumpf 42
O. Johnson 36
Vanderhoff 21
Fouls
14
17
18
30
8
Total Points
116
113
102
102
50
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Men's Tennis
The men tied with M. A. C. for the State Intercollegiate tournament, when
Hart and Zeimet upset the dope and defeated the strong M. A. C. doubles team
in the finals. Mt. Pleasant and Detroit College of Law were decisively defeated
in dual meets. Besides this, in conjunction with the women's team, Normal won
the State Invitational meet and brought home a beautiful cup as a reward for
the victory.
Bean, Zeimet, and Hart, three veterans, returned from the previous year's
successful season. These men, in addition to Frederick Smith, freshman star,
made up the personnel of the team.
This year the prospects for a winning team are equally bright. Smith and
Hart are returning, and a number of other promising men have turned out for
the team. The State Invitational meet will be held here in the early spring,
and chances for repeating last year's victory and winning the cup permanently,
are exceedingly good.
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Gladcling- Connable Dunlap
Women's Tennis
Although Normal had been represented by a woman's team on the tennis
court for only one year prior to 1924, the team last season had a most successful
year, winning every contest but one, dropping that to Mt. Pleasant. Josephine
Connable, Eleanor Dunlap and Helen Gladding composed the 1924 squad, the
first two playing in doubles as well as in single events.
The season opened with Grand Rapids Junior college offering the oppo
sition on May 17. Miss Connable won her sets, 6-1, 6-1. Miss Gladding won
over her opponent, 6-2, 6-0, and Eleanor Dunlap had won a set, 6-3, and dropped
the other, 7-5, when rain halted play.
An invitation meet at M. A. C. was the next event, and on May 24, Miss
Connable won all three of her matches, the final by 6-8, 5-2, and 7-5 counts.
Miss Gladding dropped two sets, 6-0, 6-1, while the doubles team trimmed Ypsi-
lanti, 6-2, 6-2, and Kalamazoo College, 6-2, 6-4.
Mt. Pleasant was played on June 7 and the Central Normal team was vic
torious. Miss Connable did not make the trip. Miss Gladding lost her sets,
7-5 and 6-3, while Miss Dunlap was defeated, 6-3 and 6-0. The doubles game
was lost, 6-1 and 8-6.
The final match of the year was played in Detroit with the Junior college
of the Auto city. Again Miss Connable demonstrated her superiority, winning
her sets by 6-0 scores, and the doubles combination turned in a 6-2, 6-2 win.
Miss Gladding was defeated 6-4, 3-6, 3-6.
Both Josephine Connable and Eleanor Dunlap are lost to the team this
year, Helen Gladding being the only veteran to return. Direction of the team
is made by a tennis board composed of two faculty members, Miss Worner and
Mr. Rood, and two student players, Miss Gladding and Lee Hart of the varsity
squad.
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Perry BoyIan Vogel
Field and Track Meet
The Sophomore Co-eds were the victors in the annual Track Meet with the
Freshmen which was held on Western Normal Athletic Field, June, 1924.
Although the Freshmen scored but 29 points against the Sophomores' total
of 62, it was a Freshman, Dorothy Vogel, who was the high point winner with
13 points to her credit. In winning first place in the baseball throw for distance,
Miss Vogel broke the school record of 134 ft. 6 in. made by Constance Jones
in 1921. Miss Vogel's record is 152 ft. 9 in. She also scored second in basket
ball throw for distance and hop-step-and jump. Virginia Jones, Sophomore, was
second high point winner, followed in turn by Ruth Hoffman, Sophomore, and
Edna Frobenius, Junior.
First place in each event was as follows:
50 yd. dash 8"^ sec Ruth Smith, Sophomore
70 yd. hurdles 11% sec Virginia Jones, Sophomore
Baseball throw 152 ft. 9 in Dorothy Vogel, Freshman
Basketball throw 71 ft Luella Braendle, Sophomore
High jump 4 ft. 3 in Edna Frobenius, Junior
Hop-step-and-jump 28 ft. 6 in Virginia Jones, Sophomore
1% min Sophomore Team
The above picture represents only those place winners who are attending
school at the present time. There were several other girls who did creditable work
tut who graduated in last year's class and are not represented in the picture.
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Weisberg Vogel McKenzie Pleune
Gladding Boylan Ketchum
Honor Point System
For the past three years the Department of Physical Education for Women
has been upholding a system of honor points for all the women in the school.
The specific purpose of this system is to arouse an interest among the co-eds in
maintaining a high standard of scholarship, encourage the keeping of health rules,
and obtain skill in the various athletic events of the year such as hiking, soccer,
hockey, swimming, basketball, baseball, and track.
The reward of these accomplishments is a sweater for the acquisition of
800 points, a monogram for 600 points or over, and a numeral for 400 points
or more.
Physical Education people have a time limit of three consecutive terms in
which to earn the above honors while general students are given four consecutive
terms.
At the annual Physical Education banquet last spring rewards were pre
sented by Miss Guiot to the following people:
Sweaters: Luella Braendle, '24, Josephine Connable, '24, Eleanor Dunlap,
'24, Helen Gladding, '25, Janet McKenzie, '25.
Monograms: Marjorie Ketchum, '25, Clarice Jenkins, '24, Dorothy Sheridan,
'24, Ruth Smith, '24, Irene McCaffrey, '24.
Numerals: Rose Schlacht, '24, Ruth Hoffman, '24, Frances Boylan, '25,
Ruth Crandall, '24, Helen Pleune, '25, Edith Shotwell. '24, Dorothea Vogel, '25,
Frances Yaple, '24, Gussie Weisberg, '24, Lucile Norris, '25.
The completion of the Men's Gymnasium will mean that the gymnasium
now used will be for girls only. This will offer a chance for the Department to
reach more of the general students in that more departmental teams may be
formed not limiting the competition to basketball alone, but including baseball,
volley ball, and track. Basketball now reaches about two hundred girls and were
it not for the limited quarters the number would be greater.
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FRESHMAN HOCKEY TEAM
Pan- Farrer McKenzie White Ray Zick Marshall
Bishop Wright Weller Rheingans Leak Wingeier
Hockey Tournament
An interesting event in the athletic activities of the Women's Physical Edu
cation Department was the hockey tournament which took place at the close of
the fall term.
The Freshmen and Sophomores furnished both first and second teams which
were in good shape and very evenly matched. The Freshman forward line was
fast and worked well together, having Lois Rheingans as Center Forward and
reinforced by Captain Helen Weller playing Center Half and Hattie Bailey as
Right Fullback. These three played an exceptionally good game and helped four
times to drive the ball through the Sophomore..defense and across the goal line.
For the Sophomores, Alta Riddle and Edith Caswell made star plays. Owing
to the good game played at the goal by Anna Ray, Freshman goal, the Sopho
mores were unable to cross the Freshman goal line during the first game.
The second series held the decisive games of the tournament. If won by the
Freshmen the honor was theirs, but if won by the Sophomores another game must
be played. This was a harder battle than the first and still the Freshman defense
seemed impenetrable. But during the last quarter Edith Caswell seized the ball
and making a fast sixty yard run, drove it across the Freshman goal, scoring for
the Sophomores. However, again the larger score went to the Freshmen in spite
of the vigorous efforts of their opponents. This made the Freshmen victors.
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SOPHOMORE HOCKEY TEAM
Goodspeed Scott - Hough Frobenius Vogel
Riddle Salmond Caswell Osgood
Boylan Burton ■ Kinney Rohl
The second team series was won by the Freshmen, who played a fast game
and whose forward line worked well together.
SUMMARY OF GAMES
First Game
Freshmen 4; Sophomores 0
Goals—Rheingans 2
Leak 1
Weller 1
Second Game
Freshmen 3; Sophomores 2
Goals—Wingeier 1
Rheingans 1
Leak 1
Caswell 2
Sophomore LINE UP Freshmen
Helen Osgood C. F Lois Rheingans
Marva Hough R. I Alma Wingeier
Edith Caswell R. W Frances Bishop
Marjorie Ketchum L. I Margaret McKenzie
Lenore Kinney L. W Dorothy Leak
D. Vogel C. H Capt. Helen Weller
Alta Riddle R. H Helen Zick
Frances Boylan L. H Ann Farrer
Bertha Carpenter R. F Hattie Bailey
Edna Frobenius L. F Dorothy White
Dorothy Rohl G Anna Ray
Capt. Nona Burton Sub Laura Marshall
Ruth Goodspeed Sub Ruth Wright
Margaret Salmond Sub Audrey Browne
Frances Walker Sub.
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Parr
McKenzie
White Weller r,eak
Wingeier Rheingans Clark Zick
Ray
MacKellar
Interdepartment Basketball
Basketball this year has proved to be the most popular sport for girls at
Western. Practically every department in the school was represented, with a total
number of 95 girls participating in the games.
The Tournament consisted of 21 games, every team playing 6 games, at which
the Sophomores and Faculty of the Physical Education Department officiated.
The Freshmen Physical Education team proved itself superior and won the
tournament with a clear record. The final standing of all teams was:
Team Won
Freshmen Physical Education 6
Sophomore Physical Education 5
Specials 4
Junior High 2
Later Elementary 2
A. B 2
Early Elementary 0
However, what the Early Elementary team lacked in technique they made up
in sportsmanship.
The outstanding plavers of this Tournament zvcve:
Margaret McKenzie Freshman Jumping Center
Dorothy Yogel Sophomore Guard
Alma Weingeier Freshmen Forzvard
Beatrice Beckley Freshmen Side Center
Helen Zick Freshmen Guard
Edith Caswell A. B. Forzvard
From these Department teams the best players were selected to represent the
Freshmen and Sophomore teams in the inter-class series.
Lost
0
1
2
4
4
4
6
Pet.
1.000
.833
.666
.333
.333
.333
.000
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ORGANIZATIONS

JCttwein
Herald Staff
With the beginning of the school year, the Herald reorganized to efficiently
meet the demands of a rapidly progressing institution. The system of class
representation was replaced by one in which individuals particularly well fitted
for one phase of work were placed in charge of those affairs.
Co-operating with Miss Blanche Draper. Editor, Clara Rook, Student Editor,
successfully assembled a staff that has proved capable and industrious. An assist
ant Editor, Frederick Harrington, has contributed generously of poems and other
articles, and has succeeded in procuring student contribution of a varied nature.
Chief of these is the "kolum" by "Eddie Torial" (Earl English), which has fur
nished the student body with original, witty comments that sometimes have serious
meaning beneath the comic mask. Ruth Ettwein, Organization Reporter, has sys
tematized the method of securing news of the various organizations by co-oper
ation with the journalists. The excellent work of Helen Mac Lennan, General
News Reporter, has been ably carried on by her successor, Elsa Blair. Jerry
Hagan, coiner of the descriptive words, has vividly described the thrilling
battles of our athletic teams. That those gone shall not be forgotten, Edith
Caswell has contributed news of alumni. Miss Gretchen Switzer, Faculty Alumni
Reporter, has given interesting accounts of former faculty and student members.
Among other features, is the series of pictures and comments of the presidents
of school organizations known as the President's Corner. Several organizations
have adopted regular forms of activity announcements which have proved popular.
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The Student Association
The Student Council is the representative body of the Student Association,
an organization of the student body as a whole. It evolved from the Booster
Committee which consisted of representatives from all organizations. This com
mittee was not truly representative and was further handicapped by having no
legal status. Consequently in 1921, it framed the constitution which provides
for a Student Council to be composed of three representatives from each class,
the presidents of the four classes, the four officers of the Student Association,
the Editor-in-Chief of the Brown and Gold, the Student Editor of the Herald,
the Debate Manager, and the Music Manager. The Council works to develop a
more unified system of student participation in the activities of the school.
This year's Student Council has sponsored Debating, the Band, the Glee
Clubs, and such special occasions as Class Games, Homecoming Day, Speakers
and Conservation Day. During the fall term a detailed budget was drawn up
which will provide a workable basis for future disbursements of student funds. The
Council initiated new policies for both the Herald and the Brown and Gold: for
the former, greater student participation; for the latter, a reserve fund.
Other noteworthy activities were the creation of the office of Music Manager;
the provision of programs for Homecoming Day and for basketball games; the
purchasing of uniforms for the yell leaders and coats for the Band. The Council
has also striven to bring about the organization of a permanent Alumni Society
for Western Normal.
MEMBERS
Scherer, Pres. Tyndall, Vice-Pres. Carpenter, Sec.
Bohnet, Treas. Giddings, Pres. Senior Class
Huller, Sr. Rep. Clementz, Sr. Rep. Cummings, Sr. Rep.
Gates, Pres. Jr. Class Betke, Jr. Rep.
Buikema, Jr. Rep. Dorgan, Jr. Rep. Bills, Pres. Soph. Class
Secord, Soph. Rep. Weeks, Soph. Rep.
Osborn, Soph. Rep. Bartlett, Pres. Fresh. Class Wylie, Fresh. Rep.
Roe, Fresh. Rep. Norlock, Fresh. Rep.
MacLennan, Fresh. Rep. Kremble, Editor Brown and Gold
Rook, Student Editor of Herald
Robinson, Debate Manager Ross, Music Manager
Miss Steinway
ADVISORS
Mr. Moore
Mrs. Davis
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Brown and Gold Staff
"Nothing attains perfection." But nothing tempts perfection like progress.
With this in mind the 1925 Brown and Gold Staff has striven incessantly during
the year, now drawing to a close, to produce a volume in keeping with a growing
institution such as ours.
This book has proved to be one of innovations. Some sections have been
added in their entirety, while others have been augmented so as to be of materially
greater value to the possessor. "Features," a section greatly stressed in univer
sity and college annuals, has hitherto never been organized into compact form
in the Brown and Gold; and following seasons of success in inter-collegiate com
petition, the staff has endeavored to dedicate sections to those activities which
will fittingly recall the accomplishments of this school year, when in the future
we turn the pages of the Brown and Gold. A goodly sum also has been ex
pended to include a scenic section which is in keeping with the beauty of the
Hilltop.
The staff, however, does not seek eulogy. The production of this book has
been looked upon as a duty entrusted to us by the students. The moral satisfac
tion which comes from their acceptance serves as ample compensation. Their
cooperation has not been overlooked. It undoubtedly controls the balance which
measures success in such enterprises. Assistance of inestimable importance has
been given by the faculty advisors, Mr. Moore, Mr. Read, and Miss Stevenson.
STAFF
Kremble
Editor
Bartlett
Literary Editor
Randall
Picture Editor
Gilleo
Art Editor
Strandberg
Joke Editor
Buikema
Business Manager
Olds
Ass't Literary Editor
Vrany
Ass't Picture Editor
Bishop
Ass't Art Editor
Allinson
Assistant Bus. Mgr.
Van Blarcum
Ass't Literary Editor
Critchett
Ass't Picture Editor
Hoyt
Ass't Art Editor
Burkhard
Circulation Manager
Huller
Advertising Mgr.
Carr
Ass't Adv. Mgr.
Culpepper
Ass't Adv. Mgr
Fenstermacher
Ass't Art Editor
Farrer
Athletic Editor
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The Woman's League
The Woman's League, an organization to which all women of the school
are eligible for membership, was organized in 1913, and later reorganized in 1919.
The League has been a large factor in helping students get adjusted to their
new surroundings. Its executive body consists of the officers and a Council.
One woman from each department was chosen to sit in the Council, the meet
ings of which were held once a week throughout the year.
At the beginning of the fall term a masquerade was given with such success
that students asked for a second during the winter term, and this proved equally
successful. Great excitement was evident at the time of the Leap Year Party, and
•every man angled for an invitation with pitiful eagerness. A Mother's Tea, held
during the winter term, provided means of bringing mothers of women students
together for a pleasant afternoon. Galley slaves, tyrannical captains, and cap
tured maidens pirouetted on the decks of a gaily bedecked gymnasium floor on
the evening of the Pirate Party. The climax of the league's activities was
reached in the form of a Spring Breakfast.
The League has this year tastefully furnished a club room for the women of
the school. Here the girls met and talked together and had entertainment. The
room lent a homey touch to the school that would otherwise be lacking.
Once a month a general meeting was held at which the women were given
the privilege of hearing well-informed speakers talk upon such interesting sub
jects as reading, etiquette, health, color scheme, etc. After these meetings, tea
was frequently served in the club room.
Gladding, Pres
Ackland
Eadie
Hunt
Mrs.
COUNCIL
Tiffany, Vice-Pres.
Barron
Harton
VanHorn
Bertha Davis
Kennedy
ADVISORS
Ettwein, Sec.
Bishop
Harvey
Wiltsie
Miss Crystal
Feather,
Lewis
Worner
Treas.
Culver
Hough
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Lamphere, Clark, Wayne, Ohickering, Murphy, Nowlin, Beer, Moore
Bradford, Dell, Hauer, Faunce, Mahan, Musser, Patterson, Larsen, Buikema
Williams, Lewis, Brown. Wotring, Edwards, Becker, Wolff
Spaulding, Briggs, Born, Phillips, Franseth, Copeland
Y. M. C. A.
Western's Y. M. C. A, is one of the leading college Y. M. C. A. organiza
tions of the state. "Y" members are everywhere in evidence on the first day
of school helping new students to find suitable rooming places and aiding them
in enrolling. From this day on the "Y" carries on a series of activities which
furnish good wholesome recreation for the student body, and brings many into
the real social atmosphere of our college, which otherwise would be neglected
in this very important phase of their education.
Weekly meetings are held in which vital current, and challenging questions
are discussed by the fellows. Our weekly meetings are sometimes led by com
petent members of the "Y". At other times outside speakers are called in to
address the members. Among them are J. 15. Wilson, Dr. Dunning, Mr. Parker,
Dr. Phelps of Battle Creek. Capable speakers of our own faculty frequently
talk to the Y. M. €. A. members in these meetings. From the^e meetings comes
the real gripping Christian Spirit; the invigorating, Christlike, enthusiasm which
may be but a spark at first, but which finally permeates the entire group.
OFFICERS
Alto Dell, Prcs.
Benjamin Buikema, Vice-Pres.
Elton Cole, Sec.
Arthur Secord, Treas.
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Stinson
Larsen Shinn Smith
Shepard Randall Hous
Klock Titus
w.
toll
M.
Mahan
Tabraham
Hamlin
Mahan
M
Peet
Bar
Carr
isner
den
Fleming
Palmatier
Ryerson
Square and Compasses Club
The purpose of the Square and Compasses Club is to carry out the ideals
of Masonry among the Masons and De Molay at Western in the best way
possible.
The club ranges in degrees from DeMolay to Shriners. 1 his year, there
were three DeMolay, twenty-two student Masons, and eight faculty Masons,
besides two honorary Masons, Judge Van Horn and James Hill.
The past year has been devoted to visiting the near-by lodges and studying
the third degree; learning the work of the third degree and putting it on in the
city lodges. We have also had authoritative speakers on the technique of lodge
room procedure.
Excellent parties consisting of games and dancing were held with the Eastern
Star Club. Our first and last meetings were held at Mr. Sherwood's cottage
at Pine Lake where games, swimming, and refreshments were heartily partici
pated in. .
The club was granted its charter in 1923, and if its past is an indication of
the future, it may expect to continually prosper. The new officers for the next
year are all upper classmen. They have been active in the last year's activities,
and are all well informed for the duties expected of them.
OFFICERS
Karl Palmatier, Pres.
Lee Litchfield, Sec.
Don Randall, Vice-Pres.
Clark Peet, Treas.
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Chandler, Ferneau, Milbume, Bowen, Fleming, Cleveland, D. Brown, I. Brown, L. Brown, Close
Kilgore, Fooy, Lyndrup, Avory, Pepper, Macey, Stuck, Butchtaaker
Phillips, McDanlels, Waldron, Morris, Garrett, Russon
Girl Scouts
During the year of 1924-25 the Wild Rose Girl Scout Troop of Western
State Normal School has made splendid progress and twenty members have been
working as lieutenants with troops of scouts in and near Kalamazoo. Playing
the game in scout meetings as thd younger scouts do, the troop has been organ
ized into patrols and many of the group have succeeded in completing tenderfoot
and second-class work.
During the fall, the troop hiked to the Girl Scout Shack where for the
first time many of its members learned to make most appetizing "kabobs" over
the campfire—to tay nothing of squaw corn, roasted bananas, and "sommor."
The week-end of February 1 saw sixteen peppy scouts at a winter camp in
the Den Bleyker Cottage at Gull Lake. The most difficult task of the two days
was persuading folks to go home when the bus arrived at 6:00 Sunday evening
and then it was accomplished only with the promise of another such camp in the
spring.
With over forty members of the troop who have completed the tenderfoot
work, under the supervision of Miss Ruth Utley, local Director of Girl Scouts
in Kalamazoo, and with the fine co-operation and backing of the administration
of W. S. N. S., the troop hopes to put scouting on the map in Michigan.
Clara Lyxdrup
PATROL LEADERS
Emma Fooy
Lucile Bowen
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Cheney Godfrey , Haight Rich Hawkins Fleming Hagerty M. Harton Watson
Pierson 'Thomas Torango. Wilber P. Harton McConnell Wight
Deuel Slade Turner Floeter Palmer. McDonald
Eastern Star Club
This, the third year of the existence of the Eastern Star Club, has proved
a very successful one in many respects. The membership consists of those students
and faculty members who belong to the Order of the Eastern Star. Since the
organization of the Club, membership has steadily increased and, likewise, enthu
siasm.
Meetings are held once a month at which time business is transacted, fol
lowed by a program and a social hour. Occasional visits are made to the local
chapter.
The successful social events of the year have been the Christmas Party;
the Mixer with the Square and Compass Club, to which the Eastern Star Club is
closely related; the organization and work of Degree teams; and the second An
nual Eastern Star Club Banquet.
The purpose of the organization is to carry the ideals and lessons exemplified
by the Order of the Eastern Star into the everyday life of Western's students and
Western State has the club's support in all that tends toward the moral uplifting
of the Student Body.
OFFICERS
Ruth Floeter, Pres.
Allene McDonald, Vice-Prcs.
Margaret Nicholson, Sec.
Margaret Thomas, Treas.
Myrna Rich, Pub. Mgr.
Advisor, Miss Ackley
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Race, Knoll, Hearn, Huff, Youngs, Moore
Meade, Busman, Dentler, Odgers, Hoffenbacker, Mathew, Nickel, French,
Swartz, R. Carpenter, Stinehcomb, Shroyer, Duffy, Lattimer, Wilson, Heying
Fall, Hill, Pardonette, Neeley, Kreilick, Klapp, Gerkey, Wylie,
Anglemyers, Preston, Morgan, Drappeau, McWilliams, W. Carpenter
N. Carpenter, Weaver, Sherwood, Gilbert, Gichfield, Chase, Chervenka, Doty,
Sage, Duldon, Bonton, Sonsmith, Reynolds, Florey, Richardson
Tabraham, I>ambrix, Bosworth, W. Smith, Milliken, Held, Adams,
Soper, Ferm, Haynes, Maynard, Flower, Dollinger
Manual Arts Club
The Manual Arts Club held its first meeting in the fall of 1916. The pur
pose of organizing the club was to promote, both socially and educationally, in
terest in the Manual Arts course.
Since that time the club has grown in membership and in value to Manual
Arts Students. Anyone taking one or more Manual Arts Subjects is eligible for
membership provided he survives the initiation.
The club is active in its social and educational meetings. The general plan
is to have an outside speaker once a month, to give an inspirational talk on
subjects of interest to Manual Arts Students. Informal dances and parties are
held for the club members and once a year the club sponsors a Student Party.
Harold Held, Prcs.
Eddie Sopf.r, Sec.
OFFICERS
R. Reynolds, Pub. Mgr.
L. Litchfield, Vice-Pres.
Weldon Faull, Treas.
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Early Elementary Club
The Early Elementary Club carried on through the school year of 1924-1925
with a membership of about two hundred girls. The purpose of the club is to
bring together and establish a community of interest for the students of the Early
Elementary Department. Semi-monthly meetings interspersed with special parties,
served to forward most enjoyably the interests of the club.
The notable events in the club's year were the Valentine Candy Sale, and
the participation, with the Civic League, and City Kindergarten Club in bringing
to Kalamazoo, in April, Dr. Wooley, of Detroit, for a program of public lectures.
The Valentine Candy sale was for the purpose of raising a money contribu
tion for the Fannie Ballou Memorial Fund. This is a scholarship fund, main
tained by the Early Elementary Department as a memorial to Fannie Ballou. It
was established in 1921 and is administered as a loan fund for the benefit of
students of the Elementary Departments.
At Christmas time the usual contributions for the Caney Creek Community
Center of Kentucky were made.
The affairs of the club are administered by a cabinet which consists of
representatives from the Early Childhood Education classes, outlying schools,
officers, and the chairmen of the standing committees.
OFFICERS
Gertrude Storey, Prcs.
Irene Criffield, Sec.
Miss Mason
Miss Allen
ADVISORS
Miss Liek
Kathertne O'Brien, Vicc-Prcs.
Ernestine Seedorff, Trcas.
Mi^s Blackburn
Mrs. Campbell
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McKinney, Bishop, Allen, Bidlack, Stocking, Smith, Church, Seydel, Ludwick, Soule, Church, Schulty
Freeman, Brown, Ritchie, Opsata, Duiven, Beardslee, Harvey, Dykstra, Jessup, Martin, Ridg-eway
Moomey, Richards, Cliff, Riodan, Olson, O'Brien, Walsh, Hanrahan, Berry, Clark
Early Elementary Club
Peterson, Townley, Richard, Tripp, Ewald, Ettwein, Sonntag,
Van Rassum, Watson, Crowell, McConnell, Widger, Hawkins, Jones, Simson
Vanderhart, Bowman, Grotemat, Brooks, Larsen, Clement, Torango, Swanquist,
Lewis, Kezartee, Henderson, Milburn, Cleveland, Oorey, Bowen
Trask, Proaken, Piersall, McKean, French, Phillips, Van Vyven,
Kraker, Lasher, Nordhoff, Ranger, Stafford, Thomas
Garlanger, Dean, Elick, Kennedy, Haskins, Forreider, Rapp, Lane, Castle, Borham, Pears, Wilson
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Addis, Hayes, Myers, Watson, Martins, McDiarmid^Brown,
Gladstone, Curtis, McWhirter, Termeer. -, Dodge,ebaker, Johnson, Carpenter, Clough, Fitzsimmons
Lodewyk, Beery, Huested, Cook, Wight, Fordan, Hans, Kilgore, Lynch, Lambeck
Early Elementary Club
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Nordhoff, Carson, Smeltzer, Hodges, Nordholk, VanVolkenburg, Deuel, Buchanan,
■ ■—i—, Eby, Moore, Wilcox, McCowen, Loomis, Crowfoot
Hyland, Cantwell, Stockford, Lincoln, Callahan, Baxter, West,
Miller, Morten, Sonntag, Wade, Ardis, » , Wheeler
Schmidt, Randall, Cheney, Kier, Parks, Snyder, Becker, Post, Powers, Cripps, Handley, Chambers
Hill, Carson, Dutch, Huff, ■ >—■—■, Toogood, Sprague, Ocaboch, Criffield, Lane, Conners
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Social Science Club
The aim of the Social Science Club has been to bring to its membership,
speakers and material that will keep them abreast of current thought of national
and economic interest. Good speakers from outside the Normal have been se
cured from time to time in addition to the excellent lectures by members of the
faculty. The first lecture of the school year was delivered by Dr. Robert Russell
on the subject, "An Apology for the Teaching of History." At the November
meeting Dr. Terpenning spoke on "Russia as I Saw It," dwelling particularly on
some phases of peasant life. Dr. Nancy Scott gave a very interesting discussion
of the annual meeting of the American Historical Association, mentioning par
ticularly that element in which were brought out the opinions of European visitors
at the Association. Professors George Sprau and D. C. Shilling brought inter
esting messages.
Several of the meetings were turned over to Round Table Discussions of per
tinent questions. Some of these were: "Is War Justifiable?", "Use of Leisure
Time", "The Relation Between Christianity and Evolution".
Two events of great importance to the Social Science Club took place at
Western during the year. The annual meeting of the Social Studies Association
of Southwestern Michigan was held in the Rotunda of the Training School,
February 20 and 21. On Friday evening Professor Davis of the University of
Michigan delivered an inspiring lecture. Saturday morning was devoted to a
Round Table Discussion on the question, "How Should the Social Studies Func
tion in Training Pupils for (1) Citizenship, (2) Culture, (3) Character. Mr.
Howard F. Bigelow of Western's Faculty, Miss Alice Vander Velde of Central
High School, Grand Rapids, and President Allan Hoben of Kalamazoo College
discussed the three parts of the question. A general discussion was then held.
March 17, Professor Boris Morkovin, of Charles University, Prague, Czecho
slovakia, lectured on "The Art and Life of Slavic Peoples." It was almost
equivalent to a trip through Eastern Europe with its beautiful scenery, its color
ful art, and its spirit of democratic enthusiasm.
MEMBERS
Kitzmiller, Prcs. Culver, Vice-Prcs. Kagechiwan, Trcas. Haylett, Sec. Wheeler, Journalist
Gresley
Larsen
Murphy
Sweeney
Wason
Convis
Johnson
Moody
Sibley
M. Thomas
Ford
Kremble
Morison.
Secord
P. Thomas
Hotacker
McDonald
Musser
Switalski.
I. White.
Hoyt
Masterson
Rook
Stenson
Mrs. White
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Classical Club
The Classical Club, one of the oldest literary organizations on the campus,
is composed of those students who are taking Latin. However, students of
mythology and Greek History may be associate members.
Although the club has not a large membership, it is one of the most active
and thriving organizations on the hilltop. It is rapidly increasing and promises
to be a much larger club in the future.
The aim of the organization is to study and discuss subjects which are con
nected with Latin, but which the limited class time prevents discussing there, as,
Roman Institutions, Ancient Rome, Latin Literature, and the home life of the
Romans.
Each monthly meeting is enlivened by singing Latin songs and by playing
interesting games, as Latin card games, contests and cross-words puzzles. This
makes for a more distinctive Roman atmosphere. A play, which was given at the
Christmas program, showed the school life of the Roman boys.
The more serious phases of the meeting are developed by means of reports,
talks and discussion. The subjects taken up in the meetings of this year were,
The Roman House, its furniture and gardens, Roman School, Roman Banquets
and amusements. A talk on the pagan customs was also given at the Christmas
program.
A banquet completes the year's work. The members wear togas and recline
on couches. In fact, it is carried on in true Roman style, just as it was two
thousand years ago.
MEMBERS
Estes, Pres. O. Bacchus, Vice-Pres. Olmstead, Sec.
Appledoorn
Dennert
Hutchins
Merrick
Miss
M. Bacchus
Faunce
Keeney
Watkins
Zimmerman
Cloud
Gerhardt
Kremer
Roth
ADVISORS
Rockwell, Treas.
Clymer Deming
Golliher Hindes
Linsley McDowell
Sheldon
Sprau
Miss Kraft
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Science Club
The Student Science Club of Western State Normal School was organized
in January, 1921, and has been operating, during the last year, under a consti
tution which was revised and accepted in the Fall term.
To instill its members with a spirit of scientific research, to help them to
appreciate and develop a scientific attitude of mind, and to infuse an appreciation
of science—such is the purpose of this club. To most readily accomplish this
aim, the membership has been divided into groups, namely, Psychology, Physics,
Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry, and Geology, each working in conjunction with
a group leader.
At each regular meeting, held bi-monthly, programs consisting primarily of
speeches were given by instructors of science and by other workers in this field.
Much enthusiasm has been shown in supporting the "Harvey Scholarship"
and in completing the "Harvey Memorial," during the 1924-25 school year.
Cargo,
Betke
E. Dell
Fox
Mead,
Pres. Cole,
Brown
G. Dell
Gamble.
Pagel
Strandberg
MEMBERS
Vicc-Prcs. Ford,
Boston
Drach
Jones
Russon
Taylor
Advisor, Mr. Fox
Scc.-Trcas. Gilbert, Hist.
Carroll Clymer
Everett Faull
Kurz McDiarmid
Sheldon Shoup
Wade Wright
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Kappa Rho Sigma
Each year a limited number of students who have majored in science and mathematics
and who have a record of high scholarship are elected to membership in the honorary scien
tific society, Kappa Rho Sigma. This society was organized by the Faculty Science Club,
and is under its sponsorship. Election to its honors is by vote of the faculties of science
and mathematics.
FACULTY SCIENCE CLUB
Hugh Ackley
G. C. Bartoo
Harold Blair
James Boynton
William H. Cain
Robert Eldridge
J. P. Everett
John E. Fox
H. N. Goddard
T. S. Henry
L. A. Kenoyer
William McCracken
J. A. Place
Samuel Renshaw
Paul Rood
L. H. Wood
HONORARY MEMBERS
Miss Theodosia Hadley Miss Lucia Harrison
Donald Boardman
Ruth Curry
Helen Hambly
James Boynton
Harry Duke
John De Hahn
Franklin Everett
Jacob Frank
Helen Matson
Loyal Phares
Emily Shoup
Theodore Blakeslee
Rebecca Barnhart
Lawrence Bohnet
Arthur Bousu
Pearl Ford
J. Lee Hart
Olive Alice Glass
Beatrice Hutchins
Frances Little
Evelyn Wright
1921
Mabel Vreeland
1922
1923
1924
Florence Hason
Marion McCauley
Delton Osborn
Walter Holdeman
Eugene Hubbard
Foster Huber
Harold Hulscher
Eula Lawrence
Cynthia Stocking
Wilfred Trudgeon
Walter Stinson
Donald Gorham
Lawrence Moser
Fred Rode
Gertrude Smith
Charles Starring
Newton Henderson
William C. Taylor
Lois Clark
Helena E. Jager
Sadie Kniper
Wilbur Marshall
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Y. W. C. A.
During the past school year several projects have been accomplished by the
Western State Normal Y. W. C. A. of which the association can be justly proud.
Four members of the hilltop organization were sent to the national convention
at Lake Geneva. The social service committee sponsored a Thanksgiving party
for the benefit of the Kalamazoo Children's Home, besides making scrap-books
and candy dolls for them.
At the end of the first week of school the Y. W. Cabinet girls retreated
to Gull Lake to plan the work for the coming year. They also found a few
free hours in which to enjoy hiking, boating, and swimming. Mrs. Hockenberry
and Dr. Scott accompanied them as chaperones.
Two very successful mixers were held in conjunction with the Y. M. C. A.
Between three and five hundred students attended each of these entertainments.
The first was especially unique being in the form of a trip. The gymnasium was
the depot, with the trains on the running track, and stops were made in various
class rooms where entertainment such as a kitchen orchestra, an acrobatic show,
a play, and several games, were going on. The depot was typically noisy with
the calls of the newsie and the fruit vendor. A particularly disturbing family,
several old maids, and jolly station agents contributed to make the scene excep
tionally realistic.
The Freshman Commission which had been initiated into the local society
the previous year was continued under the direction of Ila Boudeman, these
Freshman girls receiving valuable inspiration and knowledge concerning their
duties as prospective officers of the Y. W. C. A.
The second annual banquet was held February 25th. Mrs. Curtis was the
guest of honor on this occasion and gave a very interesting talk on her experi
ences in India as a missionary.
Worthwhile programs were worked out for each meeting. In the early
fall there were weenie roasts down on Indian Trail with devotions around a
camp fire. The program for the winter term included various outside speakers,
such as Rev. Dunning, Miss Rousseau, and Miss Siedschlag, who spoke about
the part which religion plays in literature, in drama, and in art. The annual
Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. play was given during the winter term. "The
Honorable Mrs. Ling" was the play chosen this year. The members of the cast
took their parts very well and it proved a decided success. The last meetings
of the term were taken up with the election and installation of officers for the
coming year.
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Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Seedorf, Treas., Penty, Vice-Pres., Sedelbauer, Pres., Marshall, Sec, Wheeler, Social Chr.
Sibley, World Fellowship Chr., Traverse, Social Welfare Chr.
North, Pub. Chr., Boudeman, Fresh. Com. Adv., Swem, Under-Grad. Rep.,
Erskine, Alumni Chr., Randal, Music Chr.
ADVISORS
Dr. Scott
Mrs. Hockenberry
Miss Siedschlag
Miss Spindler
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"W" Club
The "W" Club has thrived the past school year urMer the direction and
guidance of F. Swift Noble, who is spending his fourth and last year upon the
campus of Western. Swift is now busily engaged developing track possibilities
from Normal High's stalwart youths.
This club has grown very rapidly, not only in numbers, but in spirit and
ideals, as well as in deep-rooted friendliness that makes for hill-top unity as a
common goal for all campus organizations. The club has fostered and promul
gated a type of feeling that is somewhat unique in an organization of this kind,
as one may recall from tradition of yore.
During the past year especially, with the backing of the entire official staff
and club personnel, it has endeavored to so cooperate and create, that in its official
acts it has gone the limit to uphold by reputation the creative and cooperative
spirit both in word and in deed.
One of the largest and most worthwhile events of the entire year, that of
Homecoming Day, was in the beginning inaugurated by the "W" Club. One of
the most successful of these annual events was planned and taken care of by
the club this school year on the first day of November. Homecome Day leaves
a memory so full of thrills, excitement and soothing happiness mingled with sighs
of regret with every true son or daughter alumnus, that they await hopefully
the return of Fall so that they may come again. On the first day of November,
Oshkosh Normal, the high mogul of pedagogical style of pigskin booting in Wis
consin, was defeated by a decisive score before a large Homecoming audience
assembled to watch its Alma Mater play and fight to the finish. The club has
gladly furnished this class of entertainment and it has been made successful only
with loyal support and cooperation in small matters, especially from other units and
organizations of the school.
A.situation arose in the Fall and Spring of '23 and '24, coming out of friction
between classes, that demanded a master's hand and a subsequent organizational
dispatch of technique and detail management. Mr. Waldo's was the master's
hand to grasp the situation and place it on solid foundation and naturally, the
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Carr Muller Armstrong McDougal Leonard W. Johnson Klock Schrumpf Ruse■ Banach
Hyames Brown Ellingson Zuidema McCann Vanderhoff Maher Forrest Chickering
O Johnson Gates N. Johnson Richards Keinbaum Farrer Gros^e"^
Lee C. Carr Righter Bennett Weaver Collisi Noble
intricate detail and committee work, which was a true problem of a functioning
club or organization, fell to the "W" Club. It took its full share of the work and
presented a result of team and individual contests of athletic ability that was well
worth seeing. The result is now an annual event, "The Fall Games", or "Class
Rush", between the Sophomores and Freshmen of the school.
The club has taken in nine new members from this year's football team, two
from the championship cross-country team, and two from the speedy basket crew
of this year. Thirteen new men in all have been taken into the mysteries, secrets,
and benefits of the club. It is reported that they withstood in a very uncom
fortable manner the attacks of the angry mountain goat.
The chief social event of the club during the entire year is a gorgeous, semi-
formal, "W" "Hop", which is given during the Spring term. At this event,
the "W" men with their choicest of feminine companions, enjoy all of the lux
uries known to the dance lover. It is a brilliant affair and no care or expense
is spared to make it a real success. Plans are also under way for taking charge
of a real student party on the evening of May seventh.
F. Swift Noble, Pres.
Bernard McCann, Sec.
Mr. Martineau
Mr. Read
OFFICERS
ADVISORS
Walter Farrer, Vice-Pres.
Malcolm Weaver, Trcas.
Mr. Taylor
Mr. Hyames
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Comstoek, Frobenius, Walker, Hall, Bouwman, Salmond, Riddle, Goodspeed, Weaver, Scott
Lawson, Rohl, Barvey, Burton, Vog-el, Smith, Steers, McKenzie, Ketchum, Hough
Rigrgle, Rag-lin, Morris, Gladding-, Caswell, Osgood, Boylan, Richardson
Physical Education Association
The Physical Education Association which has been in existence for four
years, has had a very successful year. The meetings opened in the fall with a
party. Games, dancing, and ice-cream sandwiches were enjoyed by the large
number ofi girls that came. A steak roast (with plenty of steak) was held in
the Glen for the Freshmen. A mock basketball game, and wedding provided
the entertainment for the party at the beginning of the winter term.
The Association has been very fortunate in its speakers, and the wide
range of subjects which have been covered. Miss Bell, and Mr. Hyames of the
faculty gave very interesting talks, the former on the cou:.ty health work, and
the latter on the Summer Playground Work in Kalamazoo. Miss Mullen gave
stunt games, and Miss Westgate carried out what Mr. Hyames has said. Some
very good pointers and suggestions were given by Miss Dunbar, who is in charge
of the Physical Education department in Grand Rapids. Miss Utley, the Girl
Scout director, talked on Scouting, and taught some Scouting games.
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O. Bailey, West, Garrett, Aldvich, Heed,
Ketchum, Newcomb, Ogden, Keahn, Rh
Moore, Scherbrat, Wright, Bishop, P
^n^T^Farrer, Priesner, Dean. Lyndrup, Wheeler
elngans, ^^^ ^^ Coan> zick> Weller> H. Balley
arr, Ferneau, Clarke, McKenzie, White, Marshall
"How the Civic League in Kalamazoo aims to provide Health" was the topic
on which Mrs. Gilfillian of the organization spoke. Basketball was played as
the practical part. Miss Langworthy, who is doing orthopedic work in Grand
Rapids, showed what an interesting and open field physiotherapy offers. After
ward, Miss Mullen taught corrective games.
The Kellogg School of Physical Education gave us a very interesting meet
ing. Miss Cameron and several of the girls gave a talk and demonstration of
dancing and the teaching of dancing. It was track time in April, and Mr. Taylor
gave the girls a number of suggestions about track work. Miss Guiot proved an
inspiration at a "get acquainted meeting" for the Freshmen who have not met her.
The Association also sponsored a Spring Festival, Persephone, which was given
by the Sophomore dancing class.
OFFICERS
Edith Caswell, Pres.
Ethel Perry, Sec.
Janet McKenzie, Vice-Pres.
Marjorie Ketchum, Trcas.
Katherine Steers, Recorder
Miss Hussey
Miss Mullen
ADVISORS
Miss Guiot
Miss Worner
Miss Spalding
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Ooppens, McCowen, Everett, Wager, Winn, Smith, Caul, Ollis, Brown, Johnson, Hancock, Bradford
Collins, Perry, Vogt, McDaniels, Cavanaugh
Hunt, Orr, Collbaugh, Baker, Raburn, Forbush, Leonard, O'Brien, Tietz, Miles, Sa^e, Culp, Stewart
Rook, Myrick, Fleisher, Agnew, Frost, Krueger, Donnely, Tomlinson, Bacchus, Mott, Bender, Mills,
Olmstead.
Hauer, Schaibley, Parsons, Mac Dowell, Secord, Rizor, Burr, Wilcox, Braddoek Smith Merrick
Gillett.
Senior High Club
At the beginning of the school year 1924-25 some of the more energetic and
wide-awake members of the Senior High Department determined to organize a
club.
This was not to be a creation but rather the recreation of a Senior High Club
which had failed to meet the needs and which had for that reason dissolved.
Its purpose was the promotion of discussions and study of the problems in
Senior High work—meetings were held every Thursday night. Mr. Fox speaking
at a meeting early in the year suggested that alumni of this department who are at
work in this particular field should come and explain the situation as it actually is.
This suggestion was immediately followed. For the rest of the year the pro
gram committee so divided up the club as to have in the same group people inter
ested in that particular field.
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Clawson, Cloud, Goodspeed, Kunzi, Scott, MacKellar, Wentland, Dines, Silver, Hinkley, Huggett,
Shaw, Kelly, Jacobs ■- ■Longman, Gooch, Smith, L. Smith, Watkins, Lane, Hoffacker, Clymer, Patterson, Meyhoer, Wade
Wlge^'perkins. Kramer, Srackangast, Logan, Kent, Vose, Lamphere, Gibson, Tate, Merritt, Wayne,
Graft, Miles, Crlpps, Jensen, Hoyt, Brown, Thomas, Eastman, Harris, White, Wason
Not only has this club been prominent in actually helping the Senior High
student to know the problem that he will confront in teaching, but also there were
many pleasant social evenings spent together.
So that this, the newest organization on the Hilltop has proven its ability and
worth during its first year. May its accomplishments doubly increase with the
passing of each year.
OFFICERS
Maurice Coppens, President
Myrtle Merrick, Secretary
Deldee Myrick, Vice-President
Kenneth Burr, Treasurer
Advisor, Dr. Hilliard
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Grace, Biekkola, A. Linsley, F. I.insley, Switalaki, McGuire, Hitt, Canavera, Manni, Oonvis, Stinton
Bonebright, Boston, Wilde. Paquin, Mclntyre, Sibley, Payne, Shelrlon, Finch, Edwards, Yost
Biekkola, Eadie, Burke, Gilbert, Fleming, Joyce, Burrell, Marsden, Peckham
Junior High Club
The four-fold aim of the Junior High Club is:
1. To acquaint its members with the problems and purposes of the Junior
High School.
2. To acquaint them with each other and with teachers interested in this work.
3. To encourage cooperation, initiative, and leadership.
4. To increase the scholarship fund established for girls in the department.
During the year, helpful and interesting talks have been given by Miss
Steinway, Miss Kelley, Mr. Moore, Miss Steele, and Mr. Wilds.
Social needs were well supplied by informal parties at Hallowe'en, Christmas,
and Washington's birthday seasons. An event of the fall term was the party to
which the Manual Arts Club was invited. The annual banquet was held in the
spring term.
Candy sales in the hall substantially enlarged the scholarship fund.
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Hagen Yager James, Plourde, Bisel, Allen, Kenney, Fieche, Hallaman, Dahlquist, VanAnrooy
Evans' Wirtman, Stratton, Kremer, Carlson, V. Lawrenson, A. Lawrenson, Harger, Edison
Hodges, Mae, Doyle, Jackson, Barren, Brockman, Blair, Foster, Wheeler
Watstrom, Erickson, Hoag, JakewaySwift, Aspegrin,
Teachers of the Junior High grades in the training schools are honorary
members of the club and are invited to all of its meetings. Miss Steinway and
Miss Kelley, advisors of the group, have cooperated with the girls to make the
meetings of the greatest value to each individual.
In order to help the Freshmen girls feel more at home when they start their
practice teaching, an important addition was made, this year, to the work of the
club. This was the attendance at typical critical meetings under Miss Steinway
and Miss Kelley and the observation of some of the work done in those rooms.
At the end of the fall term, three officers of the club graduated. They were
Eleanor Joyce, vice-president; Gladys Gilbert, treasurer; and Stella Eadie, rep
resentative on the Women's League Council. In spite of this loss, the spirit of
the meetings has been kept up and the new officers have proved themselves efficient.
OFFICERS
Mrs. Mildred Fleming, Prcs. Marion McGuire, Vicc-Prcs.
Helen Manni, Trcas. Dorothy Burrell, Sec.
Dorothy Marsden, Journalist
ADVISORS
Miss Steinway Miss Kelley
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Mitchell, Gentzler, Peterson, Berry, Howard, Mearns, Hicks, Howard,
P. Gearig, Adams, Nickolson, Miller, Zeil, Klosterman, Bosker
Root, Rea, Wilson, Gideon, Mainone, McKenzie, Hile,
Rich, Nelson, Lewis, Birdsell, Farrington, Coplin, Lossing
Newman, Hale, Krieger, Avery, Karver, Carpenter,
Herman, Henney, Lake, Ringle, Hathway, Waldron
Sturges, Duncan, Olark, Boynton, Swem, Secord, Martin, Schied, Ransom, Kelly, Elenbaas
Later Elementary Club
The Later Elementary Club is one of the many active associations of
Western. Any student in the Later Elementary Department is eligible for mem
bership in this club, the meetings of which are held semi-monthly.
The purposes of this club are to promote a common interest in the problems
which will confront the students as teachers in this department, and to give an
opportunity to people bonded together by a common purpose to become better
acquainted. Courses which are found to be particularly valuable to the students
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Doster,Bookey,Alkema,Pearson,Kelley,Bonds,Scheehan,
Andrews,VanWormer,Flint,Lysoght,
—■—',Warren,Allen,VanDam,Stocking1,Thomas,Thomas,
■J—,VanFrank,Cockerton
M.Anderson,Mitchell,Holloman,Newton,Howson,
—'—1—■—,Warren,Sohn,Brown,Meyer,Hauer,Server,Beckman,Burr,Nayes,Witt,Eresksen
Marks,Bruen,Steams,Forsythe,Rowe,Fenrick,Roe,Zeil,Fooy,Lyndrup,Flannery,Arndt
asteachersinthisdepartmentarediscussed.Thisyearforthefirsttimean
annual"get-together"oftheclub'smembers,andalumnaewasheld.
AScholarshipFundforstudentsintheLaterElementaryDepartmenthas
beenstartedandthemembersworkenthusiasticallytoincreasethisfund.
Theclubisgreatlyindebtedtoitsadvisors,Mrs.RobertR.RusselandMiss
LaVerneArgabright.
VeraMainone,Pres.
OFFICERS
GraceSturges,Sec.andTreas.
ADVISORS
FrancesMcKenzie,Vice-Pres.
Mrs.RobertR.RusselMissLaVerneArgabright
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Cohen,Carpenter,Faught,Mclntyre,Olds,Engstrom,Humrich,
Wenham,Mattison,Twidale,Mathers,Ennis,Applegarth
Stuart,Ryder,Lurie,Bergmann,Smith,Ploof,Collins,
Haefner,Liddle,Moulter,Dowdle,Feather,Critchett,Neffenegger
Brigham,Bradford,Ell,Culpepper,Haight,Clark,VanBlarcum,Cassel,Bills,Nelson,Culver
CommerceClub
TheCommerceClubisoneofthenumerousactiveclubsatWesternState
Normal.Asitsnamesignifies,itisaclubtowhichmaybelonganymemberof
theCommerceDepartment,andagoodlynumberoftheCommercestudents
arefoundonitsmembershiplists.
Thepurposeofthisclubistopromoteamongitsmembersthatinvaluable
spiritofcooperationandgoodfellowship.Itsmembersaregivenabroader
viewandbetterunderstandingofthebusinessproblemsofthedaythroughthe
speakerssecuredtotalkatthemonthlymeetings.Thesemeetingsareusually
acombinationofbusiness,instructivespeechesbymenprominentincommercial
education,andsocialactivities.
Oneoftheworth-whilethingsinconnectionwiththeclub,isthecooperation
withthefacultyintheStateShorthandandTypewritingContestheldannually
atWesternNormal.
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Cusick, Clark, Mahan, Dorgan, McCoy, Hess, Coppens, Hamlln, Merlau, White, Avery, Cammings
Onweller, Ruthruft, Mclntyre, Fitzgerald, Scott, Greek, Ribbink, Tto^inskaGilhams, Thomas, Sellers, Vilas, Davis, KozinsKa
Clark, Getter, Gibbon, Hawks, Glazure, Jackson, Krieger, Witkopp, Dakin, Hughes, Lewis, Blood
Among the social activities of the club might be mentioned the customary
initiation, this year taking the form of a roast followed by the usual rites. Each
year the club takes over the supervision of one student party and it was especially
successful in the form of a Valentine Party. A new social feature, which bids
well to become an annual function, was the reception given to critic teachers.
Then, too, one must not forget the picnic held in the spring.
The field of business is an ever-increasing one and the club will continue to
grow in proportion. May the coming years be even more successful than this one.
Mary Clark, Prcs.
Helen Haight, Sec.
Miss Wick
OFFICERS
ADVISORS
Mr. Pennell
Evelyn Van Blarcum, Vice-Pres.
Lester Cassel, Trcas.
Miss Watson
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Fairbanks, Saur, Negus, Wirth, Nehmer, Stewart, Derby, Kidman, Meyer, McClure, Payne
Norman, Read, I. Brown, B. Brown, L,utz. Buck, Miller, Vrany, Oggel, Bettes, Hodges
Carter, Gibson, Koudelka, Thompson, Harris, Roth, Moshior, Bucknell, Korver, Kegle
Household Arts Club
"Will you join the Home Economics Club?" is the first question asked
of every student enrolled in the Household Arts Department. The Home Eco
nomics Club was established for the fundamental purpose of promoting friend
ship and social contact among the Household Art girls.
Some of the most enjoyable events of the year have included the reception
given to the freshman girls, and the delightful entertainment for the sophomores
at a later date. The club informally entertained Miss Alice Blair who stopped
over en route from Boston to Peoria. The Manual Arts Club was entertained
at a clever Washington party in the little gymnasium. Dancing was the main
feature of the evening.
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Weinberg, Purdy, Sampson, Boyer, Whitcombe. Shutt, Ford, Henderson, Clark,
Spencer, Dunfleld, Farwell, Day, Kart,
Harton, Buchanan, McDonald,Acker,Davis,
McMillen,
Ross,
Gorham,
Wise, Trickey,
Heath
Perala
Keister
At Thanksgiving time baskets were prepared and given to needy families.
Christmas gifts and sweets were given to each member of the Children's Home
in Kalamazoo. An attractive lunch cloth and napkins were secured and pre
sented to the Women's League to be used in the club room. Other events of
the year included a style show, candy and food sales, the annual house party,
and a faculty tea.
Leopolda Vrany, Pres.
Helen Acker, Vice-Pres.
Miss Mary Moore
OFFICERS
ADVISORS
Miss Sawyer
Elizabeth Graham, Sec.
Mary Harton, Treas.
Miss Champion
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Hungerford, Chandler, Witt, Honholt, McDaniels, Shields,
Butler, Beckner, Ackland, Valentine, Munro, Simpson
Huber, Minkler, Sweeney, Stenson, Yank, Gehring
Hadley, Cagney, Reister, Hall, Sherman, Whitfleld
Campbell, Greenhoe, Cupp, Is'ill, Dodge, Hunter, Rockwell, Kaufman, Bailey, Franz
Ellis, Evans, Sanders, Ross, Delamarter, Baiendreit, Stuck, Slade, Armstrong
Collegiate Country Life Club
During Western's twenty years of splendid progress, Rural Education has
taken an active part in the life and achievements of the school. The Country
Life Club, formally known as The Rural Seminar, was the first organization on
the campus. Like the school, its beginning was small, but it has grown steadily
and this year it has one hundred nine members.
The purpose of this club is three-fold—to contribute to the social enjoyment
of its members, to give them inspiration and a higher appreciation of their work,
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Bidwell, Braendle, Hart, Stratton, Baxter, Engle, Harvey, Rockwell, DeKline, Loomis
Zielke, Warren, Hooker, Freeman, Little
Sanborn, Haven, Gorsline, Stutzman
Moore, Lind,
Pepper, Jones, Hathaway, Svvinton, Hoyer,
Hans, Williams, Mende, Lundquist, Munro,
Annable, Lynch, Morris, WilliamsLeigh. Sherman,
and to bring them glimpses of the best things that are being done in all educa
tional work.
In the fall of 1923 the Collegiate Country Life Club of America invited us
to organize a branch chapter. We thereupon reorganized as the Collegiate Country
Life Club, and became affiliated with the National organization. This year Mr. Ross
represented our Club at the National Convention in Columbus, Ohio. His report,
given on his return, was an inspiration to all of us.
March twentieth marked the date for Rural Progress Day and our second
annual banquet.
Ian H. Ross, Pres.
Irene Crofoot, Vice-Pres.
Dr. Burnham
OFFICERS
ADVISORS
Miss Evans
Janice Barendreit, Sec.
Otto Slade, Treas.
Mr. Ellis
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Gillman, Putnam, Sage, O'Connell, Blair, Wager, Winn,
Smith, Ford, Knowles, Shinaberry, Daniels, Roussel
Adams, Parsons, Hunt, Jeffrey, Rapp, Vose, Berry, _: _ Eastman, Ross, Smith, Faunce
Olmstead, Patterson, Cummings, Thomas, Rook, Tamin,
Burke, Rockwell, Brown, Bonebright, Traverse, Barney
Le Cercle Francais
Le Cercle Francais is an organization the personnel of which consists of the
advanced French students at Western. Its purpose is to promote a greater in
terest in the French language and to study the customs and manners of the
French people, as expressed through their songs, poems, plays, and pictures.
The first meeting of the Cercle this year was a reception held in honor of
Mrs. Hockenberry. Mile. Roussel, a student here on scholarship from Algeria
and who has recently studied at La Sorbonne, gave a very interesting description
of her home in Algiers, illustrated with many pictures of the city of Algiers.
Mile. Tamin gave an interesting account of a short stay in Paris this last summer.
At another meeting this year Mrs. Hockenberry gave an instructive lecture on
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Wolkins, Brown, Sheldon, Roth, Marsh, Orr, Wright, Ourtis, Hindes, Hoyt, Masterson, Murphy
Merrick, Barron, Bates, Beerenback, Hileman, Stoll, Ritchey, Russon, Eadie, Scott, LaLonde, Smith
Milton, White, Voorhorst, Wentland, Dines, Layne, Voke, Smith, Hokensen, Newland, Faunce
some of the famous authors of French literature and some slides held over from
Christmas gave the students an excellent idea of famous French artists.
The most outstanding feature of the club's activities was the presentation of
the French play "La Poudre Aux Yeux" given in the original French, in the
Rotunda of the Training School.
The meetings were held the first Tuesday of every month and were sponsored
by Mrs. Hockenberry and Mile. Tamin.
OFFICERS
Donald Patterson, Pres.
Josephine Cummings, Vicc-Prcs.
ADVISORS
Mrs. Hockenberry
Bernice Olmstead, Sec.
Verna Cloud, Treas.
Miss Tamin
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Hawkins, Clement, O'Shea, Dunworth, Redmond, i:>organ, K. Dorgan, E. Fleck, Colligan, H. Dorgan
Bowler, Sullivan, Jakeway, Howard, Browne, McKenna,
Gilman, Myrick, Mahalock, Plourde, R. Howard, Burr
Riezinska, Paquin, Fitzgerald, Hughes, Dowdle, Canavera, Mooney, Veitenheimer, Mulready
Newman Club
The Newman Club is one of the newest organizations on the campus. It
has existed for several years, but this is the first year that it has consisted
solely of members of the Western State Normal student body.
The club was originally organized by a group of students, aided by a
number of Kalamazoo townspeople, for the purpose of promoting the religious
and social interests of the Catholic college students in Kalamazoo. The club still
holds its religious and social interests, and adds to these the earnest desire to
uphold the ideals of Western.
The meetings are held twice a month in the Rotunda of the Training School.
These meetings are varied, usually consisting of a short business meeting, after
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Kronke, Ell, Raifsnyder, Cavanaugh, Lysaght, Sheehan, Gavin, Ollis, West, Donahue
Sheid Gilbert, G. Gilbert, B. McGuire, Riorden, Hanrahan, Doyle, Jost, Barstis
Kegle, Johnson, Florian, Collins, Stanley, Joyce. M. Joyce, K. Lynch, Donahue
which there are speeches, music, games, or dancing. Much of the entertainment
is furnished by club members, but occasionally the speakers or musicians are
from outside the club.
The plan of the club is to hold at least one big party each year, to which
the members may invite their friends. This party has always been voted a
very enjoyable affair.
The membership of the club is gradually growing, and with this increase
in numbers is coming a growth in true club spirit.
OFFICERS
Bernice Dowdle, Pres.
Joseph Kronke, Sec.
John Welsh, Vice-Pres.
Harold Fleck, Treas.
ADVISOR
Mr. Earl Martineau
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Neely, Downey, Murdock, Banach, Johnson, Doty, Smith, G. Ferm, Smith, Carlson', Geison
Richards, Kinsman, Cliff, Mooney, Engstrom, Pearson, L. Biekkola,
Plourde, Mannisto, D. Deile, Burton, Canavera, Gonyea
Hoffenbacker, H. Ferm, Simo, A. Lorenson, V. Lorenson, Mende,
Erickson, L. J. Biekkola, Peterson, Trevarthen, Phillips, Odgers
Anderson, MacKenna, Wm, Hill, Scanlon, Faull, Haynes, J. Hill, Myners, Burr
Oteyokwa Club
The Oteyokwa Club was organized in the Fall Term of 1920, and since that
time has been one of the most active clubs on the campus. Its membership is
limited to residents of the Upper Peninsula and to graduates of Upper Penin
sula schools. The object of the Club is two-fold: first, to interest the school in
the Upper Peninsula, and the Upper Peninsula in the school, and second, to pro
vide for the social welfare of these students in the school.
Meetings of the Qub are held twice each month. At these meetings a mem
ber of the faculty is usually obtained to speak to the Club on subjects of interest
about the Upper Peninsula. In this way students from one section of the Pen
insula become better acquainted with things of interest in other sections. The
latter part of the evening is usually devoted to a social hour when games are
played and dancing enjoyed. In this way the members become better acquainted,
and it helps to drive away that lonesome feeling, so common to new students
far from home.
The Club has been very active during the past year. A general student
party was sponsored by the Club, new pins were obtained, and regular, live meet
ings have been held.
OFFICERS
Weldon Faull, Pres. Hoyt Ferm, Vice-Prcs.
Mona Burton, Sec. James Scanlon, Treas.
Advisor, Mr. Cain
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List of Advertisers
W. H. Adams
Allcock's Barber Shop
Atlas Press
J. B. Baking Co.
0. H. Barnes & Co.
Battery Shop
Battle Creek Sanitarium
Schools
N. J. Baumann
Bell Shoe Store
Bestervelt Pure Food Stores
Brown & Gold
Burdick Hotel
Cable-Nelson Piano Co.
Carey & Leach Bus Lines
Checker Cab Mfg. Corp.
Chocolate Shop
Colman Drug Co.
Columbia Hotel
Columbian Electric Co.
Consumers Power Co.
H. J. Cooper
De Bolt Candy Co.
Jack Dold's Drug Stores
Doubleday Bros. & Co.
Edwards & Chamberlin
Equitable Life Ins. Co.
R. E. Fair
Federal Bakery
J. D. Freeman
Fuller & Elite Theaters
Garrison's News Agency
Gilmore Brothers
Godfrey Lumber Co.
Goodrich Candy Co.
Green's Drug Store
Grinnell Brothers
Hale Hat Store
Hall's Quality Grocery
Hanselman Candy Co.
Hekman Biscuit Co.
Henderson-Ames Co.
Hershfields'
Home Furnishing Co.
Hoover Bond Co.
Lew Hubbard
Hub Restaurant
Ihling Bros. Everard Co.
Johnson-Howard Co.
Johnson Paper & Supply Co.
J. R. Jones' Sons & Co.
Kalamazoo Bread Co.
Kalamazoo - City Savings
Bank
Kalamazoo Creamery Co.
Kalamazoo Hack & Bus Co.
Kalamazoo Laundry Co.
Kalamazoo National Bank
Kalamazoo Paper Co.
Kalamazoo Stove Co.
Kalamazoo Vegetable Parch
ment Co.
Michael J. Leo
Lewis Rapid Transit Line
Ed Locher
Geo. McDonald Drug Co.
Miller Cash Grocery
Mitchell & Mitchell
Music Shop
Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co.
National Storage Co.
Normal Cafeteria
Normal Co-op Store
Northwestern Mutual Life
Ins. Co.
Harry Okun
Olmsted & Mulhall
< )lsen & Ebann
Paris Cafe
Park-American Cafe
Parsons Business School
W. H. Pendleton
Peoples Outfitting Co.
Pipers' Ice Cream Co.
Pontiac Engraving Co.
H. T. Prange
Progressive Shoe Shop
E. S. Rankin Agency
Riepma Brothers
Round Oak Heating Co.
Slager Bros.
Slocum Brothers
Sport Shop
Standard Paper Co.
Standard School Fixtures Co.
Star Bargain House Inc.
Streng & Zinn Co.
Students' Central Shoe Re
pairing Shop
Students' Drug Store
Sun Life Assurance Co.
Taylor Produce Co.
Title, Bond & Mortgage Co.
Travis Motor Sales
Trio Laundry Co.
Upjohn Co.
Van Bochove
H. L. VanderHorst
Ver West Bakery
A. W. Walsh Co.
West End Market
Western Normal Herald
Western State Normal School
Westnedge Ave. Barber Shop
West Street Market
Wheeler-Blaney Co.
Wick's Insurance Agency
Wilson-Chase Motor Sales
Sanford A. Wiltsey
Ned Woolley
Young Men's Christian Asso
ciation
H. A. Young Studio
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Best wishes to the 1925 graduates of W. S. N.
We invite you to call on us
at our new store, 228 West
Main
Whatever the sport we have the goods
THE SPORT SHOP
RAYMOND R. WARREN
W. S. N., '12
228 W. Main Phone 4550
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GRINNELL BROS.
PLAYER-PIANO
JUST vou hear and PLAY the GRIN-
NELL BROS. PLAYER-PIANO!
You'll quickly recognize in it just such
an instrument as you've long dreamed of
owning.
Building it ourselves and selling it direct
from Factory-to-You we know what a real
value it is and the saving afforded you.
Special easy terms permit of immediate en
joyment of this superb player-piano
RIGHT NOW! Come in today—or let us
send you fullest particulars.
Convenient terms arranged.
Factory-
to-You
Price
affords a big
saving.
Prof: George, what is work?
Sleepy Stude (stretching and opening one
eye) : Everything's work.
Prof (not irate) : Do you mean to tell
me that this table is work?
George (closing eye and resuming former
attitude) : Sure, woodwork.
GRINNELL BROS.
Phone 3014
107 E. Main
Waiter (serving Frosh who is taking a
girl out to dinner for the first time) :Nectar?
Frosh (blushing) : Not yet.
Electric Construction
Electric Supplies
Columbian Electric Co.
Henry M. Desenberg, Mgr.
127 South Rose Street
Phone 953
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
Prof: What happened in 1854?
Stude: I don't know, sir.
Prof: Well, where should you go when
you want to find a date?
Stude: To the Library.
'27: How much is 12 times 14?
'28 (somewhat snappy) : 168. Can't you do
that?
'27: Certainly, in time, but fools multiply
rapidly.
Hall's Quality Grocery
Phone 4280 Phone 333
801 W. Main
EVERYTHING IN EATS
Nothing but the Best
Try Us—Be Convinced
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For /?r.?£ class shoe repairing go to
The Progressive Shoe Shop
023 Locust St.
WE ALSO HANDLE GYM SHOES
" t
The STUDENTS' CENTRAL |
SHOE REPAIRING SHOP
with the students' prices
connecting with the
Shoe Shining Parlor
Green's Block
507 W. Vine
All work
guaranteed
Our Prof, in Geology pulled a boner yes
terday. He said. "In my hand is the hardest
rock known."
He scratched his head with his other
hand, and a bright student asked, "Which
hand, sir?"
In a Freshman's Eyes.
A Senior stood on a railroad track,
The train was coming fast,
The train got off the track
And let the Senior pass.
She: I wonder if you remember me ?
Twenty years ago you asked me to marry
you.
Absent-minded Prof.: Ah, yes, and did I?
"My room-mate went to church Sunday for
the first time in three years."
"How'd he get along?"
"Not so good. When the guy came around
for the collection, Joe wanted to match him
double or nothing."
WESTNEDGE AVE.
BARBER SHOP
First Class Haircutting
of all kinds
M. KNOBLOCK
——-+
—,—1+
Compliments
of
A Friend
*»—
JOHNSON PAPER &
SUPPLY CO.
Mill Agents and Jobbers
Wrapping Paper
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
522-524 N. Burdick St. Phone
Kalamazoo, Mich.
2613
»—.*
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Bv&yMeal
EatHERMANS
Cookie-Cakes
and Crackers
99 Delicious
Varieties
A kind for every
taste and every
occasion.
'elqnanlfiscwtux
Grand Rapids.Mich.
NEVER DO WE RELAX
Our Efforts
THE power of an engine depends largely upon the quality of
the fuel and whether or not the fire under the boiler is kept
steadily burning. Water stops boiling as the heat gives out. A
fierce start sometimes means a weak ending.
It pays this store to use the best kind of fuel in the business
engine and to keep the fires burning brightly all the blessed time.
To relax in our efforts means to retreat from the "firing line." A
relaxing of effort spells loss of public faith and lessened interest
in the store and its goods. We never let up in our endeavors to
make shopping at this store both pleasant and profitable.
In the heart of kalamaioo
'In The Heart of Kalamazoo"
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Is a homey place, and
when we have said that—
when we have told you
that you are always
welcome
and that young men
and women of this world
have a warm place
in our hearts,
and that we really mean it,
—why
WE'VE SAID IT ALL.
ERNEST McLEAN, Mgr.
"Hello, you a frosh?"
"No, this is my fifth year."
"What's the matter, taking your Mas
ter's?"
"No, taking my time."
"Say, what kind of a fellow is Brown?"
"He's one of those fellows who always
grabs the stool when there is a piano to be
moved."
Old lady (to man who had just had both
legs amputated) : How are you today, my
good man?
"Oh, I guess I can't kick."
Ed: Is Bill as forgetful as ever?
Eddie: I'll say! Why, he has to look
himself up in the directory when he gets
ready to go home from classes.
Compliments
GARRISON'S
NEWS
AGENCY
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SLOCUM BROTHERS
Photographers
123 S. Burdick St.
The men who make Photographs
right. The right men to make your
Photographs.
We give the kind of service the
Appointment Office and Brown
and Gold requires.
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"I was awfully embarrassed this morning. *i""
I got a block from home before I noticed
that I still had on my bedroom slippers."
"What did you do?"
"I had to limp all the way home."
"Have you a cigarette?"
"Yes, plenty, thank you."
Del Dee: He's wonderful, my dear; he
talks like a book.
Gladys: Can you shut him up as easily?
Swimming Instructor: Can you swim very
well?
FINE CANDIES,
ICE CREAM
AND ICES
Ask anybody about our
Ice Cream
The Chocolate Shop
150 S. BURDICK ST.
Frosh : No, ma'am : but I sure can wade. 4.... .„, .... .... ... .... ■■ .... .. .. „„ .... ,„, ,,„
Compliments of
KALAMAZOO PAPER CO.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
*_.»_.._„
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The Star Bargain
House, Inc.
Supply House for Blank Books
Stationery, Glassware, Electric
Supplies and Art Goods
229 - 235 S. Burdick St.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
Geo. W. Russell, Pres.
Anna P. Zinn, Viee-Pres.
C. S. Stranahan, Secy, and Treas.
nil in mil «J»»^—»
Quality and
Style
PREDOMINATE
THE BELL SHOE HOUSE
Louis Isenberg, Prop.
124 E. MAIN ST.
Take your meals
at the
PARIS CAFE
and
SAVE MONEY
The West Street
Market
Wholesale and Retail Dealers
in Fresh, Salt and Smoked
Meats and Fish
C. Luyendyk.. Prop.
816 S. Westnedge Ave.
Phones 451, 452
.—..4.
I
I
I
4.,,,
Geo. McDonald Drug
Co.
Main and Burdick, and
113 South Burdick
Kodaks, Developing and
Printing
Visit the Oriole Room, 113 S. Bur
dick for good things to eat and
drink
B E2H3 (BGB HI BIB Emm) mE BM EnEHEl E
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School
Annuals
Our Specialty
C. H. BARNES & CO.
Printing and Binding
230-234 N. Burdick St.
KALAMAZOO
Michael J. Leo
109 W. Main St.
i j
! LADIES READY-TO-WEAR
At Reasonable Prices
Phone 4787
I
Compliments of
The Store For Homes
The Hoover Bond Co.
FURNITURE
+—„
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It is the aim of the
BESTERVELT PURE FOOD STORES
to maintain the highest standard of
Food Service in this community.
The Bestervelt Pure Food Stores
:V2~t S. Burdick
Prof: What is the principal resource
of Ireland?
Stude: America.
120 W. Water St.
Paul (discussing track man) : What
did he run in?
Peter : Little short pants.
Freshman's nightmare after studying
chemistry for four hours before going to
bed: To the dickens with Boyle's Law!
I won't vote for it.
Smith: If you refuse me, I shall dash
my brains out against yon wall.
Brown : Oh, Freddie, how could you?
YOUR MONEY
In the Form of
Guaranteed Checks
An Obligation of the Kalamazoo National Bank
Will Give You
SAFETY
IDENTIFICATION
CONVENIENCE
RECEIPT OF EXPENDITURES
RECORD OF EXPENDITURES
SAVING OF YOUR FUNDS
Kalamazoo National Bank
ORGANIZED FOR SERVICE MAINTAINED BY SERVICE
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GIVE YOURSELF A FIGHTING
CHANCE
At the outset of your career, wouldn't you like to feel the security which
comes of reasonable safeguards?
If you are hampered by thoughts of a parent or other dear one who
might be left unprotected—
Or if a haunting vision of your later unproductive years limits your
daring—
HOW CAN YOU EXPECT TO SUCCEED?
i
Decide right now to make the future secure for you and yours. Let i
us show you how to perpetuate your income, by affiliating with that great I
financial institution
The Sun Life Assurance Company
J. D. Goldsmith C. H. Niggli 0. M. Funk
414 Kalamazoo National Bank Bldg.
•«■—-««J»
t"
Don't divorce your wife because
she can't cook. Eat HERE
and keep her for a pet
The Hub Restaurant
114 E. Main St.
Telephone 83
i
Individual Family
Washing
Dry Cleaning
&
Dyeing
HERSHFIELD'S
Home of
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
CLOTHES
STETSON HATS and
MANHATTAN SHIRTS
123-5 East Main Street
Kalamazoo Michigan -j
Kalamazoo Laundry
Co.
Phone 3060
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WESTERN STATE NORMAL SCHOOL
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
,„_._*
Some Advantages
1. Carefully selected corps of trained instructors.
2. Splendid campus of 56 acres including 15-acre athletic field.
3. Modern buildings well equipped.
4. New Library Building—largest, most convenient Normal School
Library in the United Sttates.
5. Well selected Library materials—200 magazines and periodicals re
ceived regularly.
6. New Gymnasium for Men—a splendid structure carefully planned.
7. Life Certificate Courses.
Art
< lommeree
Earlv Elementary Grades
Household Arts
Junior High School
Later Elementary Grades
Manual Arts
Music
Physical Education for Men
Physical Education for Women
Rural Education
Senior High School
8. Four-year A. B. and B. S. Degree Course*; 51 graduates granted
A. B. Degree in Tune and August, 1924.
9. Appointment Bureau placed 936 graduates in desirable positions in
1924. This service is free to graduates.
10. Well equipped Cafeteria furnishes wholesome food at very low
prices.
11. Co-operative store provides books and students' supplies at reason
able rates.
12. Fine democratic atmosphere and splendid school spirit.
1925 FALL TERM BEGINS SEPT. 22
For catalog and further information address Registrar, Western State
Normal School, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
D. B. WALDO. President JOHN C. HOEKJE, Registrar.
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BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM SCHOOLS
Kellogg School of Physical Education, School of
Nursing, School of Home Economics
Each affiliated with famous Sanitarium. Superb equipment and unusual
facilities for practical experience. Illustrated announcement. Registrar,
Battle Creek College, Box W, Battle Creek, Michigan.
4.-. i
WHY
SHOE WORKS
It's better to have your shoes re
paired at the WHY SHOE
WORKS than to wish
you had.
J. D. Freeman, Prop.
Phone 1295 120 N. Burdick
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Compliments, of
Green's Drug Store
Lunches and Student
Supplies
"THERE'S A DIFFERENCE
IN BREAD"
TRY OUR
Creamo
and
Betsy Ross
AT ALL GROCERS
KALAMAZOO BREAD CO.
Cor. West and Vine
4
STANDARD
School Fixtures Co.
GRAND RAPIDS
MICH.
Specialists in
HIGH GRADE FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT FOR
EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS
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Trade Mark
Retf.tered
Compliments
of
KALAMAZOO STOVE COMPANY
75 Rochester Ave.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
Co-ed (angrily) : I should think that you 't
would be ashamed to look me in the face, or
speak to me on the street.
s
He: I am, but a gentleman's always cour
teous.
He: Aw, but 1 say, old man, don't be blue
over her; there are lots of other fish in the
sea, you know.
Him: Yeh, I know—but the last one took
all my bait.
SLAGER BROS.
Landlady: Who wants a drumstick?
Joe: I do.
Floss: I do.
Hank: I do.
Landlady: What do you think I have, a
•centipede?
Exclusive Agents
in this territory for
Richelieu
Products
Two Phones
6252 - 292
812 S. WESTNEDGE AVE.
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Perfect I
Satisfaction j
DeBolt Candy Co.
218 E. Water St.
Guaranteed every
wearer of a
"Famous Kalama-
zoo" Uniform or a
"Superior Qual
ity" Cap
WHOLESALE
CONFECTIONERS
Phone 639
Get our catalogs
and prices.
THE
HENDERSON-
AMES CO.
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
I tI I
1 1
l i! I
!
Compliments of
Taylor Produce Co.
ARCOLA PRODUCTS
A Fable.
Under the swinging street car strap
The homely co-ed stands,
And stands, and stands, and stands,
And stands, and stands, and stands.
r
Compliments of
ATLAS PRESS
Who is this guy Tommy Rot we hear so +.
much about?
First fisherman: Did you clean very much
from that lasti trip's catch?
Second fisherman: Yes, nearly all net pro-
EVERYTHING
for the ladies
Hosiery, Underwear, Ribbons,
Laces, Gloves, Coats, Suits,
Dresses, Silks, Dress Goods,
Lingerie, Corsets, Domestics
at lowest cash prices
STRENG & ZINN CO.
fit.
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Phone 2429 Glasses Made to Order
H. T. PRANGE
ALLCOCK'S BARBER SHOP
and Beauty Parlor
124 W. Main St. Phone 147W
Optometrist and Optician
149 So. Burdick St.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
Normal Barber Shop and Beauty
Parlor
42S Davis St. Phone 5413W
*.«-
While it may be true that a college educa
tion is worth $72,000 just as that Dean re
cently figured, it is nevertheless true that
many of us would be willing to dispose of
ours for half that figure, less 5% discount
for cash.
NED WOOLLEY
Men's Wear
132 S. BURDICK
*—«
STUDENTS TAKE NOTICE
Every cent which you spend for Milk is a cent
invested in HEALTH ASSURANCE.
HEALTH is the basis of all real success. As
you buy food, invest for your future Health.
The Kalamazoo Creamery Co.
PHONE 727
]
I
Prices Right and First Class Service I? 1
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J. R. JONES' SONS & CO.
In Kalamazoo since '72
To the graduates of Western State Normal in the class
of '25 the J. R. Jones' Sons and Co. extends
hearty congratulations.
FOR FIFTY THREE YEARS
This store has been serving the people of
Kalamazoo and Southwestern Michigan
with the best merchandise obtainable for
the prices. During your stay in Kala
mazoo it has been our pleasure to serve
you, and we trust that as you leave the
city, and go out into the field as members
of the teaching profession you will con
tinue to afford us the privilege of still
further serving you.
Our Personal Shopper service, brings
our store as convenient to you as the
nearest post box.
53 m ai hb cm muss mo bb mm maim mum E3 a a gj y eed eb
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THE MODERN CAB is now a recognized means
of local transportation, for it provides prompt
and convenient service accompanied by comfort,
safety and reasonable rates.
CHECKER CAB MANUFACTURLNG CORP.
Kalamazoo — U. S. A.
Largest Exclusive Cab Makers
Southwestern Michigan s Greatest Store
GILMORE BROTHERS
Everything—Outer and Undergarments and all
Accessories for Women and Children. Every
thing for the Adornment of the Home
A Separate Store for Men
Offering smart clothes and quality furnishings
at moderate prices.
South Burdick Street KALAMAZOO, MICH.
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Don't Make A Mistake
CALL RED TOP CAB
Phone 17
Ride the Bus
CAREY & LEACH BUS LINES
FOR INFORMATION
Phone 482
Drugs Sodas
The Students' Drug
Store
726 Locust St., at Vine
D. R. Huntley, Prop.
Magazines Stationery
Wheeler-Blaney Co.
Plumbing, Heating and
Ventilating Engineers
Estimates furnished on application
223-225 North Burdick St.
Bell Phone 111
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
Automatic Fire Protection Equip
ments
m >n n> i £,„ „ „ „ „ „, „ ,
J. B. Baking Co.
I
Kalamasoo's newest, and
most modern bakery.
Student inspection welcome. I I
2105 Portage St.
Your insurance
requirements
Insurance for your automobile,
your home, your baggage, your
business or the packages you
send by parcel post—
No matter what your insurance
requirements may be, we can
show you how to get the most
for every insurance dollar in
vested.
WICKS INSURANCE
AGENCY
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
Phone 1700 106 W. Main St.
I I
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FOR BETTER HOMES
WE are pioneers in the "Better Homes" movement.
When this store first opened its doors, nineteen
years ago, the foremost thought in the minds of its
founders, was to help folks to acquire better furnished
homes at moderate cost. And this idea has built this
business to its present magnitude—the largest house fur
nishing establishment in southwestern Michigan. Let us
furnish your home with correctly modeled furniture, good
rugs and practical household appliances.
HOME FURNISHING CO.
201 - 223 N. Burdick St.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
Prof: Your recitation reminds me of Que- •§•■-
bee.
Soph: Why?
Prof: Built on a bluff.
''Are you a college man?"
"No, my hair is naturally curly."
Van Bochove
Home of Good Flowers
=
The Dean of Women was being inter- I
viewed.
"Do co-eds kiss?" she was asked.
"You'd be surprised," she remarked coyly,
"how much goes on right under my nose."
'This meat is salty."
'S'tough."
'Yeah—tough and salty."
223 S. Burdick
Phone 235
•$•
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Prof: When I was a boy we had some
mighty queer notions. One night our whole
village went up on a hilltop and waited for
the world to come to an end.
Interested Frosh: And did it?
Prof: Your last paper was very difficult
to read: Your work should be so written
that even the most ignorant will be able to
understand it.
Deldee: Yes, sir. What part didn't you
understand?
History Prof.—"And when Lord Chester
field saw that death was near he gathered
all his friends around him. But before he
breathed his last he uttered those last im
mortal words. Who can tell me what the
dying words of Lord Chesterfield were?"
Class (in chorus)—"They Satisfy!"
When in need of
MEATS
Always Quality
Think of
WEST END MARKET
781 W. Main St. Phone 1877J
At Your Service
■"'*
I
hi niaf»
Office Phone 11
Sanford A. Wiltsey
Realtor
Special attention to centrally locat
ed business and residence properties
Member National, State and
Local Exchanges
304 Hanselman Building
m mB ej 0
4«
IF THERE IS ANYTHING
WORSE THAN A HOME
WITHOUT A MOTHER IT
IS A MOTHER WITHOUT
A HOME
We will send Her a check every
month of her life (for whatever
amount you decide) by means of a
Northwestern Mutual "INCOME
CONTRACT". Remember, there is
only one thing that's worse than
a home "without a mother" and
that's a "mother without a home."
Ask for figures on the "INCOME
CONTRACT".
THE NORTHWESTERN
MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE CO.
G. L. SHIPMAN
General Agent, Southwestern
Michigan
$20,000,000.00 in force in Kalarna-
zoo. How much of it will go into
your home?
RADIOLA
Brunswick Records
Player Pianos
|
I
I
-4
CABLE-NELSON PIANO
CO.
128 W. Main St.
The Co-op Store carries
a complete line of
"'f
!
I Goodrich Candies
Sold by the
GOODRICH CANDY CO.
I 217 Portage Phone 898
inmnnmcsbedtmnnimaa EaanDiaa cb a a e> mera
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Compliments
of the Man who makes good
PHOTOGRAPHS
H. A. Young Studio
129 S. Burdick St. Phone 1651 F-2
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lbs* °f«ktJi<GoodW'1 Paper
Student's Bargain Package
A new and Better Way to Buy Fine Writing Paper
NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT
Personal Stationery at the Cost of Scratch Pads
Easily matched in Envelopes
Yniir Dealer
Two $1 Sizes:
5 lbs.—More than 500 sheets—8y2xll
5 ibg.—More than 450 sheets-8%xl3
Kalamazoo Vegetable Parchment Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Where K. V. P. Quality Papers are made
Poet, D'Yuh Know It?
"What is she reciting?"
"Noyes."
"I know, but what is the name of it?"
Patient (dashing madly into the infirmary
holding tightly to his head) : Give me some
thing for my head, Doc; give me something
for it.
Busy Doc: I wouldn't take it as a gift.
"Mother, who put the statue under the
kitchen sink?"
"Sh-h, Jimmie, that's the plumber."
N. J. BAUMANN
Distributor
Cadillac
Hudson
Essex
333-P-7 S. Burdick Street
s m n <> m
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HATS and
Men's Wear
ED. LOCHER
313 A/". Burdick St. I
E. S. Rankin Agency
Incorporated
Insurance Underwriters
Phone 301
Kalamazoo National Bank Building
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
4k
I Gasoline
IHAHDIEI
Oils
I I STORAGE
CARS
Best Warehouse
The Best Equipment
The Best Men
Tires Accessories
MITCHELL & MITCHELL
814 South Westnedge Ave.e.
NATIONAL STORAGE CO.
301-311 E. Water St.
Phone 3546
4. ,
"Hello, sweetness, will you dance with •§•
me?"
"Sir, I'm the Dean of Women."
"Funny it never repeats itself to me," said
the puzzled student over his History exam.
Stude : Is he eligible?
Athlete: Naw, he played marbles for
keeps.
Telephone 934
GODFREY LUMBER CO.
Dealers in
Lumber and Building
Material
j Offices and Yards, 841 Third Street
A high school teacher wrote "please wash" • KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
on the blackboard and the janitor took his f
hath before Saturday.
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Phone For Food
Buy These Reliable Brands
Del Monte Canned Goods
Vesper Canned Goods
Edgemont Crackers
Gold Medal Flour
Breakfast Delight Coffee
A. W. WALSH COMPANY
Wholesale Distributors
I I
I I
I l
I iI I
1 i! i
! I
! j
! I
I i
WILSON-CHASE
MOTOR SALES
Telephone 4525
114-116 S. Westnedge Ave.
Telephone 5801
Kalamazoo, Mich.
in—un—»«Jt
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Prof: I told my class to construct their
themes from passages in the encyclopedia.
Miss French: They appear to have obeyed
perfectly for I have noticed several pages
missing from the set.
Dr. Henry (meeting his class for the first
time) : "And on this paper I want your
names—not your signatures."
Compliments of
W. H. ADAMS
QUALITY MEATS
724 Locust Street
Women are coming more and more to dress
like men, we are told, but we have yet to
hear of a co-ed, who could dress like a man,
who recently got up at 7:57 and made an
eight o'clock class.
Compliments
of
A FRIEND
-i
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O£//? mtf/z;y ^tfn- of experience in the distribution
of food products and our constantly increasing
sales and satisfied customers together with clean
liness and proper handling of foods, insuring you not
only of goods of highest quality, but also at prices that
are always reasonable, striving constantly to be of such
a service that shall be to our mutual advantage, makes
this indeed a store to be considered when making food
purchases.
RIEPMA BROS.
Phones 221 - 222
Groceries, Fruits and Vegetables
..—.4.
Visitor: What did Rev. So and So do in
chapel Tuesday?
Frosh: Oh, he got up and looked over the
student body and then prayed for the col
lege.
Delilah: He's just bashful. Why don't
you give him a little encouragement?
Samson: Encouragement? He needs a
cheering section.
MAN, here's real neck-joy!
Semi-soft collars that are circles
of smart, fresh whiteness
Trio Laundry Co.
Just phone 6343
Service That Satisfies
•§•!« HI
Student: Could you tell me in round
numbers what I made in the test?
Prof: Yes; zero.
Ha: She has her fine points.
Ha : Oh—did she scratch you ?
The Battery Shop
Auto, Electrical and
Radio Service
434 W\ Main St.
Call 444
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Turning
"Ivers
Good ofAll
WATER POWER
STEAM POWER
GAS SERVICE
BACK
YOUR
INVESTMENT
The mighty rivers of
Michigan have been har
nessed and now serve the
vital needs of your state.
You can make these riv
ers work and earn for you.
by investing in
CONSUMERS POWER
PREFERRED SHARES
TAX FREE IN MICHIGAN
"Ask Our Employees"
ONSUMERS
Company
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Olmsted & Mulhall
HANSELMAN BUILDING
*„-
Investments
Insurance
Real Estate
HARRY OKUN
Sells Good
SHOES
For Less
There would be only one shoestore
in Kazoo if everyone knew how
reasonable we sell good shoes
HARRY OKUN
iO6 E. Water St. 20 steps from
high rent.
Compliments of
Standard Paper Co.
! i
TH€Re'S A DIFF€R€AICe'
We Exist for Your Convenience
WE TRY TO MAKE OUR
FRIENDLY SERVICES HELP
BUILD WESTERN
THE NORMAL CAFETERIA
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The Confection Supreme
It's Better Because It's Best
No Better Than The Best
But Better Than The Rest
HANSELMAN CANDY CO.
MFRS.
Frosh: Who is the smallest man in his
tory ?
Soph: I don't know.
Frosh: Why, the Roman soldier who slept
on his watch.
Fooled Him.
Dumb: What makes you think the prof,
won't give yon a poor grade in Math?
Dora: I handed in an anonymous blue
book.
Mrs. Twiggs (after ten minutes conversa
tion) : Well, I must be getting along to the
plumbers, Mrs. Brown, 'cos me 'usband's at
'ome with his thumb on a bursted pipe,
waiting till 'e comes.
"I'm looking for somebody to lend me ten
dollars."
"Well, it's a nice day for it."
Let Us Care For Your
Musical Wants.
Complete line of
Musical Instruments
Sheet Music and
Victor Records
In fact everything in Music.
WHAT YOU EARN
is present income. What you
save means income zvhen your
earning power shrinks.
A Savings Account with the
KALAMAZOO-CITY SAV
INGS BANK which has capital,
surplus and profits of over $975,-
000 and which operates under
strict State supervision, means
complete safety for your surplus
funds.
Open your account today. 3%
interest paid.
KALAMAZOO-CITY SAV
INGS BANK
Main-at-Portage
Portage-at-Washington
I
THE MUSIC SHOP
136 South Burdick Street
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The Lewis Rapid Transit Line
Operating Between
KALAMAZOO-ALLEGAN
KALAMAZOO-THREE
RIVERS
KALAMAZOO-SOUTH
HAVEN
Renders Excellent Service
A Specialty Made of Special Trips
For Information Phone 4843
Travis Motor Sales
472 W. Main Kalamazoo
Phone 632
When Better New
and Used Cars are
Sold. We Will sell
them. This is a
Studebaker Year
Quality Courtesy
Olsen & Ebann
Aristocrats of Credit Jewelers
152 S. Burdick St.
Phone 351
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
Ben L. Steelman, Resident Manager
Service Satisfaction
Piper's Ice Cream
"Serve it and you
please all!*
JL Icecream
THE UPJOHN COMPANY
Makers of
Fine Pharmaceuticals
HOME OFFICE AND LABORATORIES
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
NEW YORK CITY
BRANCH HOUSES:
KANSAS CITY SAN FRANCISCO
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BUSINESS SCHOOL
Kalamazoo, Michigan
) of{fie <*»
Efficient School
KEEP IN TOUCH WITH
YOUR ALMA MATER
THROUGH
Western Normal
Herald
f t""I
I
It Puts the Knot in
the Tie That Binds
Subscribe before you leave
school and renew each year
after.
Students' Headquarters
for
Drawing Instruments
Drawing Material
Fine Stationery
Fountain Pens
Eversharps
Leather Goods
and other
Student Supplies
I We always give 10% off
I to all students
DOUBLEDAY BROS. & CO.
223-5 E. Main St.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
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Congratulations
to Our
Graduates
GREETINGS ---
To All Friends of
THE
NORMAL
"CO-OP"
STORE
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8Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company
NEWARK, N. J., SINCE 1845
Father and Mother have helped You thru School. Now it's Your turn
to Protect Them with a Mutual Benefit Policy and at the same time start a
SAVINGS ACCOUNT for Yourself.
Very low rates.
PAUL L. SNAUBLE C. J. HOEBEKE
70G Kal. Nat'l Bank Bldg. Phone 4050
Policies that fit.
+»—-
Physical Mental
Young Men's
Christian Association
Compliments of
R. E. FAIR
FORD SALES — SERVICE
Social
i
Is Mary out for athletics?
No, athletes.
Religious KALAMAZOO
"Ish that cup over there sanitary?"
"It must be; everyone's using it."
Prof, (to student entering class) : Heav
ens! Is it snowing outside?
Stude: No, sir. I've just been eating pop
corn.
Compliments of
A FRIEND
And then Adam said: Don't be tight. Aw,
give me the core.
Damon: Why so glum?
Henry: I had a date with Alice last night.
Damon : And she broke it ?
Henry : No ; me.
To the Faculty and Students of
Western State Normal—
If our service pleases you, it pleas
es us.
We thank you for your patronage.
KALAMAZOO HACK AND
BUS CO.
Operator of Yellow Cabs
PHONE 4400
Office—Corner Rose and Main Sts.
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He: Say, kid, would you like to see some
thing swell?
She: Oh, yes.
He: You just drop some beans in water
and watch them."
Hostess: Pardon me, but didn't you drop
a fork into your pocket?
Guest (concealing a blush) : Yes; it was
too tarnished to leave on the table.
Federal Bakery
QUALITY BAKING
121 W. MAIN ST.
**.
"So you imagine that you know as much
as the professor, do you? How is that?"
"Well, he himself said that it is quite im
possible to teach me anything."
Student (to clerk at Jack's) : You needn't
look at that check so hard; it'll be back in
a few days and then you can look at it as
long as you want to.
Compliments of
Johnson-Howard Co.
H. L. VANDERHORST
GENERAL
CONTRACTOR
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How far ahead do YOU THINK?
A college education is estimated to be worth $75,000 to the possessor. This
may be of no benefit to your loved ones unless you
INSURE THE ECONOMIC VALUE OE YOUR LIFE
THE EQUITABLE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF IOWA.
Win. II. Howe, '07, General Agent.
Keith Elliot -2:! H. Loree Harvey, '24 Milton Scherer, '25
W. H. PENDLETON I
Insurance
All Kinds
153 S. Burdiek St. Upjohn Block [
Thone 217 1
KALAMAZOO, MICH, j
?
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Compliments of
BURDICK HOTEL
Sprau (in quiz section) : Who defeated +
the Israelites?
Al (coining out of a day dream) : I dun-
no! I don't follow any of these bush league
teams.
Compliments
of a Friend
Knowing what everybody else thinks about
us makes life more interesting; not knowing =
it makes life more enjoyable.
We owe a great deal to chemistry; for in
stance, we owe a great many of our blondes. I
Here lies the body of George Noah Stout-
He laughed at his girl when her teeth fell
out. f
Yours in Spirit, Thought and Sentiment
"Words fail me," muttered the small boy sam fcchensul Joe Schensui
as he flunked the spelling exam. •!•«—>»—«»—•»—»—»—-—"—"—"—
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JACK DOLD'S DRUG STORES
COR. MAIN & ROSE
Phone 539
Oppt. Courthouse
COR. CEDAR & DAVIS
Phone 4119
Oppt. Normal School
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
DOLD'S DRUGS
Senior (wonderingly) : And how did yon
happen to come to Western?
Frosh: Well, yon see I won a Normal
pennant with cigarette coupons, and they
wouldn't exchange it.
Prof: Now which of you can give me the
tenses of the verb "to knife"?
Burke: I can, teacher: knife, fork, and
spoon.
Compliments of
Columbia Hotel
Frosh: Two milk shakes.
Frosh (later) : Change mine to a limeade.
Clerk: What do you think this is? A
sleight-of-hand show? Complimentary
The bootblack: Light or dark, sir?
The absent-minded Professor: I'm not par
ticular, but please don't give me the neck. +
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Established 1869 Fifty-Six Years of Success
COMPLETE
PRINTING
SERVICE
nrms entire book is
a product of our plant,
where machinery and work
manship of the highest quality
rule. Take up your present
or contemplated Printing
Problems with us. :: :: ::
Write for Estimates.
KALAMAZOO. MICHIGAN
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Kazoo's Bargain Shozv
VAUDEVILLE
and
PHOTOPLAYS
—.f.
j
I
Kiddies 10c Adults 30c
AMATEUR NIGHTS
Monday and Friday
A Big Show For The Money
ELITE
Opposite Post Office
REFINED
BURLESQUE
AND
MOVIES
NOTHING TO OFFEND
NEW SHOW
THURSDAY &
SUNDAY
Children
10c
Adults
30c
Styx: I am the idol of my landlady.
Red: What makes you think so?
Styx: Because she puts burnt offerings
before me,
*-
Teacher: Why do we put a hyphen in
bird-cage?
Ben: For the bird to sit on.
Compliments
Ver West Bakery
320 South Burdick St.
"Where are you going?"
"Chemistry exam."
"Going to take the acid test, eh?"
Our Literary Editor thinks that a Dress
Suit is a night dress.
The Colman Drug
Company
REXALL STORE
123 W. Main St. Phone 174
"Largest and most completely
equipped drug store in Southern
Mich."
■
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Our GUARANTEED Contracts
Make SAFE Investments
They have been proved to be GOOD.
They grow constantly SAFER.
They cause you NO WORRY.
They net you 7y2%or better.
We make monthly collections without cost to you.
They merit your investigation.
TITLE, BOND AND MORTGAGE COMPANY OF KALAMAZOO
210 West Main St. (New ground floor location)
Phones 2284 - 2285
Overheard by the Training School
Young Bragger: My grandfather built the
Rocky Mountains.
Unsympathetic Listener: Aw, that's noth
ing. Do you know the Dead Sea? Well, my
grandfather killed it.
First Stag: Gee! Mary's quite the ber
ries, isn't she?
Second Stag: Yes, elderberries.
Your Hat Problems
Easily solved here. Our salesmen
will give you just the right hat for
your build and personality.
Specializing the $3.50 Value
The HALE HAT STORE
104 W. Main St.
■4
!
"I don't want to keep that school girl com
plexion," said the Frosh as he brushed the
powder off his lapel.
Bob: Gimme a sheet of music paper, will
ya?
Bobbin: Whyfore?
Bob: I wanna write my girl a note.
Compliments of
A FRIEND
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Compliments of
dsOu
HJFriedmanPres>
215*217*210*221 NorthBujrdick Stizebt
Over 30 years of happy home-making
Compliments of
Round Oak Heating
Co.
KALAMAZOO, MICH.
1st College Man: What kind of a fellow
is that boy following the girl over there?
2nd College Man: Oh, just a
after a fashion.
ood fellow
Art Secord: And if co-education were
abolished at Normal, what would follow?
AVhat would follow, I say?
Chapel audience (in unison): We would,
sir, we would !
If a clerk should have a tit on a counter,
would you call it a counterfeit?
Don : That prof, took an unfair advantage
of me. Yesterday I raised my hand—
John : Yes. yes: go on.
Don : —and he called on me.
KUPPENHEIMER
GOOD CLOTHES
An investment in good appear
ance
LewHubbard
107 West Main St.
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Specializing in the MONARCH
brands and STUDENTS'
SPECIALTIES
.,4
..A
MILLER
CASH GROCERY
613 Davis Street
ORLO F. MILLER
W. S. N. S. '17
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